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Publisher's Note

Ir ls pERHAps not an exaggenAon to say that when an

a'erage Catholic thinks of the Church he thinks of a

highli organized, highly cenrra1ized world-wide institu-
tiJn, witlr- its centre at Rome; and that when an avefege

Easiern orthodox thinks of the Church he thinks of it
in his own counttlt in Greece or Russia or serbia or

elsewhere, with irc chief bishop at Athens or Moscow

or Belgrade.
It ii a mistake to suppose rhar this difference is due

simply rc a very sttong-f.eling of nationality in religion

"r"""i the Ortlodox. Th"t 6as its Palt' in it; but the

differince is deeply rooted in ecclesiastical and religious

history and thought as well.
Fot a thousand years and more,. until the complete

esrrangement between Christian East and 'West, the One

Churcl was organized on a sort of federal basis. She was

made up of five distincr parts, each wirh a bishop called

a patriirch at its head. Th.te Parts were the patriarchate

of the sflest, the bishop of Rome being its patriarch, and

the patri"r.h"t., of Alexandria, Antioch, Je-rusalem and

con^stantinople, of which the last became the most im-'
portant and powerful in the East.



THE EASTERN CHURCHES AND CATHOLIC UNITY

It was recognized that the patriarch of the '\Ifest, the
Pope, as successor of st. Peter, was the chief of the patri-
archs, and that one of his functions was errery*hJre to
arbitrate decisively in ecclesiastical disputes, whether
doctrinal-or personal. But each of the five pairiarchates
was administratively independent: it appointed its own
hierarchy, legislated for itielf, and had itr o*n liturgy of
yorlhinl Accordingly, it was nor tolerated that ap*ttlat"h
should inrervene uninvited in the internal 

"ff"irr of
another patriarchate. And ecclesiastical tension between
East and \(est was greatly aggravated when, at the time
of the crusades, the patri"t.h of the \wesr permitted a
Ladq, \flestern, hierarchy to be ser up in Eastein territory.

After East and .Uflesr had finally diifted apart,the popds
function as patriarch of the \(est *", .rrr"lr.r.d. But^his
fynction as supreme pontiff was no longer effective ourside
the vestern or Latin church. Therefire the distin.iioo
between the two offices was lost sight of in the \flest;
i1 wl* forgotten that much of the pope's authori ty ou",
the Roman catholic church was in hii patriarcbal, notin
his swpreme pontifical aspect. This continued rc be so even
when, in time, certain relatively small bodies of orthodox
were reconciled with the Roman communign. And the
position was inrensified when \Testern missionary activity
"T9ttg 

the heathen made the Latin church literafly *orld-
wide. one of the needs of \festern catholics in ,h"r. day,
is to regain consciousness of the disdnction betwee' the
pope as \(estern patriarch and the pope as supreme
pontiff.

In the orthodox Easr, on the other hand, patriarchal
o_rganizarion continued and was emphasizei. Today,
consllntlnople is still the senior Fastern see, "firsf, among
equals". f t is but a pale shadow of its former greatness ii
extent of rcrritory_and number of faithful; buiits prestige
remains considerable. The even$ of ecclesiastiJal 

""dsecular history have also reduced the other three ancient
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PUBLISHER,S NOTE

paviarehates, of Alexandria, Antioch and Jerusalem, to

very small dimensions.
Ii,rt itr the year 1589 a fifth Orthodox patriarchate was

formed, whenthe hugeRussian church became independgnt

of constantinople; and today, in spite of 
-a11 

that has

happened since-1917 - panly because of what has h"P-
p.".d - the patriarchate of Moscow is in some resPects

ih. *orr i*ptrtattt of the Orthodox churches. After the

first world-iar the churches of the Serbs and of the

Rumanians also became patriarchares, and in 1953 so did

rt . nutg arian church. 'ihr f"ithful of the kingdom of
Greece lo ,rot form a patriarchate; but their church is

autocephalous, independlnt, which virtually means that

it is patriarchal in fact but not in name. It shares with the

Russ'ian church the most influential place in orthodoxy.
Throughout their history, then, from their very earliest

days, thJ.hot.hes of the East have lived in a state of local

;;ily. And this is nor a marrer simply and solely of

organization: it has religious and theological.aspects as

*Jff. \ilhen the orrhodo* look at the Catholic Church

th"y see a mighty organization, with_ almost everywhere

" 
ringl. structire'and system_of discipline and administra-

tion;"*ith a minutely developed system of canon law;

*irt a highly sysremarized theology; with a central curia

"r 
io-."daily concerned in thi afiairs of the whole

Ch,rr.h. And tire theology and practice of papal authority

have been clarified and dlrclopld, becoming more explicit

and far-reaching. In a ,.ni.rr.", they see a church

.rr*y*hrre redoient of the religious history and mind of
\(esiern Europe. Not only do the Orthodox see that these

char acteristics of the Roman Catholic Church have steadily

,pr""d and intensified over the centuries; they see also

rirur, in spite of official promises to the contrary, some of
these chirartetistics have affected and marked even

,h. small bodies of Catholic Easterners (the so-called

uniats).

IL



THE EASTERN CHURCHES AND CATHOLIC UNITY

The orthodox are repelled by all this. Th"y do not ask
the \Testerners ro alter these thittgrr they aie ovr afrair,
and \fiesterners are as entitled to rheir tdigio,,s rempera-
ment and mentality, ways and customr, artarterners are
to theirs. But when the Roman catholic church invites
the orthodox church to join_with her in chrisrian unity,
the Orthodox are 'very disturbed in mind.

Yl1 they are afraid of is that Rome would try @
assimilate them inro the \flestern sysrem, that the 

"g.-iorrgorthodox tradidon in these mafters would be deJtroyei
and lost.

Time and again the popes have declared that the
catholic church has no *ish or intention ro change
Eastern radidon in such marrers as those referred to. Bit
the orthodox are not convinced - they point, for instance,
to innovations and charrges among'th. "uniats". Th.y
know that the rank and file of RoLan catholics, clergy
and laity, are at last beginning slowly to undersand th-at
Easterners a.re properly entided to their own liturgy and
canon law; but they soon learn that these same Caltholics
seem to balk at.what may be called the patriarchal prin-
ciple of local self-governing churches.

There ,,re a number of rnatters at issue between ortho-
doxy, and catholicism, and no doubt the theological ones
are the mosr important in the abstract. It is argriable that
in the concrere the matter of the patriarchal irinciple is
equally importan\ at any rarc ro E"rt"rrr"rr.

_ -The_ 
question is insistent: "rs it possible for the catholic

churdr to return in some fashion io irs srrucrure of before
the separadon?"

Perhaps history supplies the answer ro this, as ro so
many other questions

At the general councils of Lyons in 1274 and Florence
in 1439 canonical communion was resrored between the
Easrcrn churdres and the see of Rome (rhough in either
case only for avery short time). The basis of thlse reconcil-
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PUBLTSHER's NorE

iations was, precisely, a recognition of the distinction

between the pope as patriarch and Jb9 pop" as. suPreme

p"irif ; ,har i^s, 
" 

r".ogttition of the full respect due to the
^"oaono-y of the Easiern churches in whatever concerns

their internal government. That is how it was from the

b.gi""i"g of thleir history, and it is a chief element in their

tradition.
During the Past four hundred Yals, then, certain

specifical"ly \flesiern characrcristics have been extended to

tire Cathoii. E"rt.rn churches. From time to time Easgn
catholics have reacted against this process, both to safe-

guard the integrity of their own churches and to Pr€vent
ifrr ft.igttterrirri of 

'the 
barrier between the Catholic Church

and th-e Eastein churches which are not in communion

with her. In recenr years the oustanding champions of the

Eastern tradition and customs have been the patriarch of

the catholic Melkites, Kyr Maximos IV, and his bishops.

Their presence and zealous defence of the catholic- prin-

ciple "^ir, *"rrers of necessity - unity, il a"*'ful mat-

,"r, - freedom, in all *"tt.tt - charity" have left a mark

on the discussions of the Roman Council'

In view of today's concern with the problems of chris-
tian renewal and unity it seems oPPortune to Put transla-

tions of some of the statementt ol thet. Melkite hierardrs

before the public, so that English-speaking catholics may

h"rr. some io.o*.rrtarion on rhe subject and gain a better

idea of the issues involved and their significance'

It is perhaps desirable to explain that "Melkites" is an

old name given to all those Christians in the Near East

who were"faithful to the decisions of the council of
chalcedon in the year 451. The catholic Melkites are

Catholics of Byzantine rite in Syria, Lebanon, EgyPt'
palestine alrd elsewhere: thar is, they are the catholic
;opporit. number', of the Orthodox in those regions. They

f"r* only a small church; but historically and hierarch-

ically they are of great importance: they are the only
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.THE EASTERN CHURCHES AND CATHOLIC UNITY

catholic .Byzanines with a patriarch at their head, and
that patriarch can claim succession from the old line of the
see of Antioch.

In this book 49r. p-eople and their church are frequently
referred ro as "Greek Catholic". But it must be cl.arly
understood that they are not Hellenes, rhey do not live in
Greece, and their language of public worship is not norm-
ally Greek, but Arabic. It may be, too, that readers will be
puzzledby the use of the terms .'Latin,,, ,,latinization,' 

etc.
In the countries concerned, "Latins" is tire word commonly
used to indicate catholics of the 'western church, or
whatever nationality.

_ For hgdy_ reference, the following are the existing
Eastern churches:

I. The Ortbodox Eastern Church, consisting of the
following a]rccephalous (in d ep endent) churches : ihe patri-
archates of Constantinople, Al.""trdria, Antioch, l**-
s1lem, Moscow, Serbia, Rumania and Bulgaria, the d[.rrch
of Greece and some smaller churches.

These represenr the Eastern church between which and
Rome a srate of separation gradually became lasting after
the eleventh cenrury. Total of faithful, c. 7s tiilliott
(assuming some 25 million in the U. S. S. R.).

II. The Nestorian church, separated after the council
of Ephesus in 431. Once a far-hung powerful body, but
now numbering only some Z5.OOO pitsorrr, in lraq-and
neighbourhood ("Assyrians").

III. The Monopbysite churcltes,separated afterthe coun-
cil of chalcedon in 451. They are (r) the Syrian Jacobite
9.hot*, (ii) the Lndig Jacobite Church, liiiy tt e Coptic
th"$ (Egypt), (iv) the Ethiopian Churcir,'(vj theArmen-
ian church. Total of faithful, c. 12 million'(raH of them
in Ethiopia).

The Nesrorian and Monophysite churches are not, of
course, in communion with either the catholic or ortho-
dox churches.

t4



PUBLTsHER'S NorE

IV. The Catholic Eastern Cburcbes (the figures in
brackets refer to the corresponding non-Catholic bodies).

I. The Catholic Melkite Church (under the patriarch of
Antioch and All the East, Alexandria and Jerusalem);
dioceses and exardrates of Ukrainians and Ruthenians in
the Americas; small organizations of Byzantine Catholics

elsewhere. The large churches of ukrainians (formerly in
Poland, now in U. S. S. R.) and of Rumanians in
Transylvania were disrupted by the civil power after 1945

and 1948.
II. The Chaldean Church (under the patriarch of Baby-

lon, in lraq).
flt. 

"1 
The Catholic Syrians (under theier pauiardr of

Antiochj; b) the Syro-Malabarese and the Malankarese

catholics (India); c) the catholic copts (under their patli-
arch of Aiexandria); d) the Catholic Ethiopians; e) the

catholic Armenians (under the patriarch of cilicia, in
Lebanon). There is no dissident church corresponding- to-

the Maronites (under their patriarch of Antioch). Toml of
faithful, over 31le million (excluding disrupted churches,

which numbered 61lr million in 1945).

Some relevant books

A. Fortescue, Tbe tlniate Eastern Chwrcbes (London,
L923). The Melkites, PP. 185-233.

M: J. Le Guillou, The Traditi'on of Eastern Orthodoxy
(London and New York, 1962).' 

R. M. French, The Eastern Orthodox Churcb (London

and New York, 1951).
S. Runciman, Tbe Eastern Schi'sm (Oxford, 1955).

J.Ha1jar, Les cbritiens wni'ates dw Proche Ori'ent (Paris,

Le62).
Y. Conga r, AfterN ine H undred Y ears (New York, 1959) .

C. J- Dumont, "Patriarch of the \[est and Supreme

Pontifi", in Blackfriars, July-Augast 1962.
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Preface

NorvrrrrsrANDrNc the smallness of its numbers and lack
of resources, our Greek Melkite Catholic Church is becom-
ing increasingly aware of its fundamental vocadon in the
service of Christian unity.

Everything about it points to the fulfilment of this
task - our history and institutions, our badrground and,
above all, the irresistible power of the Holy Spirit.

Christian unity has become our main preoccupation,
indeed, almost our obsession. 'Sfe cannot reflect on any
problem concerning the Church without placing it, as

though by instinct, in an oecumenical context.
Since becoming patriarch, we have revised many of our

traditional views in this light and have also tried to ensure
that no human interest, either our own or that of others,
will stand in the way of a closer understanding with our
separated brethren, or will prove a stumbling block.

Obstacles to union are necessarily human in origin.
No one reproaches Christ, but Christians think they have
many reasons for reproaching one another. To the extent
therefore that we are capable of self-effacement, enabling
Christ's message to be delivered without adulteration,
the work of union will be advanced.

t7



THE EASTERN CHURCHES AND CATHOLIC UNII

'We have sincerely examined our own conscience as an
Eastern church, fundamentally and indefectibly linked
with the See of Peter. In loyalty to our vocadon' we have
tried to see what there is in our attitude that could hinder
the reunion of Chrisdans or prevent our separated
brothers from seeing in us the unblemished features of the
one Church of Christ the Redemeer.

r$[e have not attempted to examine the consciences
of others. God alone rules consciences. But we cannot
fail to be aware that if we were to fulfil our vocation as

unifiers by providing a true example and perfect model of
what union ought to be, many obstacles not of our own
making would have first to be removed. These have
arisen from the abnormal situation of the Eastern com-
munities within the Catholic fold.

Having reached this conclusion, we informed the com-
petent authorities simply and frankly of the reforms we
deemed necessary for the furtherance of union.

,lMe-believe frankness witbin ttre Church to bg ttg! :4y
"L,Church than silence dictated bv fear, or flattery with an
qlterio:-lnoiiYe.
necessarv if resoect is to exist at all.- If the note struck in some of the following contributions
appears surprising, the reader should attribute this to our
distress at division among Christians. \fle cannot remain
indifferent or unmoved when confronted with the problem
that provides us with the very reason for our existence as

a church. \Tithin a Catholicity that is largely Latin, we
have to remain Eastern, and within an Eastern Christian-
ity that is predominantly Orthodox, w€ have to remain
Catholic. \fle do not do so out of a desire for singularity or
merely from attachment to our ancient traditions, but in
order rc do what Christ and his Church'expect of us. \7e
owe it to Christ to maintain this twofold and equal loyalty
to Catholicism and to the East and we owe it also to those

18



PREFACE

who, believing in Christ's name, seek by tolerance and
prayer to get to know one another better.

To serve this cause, we have prayed, worked, suffered
and on occasions taken up our pen. \fhat we have had
to say has been developed and often enriched by our own
venerable brothers in the episcopate, and by our dear
children, the priests and laity of our church. It has indeed
been a great joy to us to represent and sustain the effort
of our church, an efiort in which priests and people have
worked in closest union.

Some of our \flestern friends, humbly calling themselves
"Servants of the Eastern Church" t, have asked us to
authorize publication in a single volume of a number of
contributions likely to give an international audience some
indication of the main writings of our church.

t The "servants of the Eastern Church" are a group of '\tr7estern

Christians who wish to dedicate themselves to the service of the
Catholic Church in the East. This church, and indeed the land and
peoples themselves, are far poorer than their counterparts in the
churches and peoples of Europe and North America as a whole, and
in Germany where this group has been established. The "Servanrs",
however, are not concerned with poverty and riches in the ordinary
sense. They note another and truer kind of indigence in the '$?est as
well as the East, and also see in both another and more real form of
treasure. On both sides, they find a state of great spiritual under-
development. Vith the guidance of the Holy Spirit who breathes
where he will, they hope to act in such a way that the Church, both
in East and'West, will be enriched by a greater mutual recognition of
spiritual values and by a keener awareness of weaknesses. The "Ser-
vants" have no material resources, and not even an organization.
They have decided to remain as they are, poor and free. Their aim
is to bring their Mother the Church face to face with the gosped and
spirit of Jesus Christ, hoping that in doing so they will be afforded
the grace of making ever more true the words of St. Paul: ". . . Christ
showed love to the Church when he gave himself up on its behalf.
He would hallow it, purify it by bathing it in the water to which his
word gave life; he would summon it into his own presence, the
Church in all its beauty, no stain, no wrinkle, no such disfigurement;
it was to be holy, it was to be spotless" (Eph. 5225-27).

t9



THE EASTF,RN CHURCHES AND CATHOLIC UNITY

Selection was not easy. In order to keep the work within
bounds, it was decided to devote this volume to the
writings of the bishops of our patriarchate. In spite of this
limitation, a further choice still had to be made, but the
range is wide enough to give an idea of our efforts.

This publication should give the'Wesrern reader a new
outlook coinciding as it does with the general Council,
over which there presides the winning and evangelical
personality of Pope John XXIII, who has open.d ,r.*
paths for the work of union.

\U[e believe that Christians would love one another
more if they knew one anorher bemer, that their mutual
antagonisms are the fruit more of ignorance than of
ill-will.

'We entrust this book to rhe holy Mother of God. Muy
she be pleased to bless this humble effort to bring about
the union of all her children in Christ.

Ain-Traz, Lebanon

Patriarch of Antioch and of All the East,
of Alexandria and of Jerusalem.

20
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' ' Yocation and Destiny of the Christian Eest





Our Vocation as Eastern Christianst

Bv AncnBrsHoP NnopHYros EoBrsY

Mv rusr rcday is to talk to you of our vocation as Chris-
tians and Catholics in the Arab Near East and in doing so

I propose to leave out of account cultural, polit'ical and

oth.t-qrrestions, relating to our Presence as Part of the

wider community, in order to confine myself solely to the

religious aspect. If I were to examine the situation fully, I
*o,rld have to deal with a number of other important
matters, but I hope this briefer treatment will not be found
to lack objectivity. In any human problem, considered

against the background of a country's destiny, it is the

t"ligiorrt features that call for the closest study because

the problem of a country's religion and that of its destiny
ateih" same. This is all the more true when we are looking
at the position of a particular religious grouP.

Religious groups within the Church, like individual
,rre-bJtt, .".L have a particular mission to fulfil. Neither
the State nor the Church should be regarded as a mere

assembly of similar units in juxtaposition, an agglomeration

1 Lecture given to a Catholic youth club in Aleppo in February,19531
first published in the review Proche-Orient Chrttiez, Jerusalem, t. III
(1953), pp.20l-17.
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of separate and equal members, each working out his per-
so-na_l destiny, divorced from the activity of the group rr a
whole. The Church is a living body whose -r*b.r, diffet
from one another, not merely as believers, in accordance
with the amount of grace received, but also, and more
especially, in the collective sense. For the good of the
whole, each group has its own mission whiCft ir cannor
deny without being unfaithful to itself. Failure will make
it useless and indeed will quickly render it harmful, since,
by continuing to occupy its place, it will bar the way ro
others capable of taking over more effectively.

It is said that once a people loses irs sense of purpose,
the nation itself crumbles. similarly, 

^ 
christian group

starts to vegetate once it no longer understands what God
expects of it. since the strength of the individual member
normally dgpends on the vigour of the whole body, this
lack of vitalicy threatens the spiritual health of the *hol"
group. It is not sufficient to have an 6lite, fully responsive
to the divine call. If we are to preserve ths spirituality
of thd community and enjoy in return the influence the
communitiy can exercise on our own spiritual life, we
must raise ourselves together to the level to which we are
called.

It would be foolish to believe that we could carry on
f9r any length of time, come what may and oblivious to
the evident crisis through which our institutions are
passing, closing our eyes to the origin of the trouble, or
trying to palliate it with remedies that are worse than
useless. "\fle cannor be satisfied for ever with the scent
from an empty vase", says the proverb. Christians in the
East must either be worthy of their mission or disappear.
The situation is too serious ro allow us to take things
easily.

From any srandpoint, the position of Christians and
more especially of Catholics in the Arab Near East is
a special one. \ilfle form a tiny minority in the mass of

24



VOCATION AND DESTINY OF THE CHRISTIAN EAST

the Moslem population and we can think of ourselves
as a fine, bright-coloured thread, worked in and out
through a tightly woven cloth of deeper hue. \Tithin this
Christian minority, the Catholic communities constitute
a number of frail branches, as it were, united to the trunk
of the L]niversal Church. Eastern Catholics are in a
special category within this Church for they have their
own rites and disciplines. They are Arab but not Moslem,
Eastern but not schismatic, Catholics but not Latin. This
threefold characteristic marks our difference from our
fellows and also signifies the conflict that is a fundamental
feature of our collective existence. \We are minorities and
find ourselves exceptions to the rule from eyery point of
view. Exceptions, as I know only too well, are never
popular. There is a general desire to fit everything into
its own place, to have everybody marching in line and in
step. In human relation orities arewhat the exceptiqn
is in grammar - inconvenient hut inevitahle. T ife cannot
be expressed in geometrical terms.

,The-p&LEdea!-bUlljqperfi cial min d fi n ds i tsel f cot'' sta t't tl y
temoted to eliminate the troublesome exceDtion. It seems

so ruUch better to reduEe everything to a common measure.
I could give many examples in different fields of over-
simplified solutions of this kind. \7hen they are not the
result of an anti-religious outlook or of all too human
ambition, they reflect a fundamental ignorance of 'God's
plan whereby, in spite of everything, these weak vestiges
of Christianity and Catholicism have been preserved as a
Iiving witness to Christ in the heart of Islam, as a sign of
hope and a seed of the eventual reunion of the great Chris-
tian family. They are, so to speak an effective guarantee
of catholicity within the Church. The evident singularity
of our position can be regarded as pointing providantially
to a threefold aspect of our vocation as a religious group.
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l.Wtness to Christ in the Heart of Islam

It is a fact that, with the exception of rhe Arab Middle
East, wherever Islam has taken roor, Christianity has
ceased to exist.

\fhen the Arab conquerors arrived in Africa in 647
they foun d a large Christian Church made up of between
150 and 200 dioceses. \$[ithin a few years these had
dwindled to thirty or forry. In 749 the Governor of
Africa, Abd Er-RahmAn, found himself unable to raise
further revenue for the calif in Bagdad since conversion
to Islam had dried ,p ar source the taxes of jizya and
kharaj levied on Christians. In 1053 only five dioceses
remained and by 1075 all but one had gone. The arrival of
the Almohades in 1148 wiped out all that was lefr of
indigenous Christianity in the Magreb. Thenceforth, there
were only a few slaves and foreign merchants and a few
mercenaries in the pay of the sultans to caffy on the
worship of Christ. In present day Tunisia, there are about
125,000 Catholics against a European population of
173,000,whi1e inAlgeria rhere are 724,000 Catholics and a
European population of 872,000. Such a close reladon be-
tween the numbers of Catholics and Europeans shows rhat
indigenousChristianiry has ceased to exist in NorrhAfrica.

The situation in the South of Spain was no better. By
the middle of the twelfth century, Christianiry and a
Chrisdan hierarchy had already disappeared from the
kingdoms of Cordova, Seville and Grenada. In 1313, the
J.*r were the only remaining adherents of a Scriptural
religion on whom Abul \(alid, King of Grenada, 

-could

exercise his choice of persecution or toleration, The only
Chrisdans Ferdinand the Catholic found when he recap-
tured Seville from the Moors in the fifteenth cenrury were
among the captives. Ir was rhe knights from the Northern
provinces and the Inquisition who were responsible for
restoring a Christian aspecr to Andalusia.
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Asia Minor had been the centre of earlychristianityand
in the period immediately before the Seljukian invasion of
the eliventh century there were still no less than 624

episcopal sees in the area, forming part of the famous
patriaichate of Constantinople. By the morrow of the

bttomutt conquest of the fifteenth century only seventy-
two metropolitan sees, seventy-eight suffragan sees and

eight autocephalic archbishoprics remained. Since L922,

th.t. have ttirr.r been more than four bishops of resident

sees and the number of the faithful has never exceeded

100,000.
In Mongolia, Christianity preceded Islam. Ghengis-

Khan's gt*dtott, Guyuk, was baptized in L246 bV 1
Nestorian bishop. Kitbuka, the general in charge of
Mongol forces in the Middle East under Ghengis-Khan's
gr"rrdrott Hulagu, was a Nestorian and in 1260 he was

found preparing to take Jerusalem from the Mamelukes

ro restbre it to the Christians. But Christianity was

already beginning to lose ground by the time of Ghazan
(1295-1304; who became a Moslem, and when Tamerlane

ieached the throne it had already completely disappeared
from Central Asia, never to return.

An explanarion somerimes heard for the disappearance

of Chrisiianity from Africa is that Islam was less liberal
there than elsewhere. This may be true of the later Middle
Ages and would readily be accounred for by the fact
th"at from the twelfth century, with the disappearance of
indigenous Christianity, all Christians with whom African
MoJems came into totrta.t were foreigners and thus

opponents in the political as well as the religious sense. IJp
to ihat dme, how-ever, African Christians like those in the

Middle East, had been free to retain their religion, subject

to the customary conditions of the dhimma. The choice

"believe or die" was never ofiered to Christians in either

Africa or the East. This does not' of course, imply a
complete absence of violence or that there was no indirect
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pressure, but though Jews in Africa were subjected to
conditions at leasr as onerous, they survived ihe trial.
christians in North Africa, Southein Spain, Asia Minor
and Mongolia suffered no grearer trials than our own
people, yet we are still here, fewer it is true, but active.
It is the others who have disappeared.

In Iraq, there are still more than 2oo,ooo christians and
in Syria, out of a rctalpopulation of 3,l7z,ooo, christians
number 443,ooo or roughly fourteen per cenr. official lists
for the Lebanon show that out or a population of
1,303,000, rhere are 7OO,00O Christians or-5i.7 per cenr.
In Israel, there are now only 4o,ooo christians out of a
population of over 1,5OO,OOO, making 2.8 per cent. \il7e

know, however, that there were 135-,OOO 
-Christians 

in
Palesrine before the parrition of rg4g.In Jordan, chris-
tians prolably number up rc 160,000 or eight per cent of
the population. Egyptian christians ttu-be-r thiee million
out of a total of z7 million - that is about fourteen per
cent.

The only way we can explain the survival of these
christian groups in the Moslem Near East is on the basis
of a.close providential link between our destiny as Eastern
christians and the destiny of Islam. This link has its origin
in history and in number of narural affiniries, which lre
themselves the sign of a true vocation.

A vocation is a "mission" in the highest sense of the
word. rfle must recognize that East.tn chtistianity will
never completely fulfil im r6le until it becomes aware of
its missionary responsibilities. Eastern christian churches
are not just historical relics whose sole function is to
satisfy the curiosity of archaeologists and dilettantes. They
are not to be treated with condescension as a kind of racial
throwback, nor are they closed communities, incapable of
further growth and condemned to inertia while everything
is changing around them. Easrern Christians have ;
missionary r61e in the Church which, apparently, they
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alone can fulfil. This is to bear witness to Christ before the
Moslems.

It is easy to claim that proselytism is deplorable,
outdated and dangerous. If proselytism is taken to mean

a type of aBostolate that violates the liberty of souls' we

-ould be among the first to condemn it. \[rhat Christ
expects of us is not so much to conYert souls as to Put at
their disposal the means of knowing the truth. \(Ie must
press for the right to impart information as well as to
obtain it ourselves, for the right to enable our brothers to
learn about an ideal of spiritual life of which they are so

far ignorant.
But it seems that in bearing this witness of Christian

friendship towards Islam, we Eastern Christians have been

driven back on ourselves. An unhappy past has embittered
us. Islam has given us many martyrs and, unfortunately,
even more apostates. The life of the Chrisdan in the
Islamic world was never ahappy one. \Tithout accePting

as history what is more often the fruit of an unfettered
imagination, wecan find intheworks of theArab historians
and in the accounts left by the pilgrims of the Middle
Ages, details of disabilities which, if they were not always
in-fact applied, still hung like a sword of Damocles over

. the heads of Chtittians. Among these restrictions were the
prohibition of sudr thingsas riding horsebadr, usingsaddles,

wearing new clothes, walking ahead of a Moslem on the

road, ringing bells, holding public funerals and bringing
out processronal crosses. Humiliating forms of greeting

were prescribed, special colours and types of clothes were
obligatory for Christians and they were required to wear
heavy crosses round their necks, and pay severe taxes.

They were also the subject of many other affronts which
would be scarcely believable had some not been continued
almost to our own times.

It is not surprising that, having been ill-treated so long
and so harshly, Eastern Christians should have shut
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themselves in, thinking only of how to keep themselves
apaft and defend themselves. Persecution may be stimul-
ltilg but it also leads ro a shutting of the hearu The
celtic christians in \7ales and coinwall provided us
with an example of this with their refusal flo, yea* o'
end to work for the conversion of the saxon conquerors,
opgogilg the mission of St. Augustine of Canierbury
a''d failing r_o undersrand rhat it was their duty ro open
the gates of Heaven ro the fierce invaders who had
devastated their counrry and destroyed their churches.
Recent-examples are furnished by the attitude of English
catholics to the Malines conversarions, and by thai of
Poles and Ukrainians to the Russians.

I admit the existence of some real grounds for com-
gfainq. ffrese lie in the recruitment to th-e civil service, the
disribudon of public appointmenrs, competitive and orher
examrnations, government subsidies, the schools question,

"ld T many other_spheres. It is evident that bei"i chris-
tian is a considerable handicap for us, but it is a-lso true
that in spite of reverses *d outbursts of fanaticism
here and there, the Arab countries are moving gently,
perhaps too gently to please some people, towards a more
democraric conception of the sociat oia.r and towards a
real liberty of conscience which will greatly help us in our
providential mission. This is a long t.t* .ffott it i.tr *itt
require as much patience on our patt as firmness on the
part of t!r9 political authorities in each counrry. But
however things rurn out, Eastern christianiry has a voca-
tion to.suffering and humility which it *uri be ready to
accept in advance if it is to answer God,s call.

our vocation requires us to show confidence in our own
countries. \7e musr get rid of what can be called the
minority_complex. This consists in believing oneself to be
continually p-ersecuted,in moaning all the time and looking
everywhere for protection. It would certainly be unwisi
to close our eyes to the very real dangers threatening
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Christianity in the Arab countries but the more clear-
sighted among us have surely a duty to calm the fears of
the masses by arousing their confidence in the society in
which they live. It does no good to restrict ourselves to a
sterile admiration of the apparently better conditions
enjoyed by Christians in other countries. Each country
has its own problems and ours may well not be the most
di$icult ones to resolve.

Our vocation implies that we should take a full part in
the life of our particular countries. \7e must at all costs

avoid seeming foreigners in them, holding ourselves aloof,
and showing ourselves half-hearted citizens, lacking
interest in the cultural, economic and social movements
inspiring the younger generations.

The main reason for the disappearance of African
Christianity was that it never put down deep roots among
the local people. Chrisdanity never became africanized;
what did take place was equivalent to a romanization.
The bishop was primarily the pastor of the Roman col-
onizers, ministering also to those natives who had decided
to mix with the Romans and had become more or less

latinized in the process. There was never mo're than one

liturgy in Africa - the Roman liturgy. Nowhere have we
been able to find traces of a Carthaginian or Berber
liturgy. African Christianity remained an importation.

I shall not make the mistake of drawing too hasty a
parallel between the situation of Christianity in Africa
and the position sometimes adopted, perhaps uncon-
sciously, in the Near East, but it must be admitted that
in these countries Christianity does often wear a foreign
apperrrance. Our 'S?'estern brothers living among us tend,
all utta*ares, to foster in the minds of our Moslem
fellow citizens the suspicion that Christianity in the East
is a foreign institution, politically, culturally and socially
linked with \festern civilization. FIow can the Moslems

fail to think thus whbn they see what little attention is
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still paid in various places to their cukure, history and
language_ which are as much ours as theirs? up io the
first world war, christians were in the front rank of thb
Arab intellectual renaissance but since then, it must be
admittedr w€ have dropped back. our vocaiion requires
a revision of our cultural standards. \flestern culture is
necessary ro us if we are ro fulfil our mission as a link
between East and lwest and we must nor turn our back
on it, but we must also have a proper scale of varues,
giving our national culrures the leading place that is their
due. christianity will never take rooi so long as it is
presented in the guise of a foreign institution, as the
hanger-on of some other cuhure, however great ihat cul-
tLre. Tay be. It will never establish itself io long as the
christian cause is linked, consciously or ,rrr.onr".iously,
with some vested inreresr. The mission of christians in
Arab countries is to offer the Islamic world a christian
witness, freed from any extraneous element and from all
human inreresrs, and it looks as though, with very few
exceptions, we Eastern catholics are thi only ones capable
of performing this task.

one of the requiremenrs of our vocation is that each of
us should love his counrry as behoves a christian. That is,
without excessive nationalism, but with strength 

^njtenderness. our countries may be smaller, less rlch, less
powerful and less beautiful than some orhers, but they are
our own countries. Moreover, the more we love them, the
Tote- readily we shall discover in them fresh 

"ttr".tiorrr,for that is the law of love. A syrian newspaper recently
accused christians of being u ..ritore-mediu* fot foreign
imperialism. This was a calumny but some peopl" sdll
need convincing that the future of christianiiy in Arab
countries depends on its complete integration in the natio-
nal life, on its sharing the fate of the .ourrtry, whether this
be happy of unhappy.

our vocation also imposes on us the duty of serving our
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countries, working for their development and not devalu-
ing them in our own eyes and in those of strangers by
unfavourable comparisons. 'Sfle do already take some
interest in our own educational and charitable institutions
but too few of us are concerned about the economic and
social development of the country as a whole in anything
but a religious context. I should like to see more of our
young doctors, nurses, social workers and teachers rising
to their responsibilities in the social sphere, irrespective of
the religious group to which they belong, and I should espe-
cially like to see them working among the poorest classes,
generally the agricultural workers in our Moslem villages.

Venturing even further, I would say that we, as Arab
Christians, must understand the legitimate reactions of
Moslems and the aspirations of Islam. \fle must do our
best to see that Islamic rights are recognized. It is true
enough that in its early phases the Arab revival is ac-
companied by a religious xenophobia. IUfle must wait for
a clearer outlook to prevail without withholding our
affection. Some people may obje$ that all this is a waste
of dme but such a thought would be an offence against
the blood of Christ, shed for all of us. Everybody else
may despair of Islam, but not we EasternChristians whom
the Lord has so clearly preserved, to allow us to watch by
the side of Islam, suffering through it and for it. If, up to
the present, we have apparently achieved nothing, is this
not because so far we have done little? As Maxence van
der Meersch remarked, those who tire the soonest are those
who have done the least.

The witness we have to bear to Christ within the Islamic
world can be summed up as having faith in our own
countries, taking a full share in their destiny, showing
loyalty and generosity in their service, and wholehearted
cooperation with our non-Christian fellow citizens and
giving the example of a completely Christian way of life.
This constitutes our first and most important mission.
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2. The Seed ot' Christian Unity

Our second mission as Catholics is to create a favourable
atmosphere for a return to the lJniversal Church of our
separated brethren, the Orthodox. It was not until our
own day that the need for unity made im full impact on
the Christian conscience. Even so, many people still think
of it rather as they think of world peace or atomic dis-
armament, things they would like to see but hardly dare
to expect and, in fact, at heart they do not believe in them.
Iile feel these things, to be beyond our po\ilrers, however
good our intentions. \7e resign ourselves to waiting
without strong conviction for the day when we shall
suddenly hear that the miracle of Christian unity has been
accomplished.

'We do not sufficiently appreciate that union is not
something that will come ready-made. It is being con-
structed all the time, a mansion built stone by stone. Even
if we do not live to see the building completed, we must
realize that every piece of self-improvement, every real
e{fort towards understanding and closer union, every act
of true Christian charity amounts to placing a stone in
this building and hastens the day when, through God's
grace, it will be completed.

It seems to me that in the achievement of this Christian
unity we Eastern Christians have a specially important
rdle to play. Some superficial observers have suggested
that the "uniats" in general are the least well placed to
promote closer relations with those outside the Catholic
fold. In fairness, it must be admitted that practical ex-
perience does sometimes seem to bear out this criticism.
An example is provided by the Greek Church which,
while ready to enter into discussions with representatives
of the Ladn Church, and w}ile treating them with every
mark of admiration and respect, prercnds either to ignore
the existence of Greek Catholics or to treat them as detes-
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table propagandists in the pay of the foreigner, wolves in
sheep's clothing, exploiting the ignorance and poverty of
cornmon people in order to srcal a few innocent sheep
from the Orthodox fold. To a lesser degree, and with
varying differences of emphasis, this is also the attitude
of Anglicans towards English Catholics, Orthodox Arabs
towards the Melkites and Armenians and Copts rowards
the Catholic churches of the same race and rite as
themselves, existing side by side with them. So much is this
the case that some have not hesitated to affirm that it
would in the end be simpler for those in theEast who want
to return to Catholic uniry to forget their heritage as a
group and enter the fold of \Testern Catholicism.

This, as we shall show later, is certainly not the attitude
of the Holy See. There is plenty of evidence to show in
which direction the Church wants the work for unity to
proceed. The reaction just described of the communities
outside the Catholic fold is not in any way abnormal. It is
that of any specialized group refusing to look beyond its
own borders on the ground that doing so, like any arrempr
at union, must mean the beginning of a process of dis-
integration which can lead only one way. As the Hebrews
did in the past, such groups refuse to accepr a death that
would have opened the path ro a new life. They contenr
themselves with the treasures they aheady have, even
though this means turning their backs on even grearer
riches. There is something painful in such a refusal. In
Le Mystire de I'Avent (p.20 Father Dani6lou writes:
". .. when the bunch of grapes is ripe and we can enjoy
the fruit, the vine shoot itself has come to have no value.
Allthegooditpossessedhasgoneinto rhe fruir . . .. Equally,
the whole world will be able to pass away and be folded
up like an old garment, like rhe chrysalis which, when the
butterfly has developed, allows the cocoon to fall away."

The separated communities of the East would find life
in the same way by making room for their own spiritual
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fulfilment which will be found in their integration in the
rest of Christendom. It is a mystery of renunciation and
death, joined rc a mystery of renewal and life. Acceptance
of life means casting aside dead restrictions, just as new

wine bursts the old skins. The same mystery of life affects

every civilization as it does the life of each one of our
souls under the influence of grace, Growth suPPoses a con'
tinuing death to all that has outlived its purpose.

This helps us to understand the sometimes violent
reactions of the Eastern communities when certain of
their number are heard to call boldly for this Progress
towards catholicity, when vigorous spirits 

^re 
found

ready to accept the sacrifices necessary in order that the
communi ty i^y survive within Christian unity. It is like
the case of the clild, warning an elder brother who is

unaware of a danger that is threatening him. 'When broth-
ers get on badly together any stranger is welcome, but
in the long run no one can take the place of the younger
brother. None are in fact better placed to understand and
love the communides that resist union than those who
have been bold enough, because they love them, to go a
little way ahead of them on the road which they too must
take in due course if they are to find Christ in all his
fulness.

In the Church's internal conflicts, Christians from Arab
lands have proved thernselves a pacifying influence. Doc-
trinal disputes and separatist tendencies so draracteristic
of Semitic Christianity under Byzantine rule have given
place, since the Arab conquest, rc a breadth of mind and a
search for unity which have often aroused admiration.
Hardships shared have brought men together and created
a desire for the closest possible contact with the rest of
Christendom. It is worth mentioning that aPart from
ranslations and copies of earlier works, books dealing
with inter-denominational disputes form only a small
part of the Christian Arab literature of the Middle Ages.
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orthodox christianity in Islam has never joined in the

Creek quarrel with Rome. The brave refusal of Peter III
of Anttch, when called upon by Michael Cerularius to
join with him against the !oP", is well -know1' The so-

calledEasternschismwas in fact no more than aByzantine,

Greek, or Hellenist schism. In so far as it reached our

count;ies at all, it was limited to rhe higher clergy, often

Greek by race, and under the rnore or less direct domina-

tion of borrrt"rrtinople. The people as a whole remained

faithful ro orthodoi catholicism, simply and without
narrownes, and relations with Rome, broken off for a

while by the political situation, were readily resumed with
the arrival ofthe missionaries. Schism is a foreign importa-
tion as far as Christianity in Arab countries is concerned.

This is seen even more clearly in the history of other

Eastern communities, particularly that of the Maronites

who have unceasingly maintained their attachment to the

Holy see. The *hol. history of Armenian, chaldean and

Syrian christianity needs to be studied afresh to bring

oot th. loyalty of 
'the 

people to the concePt of Christian

,rrriry, in qpite'of the ctaims of politics and the pressure of
special interests of their leaders.' vh.r. doctrine is concerned, the semite easily becomes

f,anaticalbut he is by nature more liberal than he appears.

This is borne out by experience in our own countries. \ilhat
do the ordinary peopl. make of our disagreements? To

them these *,5t 
-r..io 

incomprehensible, sustained only
by the pride and the vested interest of ruling classes.

th.y feel deeply the divisions between christians over

suclr ma6ers "i ih" calendar, jurisdiction, rites, and even

dogmas. \(hat interest can we expect the ordinary man.of

ooi 
"g. 

to show in the grievances of Photius or Cerularius

"g"i# the Roman poitiffs, in the difiiculties caused by

"irlig"iries 
in the philosophical writings oJ 9t'Cytil, in

the bltter strugglrr- b.t*.ett the schools of Antioch and

Alexandria orrJi definitions of Christ's nature and of the
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hypostatic union? These will hardly seem to justify so
greatan evil as division among christians. It is nor surpris-
ing that as priests we often find ourselves accused of being
the only ones really interested in this state of affairs.

It is,not my intention to go any further into this popular
attitude and see where it is unconsciously at fault. r$(lhat
I want to emphasize is the broadmindedness of which it
may be_ considered a sign and which our vocadon requires
us to place at the service of christian uniry. This atiitude
of mind should prorect us from excessive severity and
one-sidedness in the rejecrion, necessary though it is, of
those errors of which our neighbours are victims. But we
should never shur our eyes to the truths enfolded in the
error and without which the error could nor persist.
Generally each error will be seen ro bring out iertain
aspects of a truth which have found tto e*piession in our
own lives. A natural broadmindedness should save us from
the impoverishment resulting from a complacent enjoy-
ment of our existing treasures.

Living as we do in an area in which divisions are the
main source of trouble, we feel with particular intensity
the evil, the collective sin, repr.r.tttid by the division
within the church. catholics in the 's(Iesq especially in
those countries where the unity of the faith has Leen
miraculously preserved, can have only an imperfect
appreciation of what christian divisions really mean. For
us they are something concrere, reflected in o.ri daily lives.
our special task is to acr as the repenranr conscience of
christendom, to sufier on account of this evil and, I should
add, to bring others to share our sufferings.

-suffering borne in common with our separated brethren
will give us a more acure appreciatiotr bf the injustices
preceding and following separation for which the respon-
sibility was, as we know, shared. It will also encourage an
historical reassessment and a revision of values of a tind
lilrely, as the Holy Father recently reminded us, ro bring
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people bgether. For our Paft, to avoid adding rc Past
injristices, w€ shall put out of our minds any idea of
reprisals, sharp words or bitterness.-E"rt.* 

Catholicism has had its own martyrs. The
work of unity has often been accomplished by the shedding

of blood, as witness the martyrs at Aleppo in the last

century. \(re Catholics can perhaps best honour these

heroes of Christian unity not by continuing to harp on the

misplaced zearl of those who were responsible for their
maityrdom and who are neverrheless our brothers, but by
forgetting a".d loving u.4Jh: more. 'Sfle must not' hold our
contemporarles responsible for the faults of their ancestors'

nor must *. ,.rrirre quarrels that have now lost their
importance for both sides. But we should also remember

thit, albeit unconsciously, we have given our seParlled

brothers many reasons for complaint. It is not for nothing
that in the midst of the Eastern schism, God has preserved

small but growing cells of unity. Catholics have no rigit
rc boast of the truths entrusted to them or of the benefits

they derive from their attachment to the centre of Chris-
tian uniry. God will expect of them an effort cofIIIr€Il-
surate with so many graces.

3. Guarantee of True Catholici,ty

I have laid some stress on the first two aspects of our
vocation as Eastern Christians and Catholics - our r61e as

witnesses to Christ and as apostles of Christian unity. I
shall deal with the third only in broad outline in order to
complete the picture.

Thi, l"rt 
"qp..t, 

as you will have guessed, concerns the
reason for our existence as Eastern Catholics within a
Catholic Church that is mainly \festern. The subject is

delicate but I may at least be allowed to repeat in simple
terms the principle that lies at the root of all papal
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directives on rhe marter. It is that the East must remain
Eastern if it would be true to its vocation.

From the time of the crusades, when a \ilestern
hierarchy was esrablished in the Easq there has been a
tendency in certain quarters to press for complete uniform-
ity of jurisdiction, discipline and liturgy tltooghout the
Catholic Church, through the outrighi adoption of the
Roman rite. As long as the East was united with the
remainder of christendom,the many members of the Latin
rite living in theEasrwere incorporated in the local church
which readily granted them facilities for celebration in
their own rite. On the basis that might is right, the
crusaders were responsible for the establishment of
fgrgign hierarchies, replacing the local hierarchy. Th.y
claimed that the clergy and faithful were under the
iurisdiction of these imported hierarchies and the most
they would allow, as a concession designed to avoid
something worse, was the continued use of the local rite.
This innovation in the Church was given the sanction of
the supreme authoity, all the more readily obtainable
since the local Easrern hierarchy was a,t that time
separated from Rome. Or that at least was what people
wanted to believe.

The whole of this organization disappeared in the same
way that it grew up, rhrough violence. The Ayubites and
the Mamelukes progressively suppressed the l7estern
hierarchy as they pushed back the frontiers of the Frankish
ernpire. This empire and \flestern Catholicism in the East
were so closely interconnected that the disappearance of
the one necessarily brought about the disappearance of the
other. The Frankish patriarchs, installed by the crusaders
in Jerusalem, Antioch and Consranrinople, simply became
titular prelates at the papal courr and remained so until
the restoration of the patriarchate of Jerusalem in 1847.
The other Latin patriarchates in the East were never
restored.
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In more recent times, the arrival of missionaries in the
Near East and the renewal of the union movement
brought the old problem once again to the fore. Should
those Eastern Christians who came back into communion
with Rome remain Eastern in discipline and liturgy or
should they go over to the Roman rite and discipline?

The attitude enjoined on missionaries by the Holy See

could not have been clearer and has never varied since. In
his Constitution of, 26th Joly, 1755 Allatae szzr (No 33),
Benedict XIV wrote: "The Roman Pontiffs have never

asked of those who come back to the Catholic faith that
they should abandon their own rite and accept obligator-
ily the Latin rite. To have done so would have meant the

ruin of the Eastern Church. . . and not only has it never

been attempted but it would be entirely contrary to the

spirit of the Holy See."
In fairness to the \(estern missionaries in the seven-

teenth and eighteenth centuries' we must admit that they
were very .atiful to obey the popes in this resPect. \fhile
keeping their own rites, they respected and revivified
.'t riything in the traditions of the Eastern communities
going to make up their spiritual heritage and giving these

ancient churches the strength to resist. Th.y were
rewarded when they saw the union movement flourish
as it has never done since. God had clearly blessed their
self-effacement.

The situation changed in the nineteenth century for
reasons it would take too long to examine in detail.
Nevertheless, with some exceptions due to lack of spiritual
stamina and to the great poverty of some areas' most
Eastern Christians have, with the suPPort of Rome,

retained their Eastern character. They are now becoming
more and more confirmed in this outlook and are steadily
making their views felt among the more enlightened
\ilestern Catholics. The old attemPts to latinize the
Eastern Church have today their counterPart in efforts to
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orientalize faithful of the Latin rite working in the East.
In generous obedience ro the oft repeated wishes of the
H_oly See, some hundred missionarieJhave adopted one or
other of the Easrern rites in order more fully to take their
place in the local christian communities. Tirose who used
to maintain that Eastern christians would not be fully
Catholic until they adopted the Latin rite are today
regarded as behind the times.

But what is the fundamental reason for preserving the
Eastern form of Christianity within the Catholic fold?

- It is not just a trap intended to bring our separated
brethren into the church by leading them to believe that
i{ they return to unity nothing, or almost nothing, will be
changed in their way of life. That would be a fraud.

Nor do these Churches represent a transitional stage on
the way to complete Latinism, a kind of temporary
concession to atavistic forces in the simple soul of the
Eastern Christian.

The Eastern Churches are preserved because of what
they represent to the Church as a whole. \7hile the faith
itself cannot be subject to change, all kinds of differences
are possible and even desirable in the ordinary details of
christian life, looked at from a social srandpoint.Ecclesias-
tical unity is not and never can be 

^ i^tt"t of rigid
uniformity. The Catholic faith is not a theorem having no
relevance to life. The Churcl constitutes, it is rrue, a.

single block, but in this block, it is only the angles
represented by the dogmas that are sharp.",

The real reasons for preserving the Eastern liturgies are
well summatized in Leo XIII's encyclical, Orientaliarn
dignitas, of 30th November, 18942

"The maintenance of theEastern rites is more important
than might be thought. The antiquity which adds lustre to

2 Father Andrieu-Guitrancourt, Annuaire de I'EcoIe d,es Ltgislations
Religieases, Inst. Cath. de Paris, 1952, p.9.
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these rites adorns the whole Church and affirms the divine
unity of the Catholic faith. It reveals more clearly to the
principal churches of the East both their own apostolif
origin-and their intimate unity with the Roman Church
right from the beginnings of Christianiry. Nothingo in
fict, would seem to reveal more clearly the note of
catholicity within the Church of God than the remarkable
homage of these ceremonies of various forms, celebrated in
ianguages made venerable by their antiquity and further
distinguished by the use made of them by the Apostles and

the Fathers of the Church."
But in my view the retention of these rites remains a

secondary aspect. \7e must recognize that Christianity
will never be able to fulfil its r61e in the world unless it is
Catholic or universal not only in aspiration but also in
strict fact. If to be Catholic implies giving up one's own
liturgy, hierarchy, patristic, traditions, historyr hymnology,
art, liturgical language, culture and spiritual heritage in
order to;ke over the rite, literature, philosophy, theology,

religious poetry, liturgical language, culture and spiritual-
ity of ro*. other given groupr even though this be the best

there is, then it will no longer be possible to regard.the
Church as God's great gift to the whole of humanity. It
will have become a faction, a human institution meant to
serve the interests of a Particular group. Eastern Catholics

do not total more thanieven million. This represents little
if importance is judged numerically. There are, it is true,

the l7O million of our separated brothers uPon whom the

example of our loyalty toCatholicism and to orientalism is
boottJtohaveaninfluence. But even this is not the essential

point. We are here in the first place to bear witness to the

effective cathcilicity of the Church, to proclaim publicly
that Catholicism is truly universal, that it respects and

assimilates everything in the most diverse civilizations
that can be regarded as of spiritual value or that arises out
of the particular needs of a people. 'We are here to show
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that no group can monopolize the church and that we are
all brothers, children of the same mother. In refusing
to allow themselves ro be latinized, Eastern christians
are,not being merely parochial or sticking to outdated
traditions. They know they are being faithful to a mission,
a vocation, which they cannor deny withour being unrrue
to themselves and distorting Christ's -.rrag. io their
immediate neighbours.

\flitness to Christ in the heart of Islam, seed of Chris-
tian unity, guarantee of effective catholicity within the
Church: this is the threefold aspect of our mission as a
group. The sense of this mission has given strength ro our
ancestors in the mosr tagic moments of their history. If it
has not yet aroused the enthusiasm it should among our
own younger generation, the reason is that it has not been
sufficiently brought home to them. There are signs among
these young people of spiritual escapism. Accustomed to
over-estimating what others enjoy and unaware of what
they themselves possess, they have not so far been able to
appreciate how wide is rhe field open ro their youthful
enthusiasm.Thoseof themwho have not become superficial
through this lack of any sense of mission have concentrated
on distant objectives, depriving their own countries of the
service they had the right to expecr from them, or else
they have stubbornly tried to alter rhe terms of the prob-
lem in order to have the easy satisfaction of solving it
in the fashion they have admired elsewhere. \fle musr, on
the contrary,have the courage rc look at the problem of
the gospel as it is put to us in practical terms in the serring
in which God has placed us, without sterile regrers or
vain hopes.

In striving to discover our collective mission as Eastern
Christians we must avoid a common mistake. \fle must
take care not to casr ourselves in the best r6le, placing
ourselves with foolish complacency at the centre of
humanity and thinking that we represenr the beginning
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and end of all progre$. 'We must be modest enolgh to
re,ognize the limitatiottt of our own detiny and even

*orJ the limits of whar we can realistically hope to
accomplish. This does not alter the fact that our vocation,
like any other vocation, however humble it may- be, is
grear *h.tt it is fully understood and fully entered into.

,' ; l1:
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The Eastern R6le in Christian Reunionl

Bv PernrARcH Mexruos IV SeyncH

rilfls sFrouLD not depart far from the truth were we to say
that the relations betwden the Roman church and thl
variousEasrern churcheswere nor definidvelybroken until
the day when Rom9, eigher losing her patien.L o, giving up
hope for a union of all churcheq received within-her loli
a number of Eastern groups, granting them a separate
hierarchy and organizadon. Paradoxiially, thereflre, it
was the partial union of a number of Eastern groups with
the Roman see that put an end to efforts directei at an
ecumenical union between East and \[est.
_ From these partial unions, following the failure of the
council of Florence, were born several catholic com-
munities of Eastern rite. In admirting them within the
catholic_ unity, the Holy see committed itself through the

fo1 solemn promises to respecr their entire spiritual
heritage. The Roman see thought that, while keeping their
own rites and discipline, these communities now united
with it would become the seed and first fruits of that unity
which it one day hoped to restore wirh the entire Easi.

1 First published in Jabilee, Vol.9, No.9, Jawary 1962.
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The manner in which they were treated within the great

Catholic family was to be, it was hoped, a gvarantee and a
model of the treatment held in store in the Universal
Church for all Eastern Christian communities, should the
union with them be restored.

Unfortunarcly, it so happened that these Catholic com-
munities of Eastern rite were not always able to fulfill
their mission. 'We must admit on the one hand that they
were never fully accepted by the \festern Catholics who,
as a body, continued to ignore, susPect or oPpress them.

Some went so far as to fight them openly on their very
homeground.These groupswere hardly ever admitted into
Catholic unity without reservations, at least on the part
of the lower authorities. On the other hand, they them-

selves were at times so defenceless against the invasion of
\?estern ways and customs that in the eyes of the East

they often represented, not an accePtable -form of union
to be achieved in truth and respect, but rather an instance

of hidden absorption and almost total latinizadon.
\[e can well raise the theoretical question whether the

establishment of these "uniat" churches was good or bad

for the cause of ecumenic union
But we cannot deny that these churches now exist and

that they are even fairly successful. If they have not yet
fulfilled all the expectations centred uPon them, we

should perhaps raise this other question: Did the Ortho-
dox as well as the Catholic world know them well and

as they were, and did they help thern remain faithful to
their vocation?

In our opinion there is only one answer to this question.

The Eastein Catholic churches represent a powerful and

indispensable means for the establishment of Christian
uniry, but only if they maintain, and are helped P
maintain, a two-fold and equal loyalty toward Catholi-
cism and the East. If they are wanting in either regard,

they can only harm the cause of unification.
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- To bring this point home, we shall first attempr ro
determine whar we Eastern catholics represenr in the
eyes of our Catholic brothers of the \7est, and in the eyes
of our orthodox brothers of the Easr Secondly, we slrall
evaluate the difficulties we encounter and the possible
success we can hope for in the fulfillment of this vocation
of "unifiers" which we believe to be our own.

what we represent in the eyes of our catbolic bretbren
ol the West

In times past the atdtude of our catholic brothers of the'sflest was characterized by very widespread ignorance,
very irrational disrrusr or paternalistic regrers; some-
times by a certain disdainful neglect, pratical indifierence,
or calculated exploitation; and, in raie instances, even by
hostility. Today, their attitude is marked more and morl
by respect, understanding, and a spirit of sincere coopera-
tion.

Most often the catholic\fesrhasignoredus. Even today,
the East knows the \flest better than the \[est knows the
East. \fith the exception of certain orientalists for whom
theEast is above all an object of scientific study, thecatho-
lics of the \7est, as a whole, are completely or almost
completely ignorant of theexistenceof anE"rt tttchristen-
dom, of its history, special discipline, hierarchic organi-
zation, rites and spiritual heritage. '$fle 

seem to be a rcvela-
tion wherever we appear, For the average \Testern
Catholic, we are still "Christians who make the sign of
the cross backwards". our rires are for him an object of
curiosity or scientific interest, nothing more. As a rule, all
the orientalisrc themselves know about the East in its pasr.
Too often, alas, rhe East represenrs for the \[est troihing
more than a mummy or a museum piece. Such an attitude,
when affecting certain religious leiders, compels them to
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adopt measures of rigid conservation, suddenly replacing
the former attempts at gradual or violent absorption. But
few \flesterners know much about the life of their Eastern
brothers, their practical problems, their immense need to
remain loyal to their faith and to keep it alive, and the
great mission they must caffy ouq despite their weakness,
throughout the world.

'$/e must add that this ignorance of the East is under-
standable enough. The total number of Eastern Catholics
is less than seven million. The entire Melkite Greek Cath-
olic Church is hardly larger than an ayerage diocese in
Europe. If numbers were all-important, we would be
pracdcally non-existent. But small as our numbers are,
we feel that a great mission has been entrusted to us and
that our first task is precisely to make ourselves known,
to narrow the circle of traditional ignorance with which
the \flest still surrounds us.

Occasionally this same ignorance gives rise to a certain
irrational and confused distrust towards us, unexplained
by the fact that we are "Easterners" and that the \flest
traditionally distrusts the fides graecd. Nor is it that we
have deceived the \7est. Rather, it is an uncontrolled
impression born of fear of an unknown mystery and the
fruit of a murual ignorance resulting from isolation.
Hence, the responsible \flestern leaders feel that super-
vision and control must be tightened more and more. Th.y
experience this fear of the unknown. The central authority
maintains among us an increasing number of informants
whose word, even if it is an isolated opinion, finds more
credit than is warranted by their personal integrity.

It seems that many simple souls almost feel sorry that
we have not yet become "entirely" Catholic; that is,

Latin. For many ecclesiastics who are less simple, the
Eastern Catholic Church, or, as it is more commonly
called, the "Eastern Rites", represent nothing else than a
concession by the Holy See of Rome to the forces of
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ancesffal tradidons still alive among the Easterners, an acr
of condescension, a privilege, an exception. Since one
cannot make the Easterners "fully" Catholic, that is Latin,
one must resort to the clever sffatagem of tolerating their
presence in the Catholic Church, even though they remain
"Easterners"; or, in other words, bearing with them as
with second-rate Catholics. Near the end of his life, a
high-ranking churchman disclosed, as in a spiritual last
will and testament, that the fifty years he had spenr as a
missionary in the East enabled him to say rhat Easterners
will never become fully catholic unless they become Latin.
rVe might think that fifty years in the East had taught
this zealous missionary nothing. Alas, how many othlrs
still think as he did.

Some Latin Catholics who live among us in the East
establish themselves in certain areas as if we did not exist
at all. Not being able ro suppress us, they pretend to ignore
us. In doing so, they invoke as an excuse the good of the
souls, compromised, as they say, by our narrow-minded
oriental sensitivity or dangerous resistance. They think,
for example, that the so-called "Oriental Catholicism"
can be considered in the Catholic Church only an excep-
tion, a group of closed communities, allowed ar the most
to exist but in no way called ro expansion. Consequently,
these communities are ordered - as once in Malabar
and more recenrly in Palestine - nor ro engage in any sort
of apostolic activity among the infidels who, at their
conversion, are supposed to become members of no other
Church but the Latin. These authorities even open the way
towards Latinism for non-Catholic Easrerners in spite of
the existing papal directives and official orders.

In other words, for many \flesterners, the real reason
why Eastern Catholic Churches should exist and why
these uncomfortable "outgrowths" should be tolerated is
the fact that, on the one hand, they are an insrrument for
the "conversion of the dissidents", a sort of "bait" through
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a clever exploitation of the similarity of rites and external
organization, and, on the other hand, their eventual disap-
p""t"tt.. would seriously hurt the Prestige of the Latin
Church. ,

In rare instances we encounter ouright hosdlity,
motivated by political or racial reasons or simply by
reasons of iompetition. In Poland, before the second

\ilorld \ilar, the patriotism of the Ukrainian Catholics

was questioned by some. Even today, some Latin au-

thorities in America eonsider the existence of Eastern
Catholics, with their own clergy, discipline, and rites, as an

abnormal and uncomfortable thing; or, at least, as a source

of problems. \fle must admit that by the very fact of
our being Catholic without being Latin, our very Presence
within ; Catholicism almost entirely Latin in form
cannor be anything but uncomfortable. Many \flesterners
cannot as yet conceive of unity in terms other than of
uniformity. Itt their opinion, that which is not yet actvally
absorbed falls short of complete unity. This gives rise

within theEastern Church to a two-fold tendency threaten-

ing to divide it - a massive endency toward orrtright and

rctal latintzation and a more conscious b,ut slower tend-
ency towards complete faithfulness to the East, and dris for
the-spiritual advantage of the Universal Churcl itself.

Indeed, a latinized East, while hardly causing a

noticeable increase in Catholic membership, would no

longer represent a valid witness in the eyes of the

Orthodox. The incomprehension of ,our,\flestern brotherg

is the heavi fir for our ecumenical

vocatlon.

-

-Filr"ately conditions will soon have changed. In the

\flestern Church, ignorance, incomprehension, and occa-

sional hostility have been superseded, especially in recent
years, by * immense desire for a more intimate acquaint-

"tr.. 
wiih the East, by u sincere will to understand it and

by a beginning of frank and loyal collaboration.
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As a mattef of fact, the last few years have witnes-
sed in the \Uflest an admirable growth of scientific institu-
tions devoted to oriental research. There exist today many
scientific or high-quality popular publications investigating
the various aspects of the spiritual heritage of the Easr,
and uncovering these riches for the benefit of their readers.
Travel, meetings, conventions, and business lead to
numerous personal contacts between Eastern and \(Iestern
Catholics. As an Arab proverb says, "Man hates only that
of which he is ignorant". A better mutual knowledge will,
no doubt, soon result in mutual respect and love between
Easterners and \flesterners. The younger generation of
apostolic workers imbued with this new spirit, identify
themselves more and more thoroughly with the Church
they came to serve. Many of the old missionaries sent to be
helpers in the East were a terrible burden for the Easr
through their affempts at dominating or absorbing it under
the pretext of more efficient assistance. The younger
generation, on the other hand, comes truly in a spirit of
service, adopts the East, andidentifiesitself withit, wirhour
human ambition or mental reservation.

'What we represent in tbe eyes
ot' our Orthodox bretbren of the East

Considering now what we represent in the eyes of our
Eastern brothers separated from Rome, we hav_g no choice
but to say that the Orthodox East, while knowing us
befter, remains erren harder towards us rhan the Catholic
\rest.ll..

In countries where the united Eastern communities
numerically represent only a small minority, the Ortho-
dox pretend to ignore them.

For most of our Orthodx brothers "East" and "Roman
Catholicism" are contradicrory terms. It is nor thought
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possible to be an Eastern and a Roman Catholic at the
same time.

Very often they still consider us spies and agents of the
political and religious imperialism of the Vatican. The
Soviet world tolerates religion in its Orthodox or Latin
form but persecutes to death those who dare to be as

Eastern as the Orthodox and as Catholic as the Latins
while being neither Orthodox nor Latin.

The Orthodox authorities are inclined to consider us

as ravaging wolves in sheep's clothing and, consequently,
persecute us as the chief agents of Roman proselytism.
Those among our Orthodox brethren who, knowing us

a little better, refuse to believe that we are capable of
such sinister designs, pity us as unwitting victims, who
without realizing it, tend to strengthan the ambition
for supremacy and universal domination which, in their
opinionn constantly inspires the Roman Church. At any
rate, it is undeniable that our Orthodox brothers feel
deeply hurtby what they call our premature, unconditional
union, comparable in their minds to a separate peace

fteaty signed by political powers without the knowledge
or approval of their allies.

But let us not dwell any further upon these painful
aspects. After all, what people think of us is not the most
important thing. The important thing is what we truly
are and represent - what we desire to be - and what God
expects from us.

What we represent for Christian unity

Superficial minds were capable of saying that the Eastern
Catholic - the "uniats" as they like to call them
the least fit for promoting any kind of understanding with
the Orthodox.

\7e must frankly admit that sometimes this is exactly
the case. As an example, the Greek Church, which would
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be willing to deal with representatives of the LatinChurch
and is very favourably disposed toward it, pretends to
ignore the very existence of the Hellenic Catholics of
Byzantine Rite who, it is true, are of recent origin and
few in number. Often legal restrictions are imposed uPon

them, which is a familiar practice with all religious grouPs

representing a great majority and united with the State.

Careful reflection, however, reveals that this reaction
of the Orthodox circles is entirely normal. It is the typical
reaction of all Christian grouPs which refuse to consider

any union because they think that any steP in that direc-
tion is the beginning of disintegration. Union means dying
to ourselves to a certain extent. They refuse to accePt this
death, as theJewish people once refused it, though it would'
have opened for them the way towards a new life. They
fall back upon their own spiritual riches, but in isolation
they are unable to increase their heritage. Some renuncia-
tion of self is needed by all churches if they are fully to
be what Christ wanted them to be in unity. It is a mystery
of renunciation and death, preceding a mystery of renewal
and life.

\ilith this in mind we can easily understand the some-

times very violent reaction of the churches of the East
when from among their own ranks courageous voices drise

calling for efforts toward this universalism, when strong
but loving hands are extended to effect necessary renuncia-
tions so that the body may survive in unity. The united
Easterners are like a child warning his older brother against
an unsuspected danger. Now, when brothers fight, any
stranger seems to be welcome. But in actual fact no one

can take the place of the younger brother. No one can

understand and lovethesecommunities, afraid and hesitant
as they are still, like those who had the courage to precede

them at some personal risk along the road we all must
travel one day sooner or later, in one manner or another, if
we are fully to rediscover the truth of Christ.
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\fle must admit, as we carcy out our vocation of "uni-
fiers", that several factors work against us. First of all,
our "uniatism". This false form of union is a very bad
example for our Orthodox brethren. Our union has been
practically an absorption that might have been but is not.
Every Christian who thinks of union desires that it should
not be detrimental to the spiritual riches and graces of
which each church is the custodian. The advocates of
uniatism have respected the East but for its rites; and in
every other regard they have tried to deprive it of what
was best in order rc give or impose upon it what was often
less good in the 'West. The Catholic \[est, 

^s 
a whole, has

not realized yet with sufficient clarity that, in addition to
the liturgical rites, there are in the East other great riches

spiritual, artistic, theological, institutional - to be

safeguarded for the benefit of the entire Church. Conse-
quently, it endeavoured in the past to destroy everything
that did not resemble its own image. \7e must admit that
this attempt was not unsuccessful, for, except for the
liturgical rites (and even there. . .) nothing could resemSle

the \flest more than this united East as we find it among
the majority of the existing Eastern Catholic communities.
IJnderstandably, this model of union does not make our
task any easier.

\flhile the responsibility is not ours alone in this matter
of uniatism, some other obstacles to union can be directly
ascribed to us. Too often we lose contact with our
Orthodox brethren. \ffe stop caring about thern. \flhen we
arrive at a certain level of organization, of material and
numerical prosperity, we settle down in sinful contented-
ness and convince ourselves that there is no need for us
to look beyond our own "dear community".

In other instances, we unnecessarily depart from them in
matters which unity need not impose, such as in liturgy,
discipline, spirituality, theology, outward appearances,
etc. This is the way in which some Eastern Catholics like
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to express the difference between them and their brethren
of the same rite. They forget that by doing this they lose
their usefulness ro the church because foithe \[esi they
are no longer Easterners and for the East they do not
represent the ruflest. Those in the catholic church who are
determined to latinize our institutions should understand
that by bringing us so close to Latinism they do not
increase appreciably the number of Latin adherents but
they do lose for the Catholic Church the few Eastern
members it has at the present time. It ought to be our
raison dj|tre in the Church to remain at the same time
deeply Catholic and deeply Oriental. The "latinizers"
work, unwittingly perhaps but certunly, to the derimenr
of the Catholic Church. Th"y ser out ro prove, indeed,
that a sincere connection between these two qualities is
impossible within Roman Catholicism.

Another obstacle to our ecumenical mission is our nu-
merical inferiority. '\Ufle are minorities almost everywhere,
which not only makes massive acrion impossible for us but
also gives rise in us to complexes and psychoses character-
istic of minority groups. \We should add that the numerical
inferiority is often accompanied by ^ certain spirirual
poverty. 'S7e have lost our Easrern spirituality while
acquiring only imperfectly the spiriruality of the \7est.
Assuredly, union has been in general a cause of enrich-
ment for us but of an enrichment that was not at the same
time a revival of all the spiritual values proper ro rhe East,
with the exception of the liturgical rites.

A last obstacle hindering considerably the work of
union has been a spirit of exaggerated proselytism dis-
played by some Catholics. In itself proselytism is an act
of virtue, for it is defined as "zeal for making prose-
lytes; that is, converts to a religious faith". 'We do not
speak here of this legitimate and discreer proselytism but
of its abuse, of that excess which we may call "conversion
mania". Not being able to work towards the union of
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churches or not even knowing how to go about it (we must
admit that this very preoccupation is of recent origin)
some Eastern Catholics, following in this the majority of
Latin missionaries, have come to look upon the work of
unity as exclusively a matter of "individual conversions".

Pending the achievement of world wide and definitive
union of the churches, it is quite natural that certain
souls, convinced of the truth, should request admittance
to the Catholic Church in one form or another. Under
pain of violating the freedom of conscience, we must
accept those who come to us. Our Orthodox brethren do
the same, which is normal. In our own patriarchate, the
practice prevailing for several decades now has been the
following. \flhen groups, even small groups, ask us for
admittance, we welcome them only after a long waiting
period, sometimes extending to several years, and only
after having referred these groups repeatedly to the
Orthodox authorities. Only when these steps prove fruit-
less and when there are risks that these groups might be
seduced by sectarian faiths which offer them atfia;ctive
material advantages, do we finally decide to admit them.
It must be granted that this method has not been adopted
always and everywhere.'We should never attempt, under
the pretext that union is humanly impossible to achieve,
or is far removed in the future, to ravish by all available
means from the Orthodox a few particularly weak and
defenceless souls or take advantage of internal discords
existing among the ranks of this same Orthodoxy in order
to undermine it. Precisely because the 'West has at times
looked uporl the Eastern Catholics as "tools of conversion",
the latter have lost in the eyes of their Orthodox brethren
sqme of the prestige indispensable for the accomplishment
of their essential mission, of bringing \7est and East closer
together in view of an eventual union, the manner'and
hour of which it will please our Lord to decide.

Forrunately, opposed to these elements hindering our
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mission there are others working in our favour as so many
valuable, unique assets we have in our hands.

First of all, is not the greatesr source of strength in the
work of union our acute awareness of the greatriisfortune
tlnli"g by division? In counrries with "i orr.r*helming
catholic mEority, such as rtaly or spain, the divisio' oT
chrisdans is a remore evil, an evil merely thought about
without serious implications in reality'. consequently,
catholics in these countries are often tempted to yi.ld io
a spirit _of passivity and self-sufficiency. Mor. than one
responsible catholic in the '$7est musr have secretly
thogslt ar one time or another that ther e are .rro,rgit
catholics as it is, and that a union with the orrhodi"
Easterners would in pracrice be more troublesome than
advantageous. As for ourselves, we could never reason in
this manner. rufle suffer in our minds, in our hearts, in our
\rery flesh, because of the divisions of christians. \[e are
filled with the desire christ expressed at the Last supper:
"they may be one." The schismi dirrid" the memb.r, of th.
same family, hinder any deep-going action on our parr
upon our social environment, and expose our Christians to
the ridicule of their Moslem .onp"tiiots. The problern of
union haunts us constantly. It is for us a consuming
thirst - it is parr of our very exisrence.

-For working towards union we have certain unique
aduantages.l$fle are of the same racer language, mentaliiy,
and even liturgy as our Orthodox biothers. ,Uile are
brothers in the full sense of the word. union could be only
a. family reconciliation for us, nor a humiliating submis-
sion or an avowal of guilt. In suggesting this union, we
seek no personal advantage. On the contiary, we further
our own disappearance as a hierarchized community. To
be exacq wd are hoping that once the union is achieved,
there will no longer be a united or uniat Eastern church
but simply an Eastern Church, among whose ranks we
ourselves shall re-enter as if we had never departed.
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Another element working in our favour is our faith-
fulness to the East, a faithfulness finally recovered and
vigorously defended. There was a time when some Eastern
Catholics thought it an honour to be able to come as close
as possible to the'West and copy its particular features to
the smallest detail, in other words, to become latinized.
'We must recognize that our MelkiteGreek CatholicChurch
has been the one to resist most strongly the latinizing tend-
encies that have disfigured other Eastern Catholic com-
munities. \(re have said above that all the Catholic \fest
would have wished to respect in the united East was its
liturgical rites; so much so that the Eastern churches have
come to be identified, in the certain official quarters' with
the "Eastern rites". \7hile theRomanChurch endeavoured
officially to save the "Eastern rites", some of its represen-
tatives were determined to deprive the Eastern clurches of
their own heri@ge, canonical institutions, and traditional
org*nization in order to give them aLatin appearanee.

To quote only one example, the recent code of Eastern
canon law, we must unfortunately state that despite an
impressive critical apparatus and a terminology inspired
by Eastern sources, despite also a great amount of labour
worthy of praise, the very core of the new law remains
unfortunarcly latinizing in tendency. This has not always
been the fault of the specialists doing the work but rather
of the environment in which the work was done. For this
environment, the closest possible similarity in substance
and form with the Latin canon law remains the supreme
ideal. Institutions proper to the East, such as the patri-
archate, are tolerated as exceptions and confined within
the strictest possible limits, when they are not skilfully
emptied of their meaning and practically neutralized as a
result of an excessive administrative centralizadon.

The efiorts our Church is making to ensure that the
East is given back its proper features are well known. Our
faithfulness to the East must not be interpreted as a
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tendency to archaism, a blind clinging to ancesrral tradi-
tions, a sign of certain reservations about the faith, a
narrow-mindedness neglecting the essential for the sake
of the secondary, a new form of Gallicanism, or an unlaw-
ful desire for independence within the catholic fold. \[e
are attached to it because we love what is true and good.
rWe are attached to it because we desire to safeguard the
truly apostolic physiognomy of the Church wiih all the
treasures and beaury this means and all the largeness of
organizational conceprs that render the Church capable of
assimilating all nations without taking awayfromthem the
qualities that fundamentally characrerize them as narions.

The continuous existence of rhe Eastern Catholic
churches is not a trap we ser for the Orthodox. They do
not represent a transitional stage before final and total
latinization, nor a temporary concession to the atavistic
forces working in Eastern souls. The Eastern churches
must be willed for their own sake in the framework
wherein God and nature have placed them for their
normal development. In Catholicism, rhe area of faith is
intangible, immutable and uniform in its essential lines.
But in the details of Christian life as a social phenomenon,
many combinations are possible and desirable.

'Sfe must be convinced that Christianity can never
accomplish its mission in the world unless ir is Catholic;
that is, universal, nor only in law but also in actual
fact. If someone cannor be Catholic unless he gives up
his own liturgy, hierarchy, patrisric raditions, history,
hymnography, art, language, culture, and spiritual
heritage, and adop$ the rires, philosophical and theo-
logical thought, religious poetry, liturgical language, cul-
ture, and spirituality, of a particular group, be it the best,
then the Church is not a great gift of God to the whole
world but a faction, however numerous, and a human
institution subservient to the interests of one group. Such
a church is no longer the true Church of Christ. In resist-
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ing, then, the Latinization of our institutions, we are not
defending any petty parochial interests or an out-dated
traditionalism; rather, we are aware of, defending the vital
interests of the apostolic Church, of remaining faithful to
our mission, our vocation which we could not betray
without betraying ourselves and disfiguring the message of
Christ before our brothers

'We have, therefore, a two-fold mission to accomplish
within the Catholic Church. \ile must fight to ensure that
Latinism and Catholicism a;re not synonymous' that
Catholicism remains open to every culture, every spirit,
and every form of organrzation compatible with the unity
of faith and of love. At the same time, by our example,
we must enable the Orthodox Church to recognize that a

trnion with the great Church of the \[est, with the See of
Peter, can be achieved without their being compelled to
give up Orthodoxy or any of the spiritual treasures of the

"porto1i. 
and patristic East which is open towards the

fuftre no less than towards the past.

If we remain faithful to this mission, we shall succeed

in finding and shaping the kind of union that is accepable
to the East as well as to the'West. This union is neither
pure autocephaly nor absorption, in law or in actval
fact, but a sharing of the same faith, the same sacraments,
and the spiritual heritage and organization ProPer to each

church, under the vigilance, both paternal and fraternal,
of the $lccessors of him to whom it was said: "Thou art
Peter, and upon this rock I will build my church."
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Between Orthodoxy and Catholicisml

By AncHBrsHop Nnopnyros Eoersy

EesrenN christians in communion wirh Rome have for
some time been rhe scapegoa$ of both catholic and
orthodox ecumenicists. Though there is today more
interest in rhem in catholic official circles and in world
lfrolic_ opinion, through the inspiring example of pope
Johtt xxIII, there is also wirhin the growing cathoiic
ecumenical movement an attitude, similar to th"t within
the orthodox church, whereby the Easrern catholic
churches arc regarded as one of the chief obstacles to
union and every effort is made to keep them out of the
discussion between the catholic and oithodox churches.

The present author is an Eastern christian in com-
munion with Rome, or if you prefer the term, a "LJniat".
He is nor worried by the derogatory sense attached to the
words ounia and aniat by members of the orthodox
church. In themselves, these words have no injurious con-
tent. rn one sense at least, ounia is a useful word because it
helps to prevent a confusion between the ideas of oania
and union.

1 Previously published in the review ..Lumilre et Vie", Lyons,
Cahier 55, December 1961, pp.99-110.
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Oani.a, as Orthodox Christians understand it, is certain-
ly not the union sought by the ecumenicists. It denotes
individual union, or union through small groups, whereas,
from the ecumenical point of view, union is a communion
of churches. The effect of ouni.a is to increase the division
of the churches by giving rise within each church to
separatist movements. Union, on the other hand, aims at
bringing them together and unifying them. Ounia, in the
form in which it is often practised, is, in fact, the more or
less incomplete absorption of one church by another, while
union means respecting within a communion of faith,
organization, grace and love, the charismata which are
special to each church. Oania embitters but wnion brings

Peace.
It should be stressed that we are here speaking of the

"uniat" movement not only from a Roman Catholic
standpoint but in more general terms, for the Orthodox
Church has also been tempted by it and has for some
time had its own uniats, few in number but not differing
essentially from their Catholic brethren. There are akeady
some Orthodox Latin groups in existence. \fle say this
out of concern for fairness and accuracy, and having
aheady examined our own consciences as uniat Catho-
lics, we feel all the more at liberty to mention the Ortho-
dox uniats.

If ounia does not amount to union, does it, as many
people think rcday, constitute an obstacle to union?
In the mind of its sincere advocates in East and \flest,
ou,nia should indeed amount to union or at least preparc
the way for it. \flhen, at the beginning of the eighteenth
century, we in the three Orthodox Melkite patriarchates
of Antioch, Alexandria and Jerusalem, wanted to unite
ourselves with Rome, the intention was definitely not to
split up our church. \fle should have been h^ppy had the
whole of our church been able to re-enter the communion
that existed before the breach. If we did not succeed in
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this and if a portion only of our church came into union,
this does not justify quesrioning the sincericy of our
attempt. 'We were seeking union, even though we suc-
ceeded only in bringing about ouni.a, or the union of a
portion only.

\fe have now to take account of the situation as we find
it. In each of the Eastern churches, a group, generally a
minority, has united with Rome, which it sincerely consid-
ers to be the cenrre of Christian unity. This incomplete
union has entailed a number of consequences for each of
the groups concerned. Some are definitely advantageous
and others just as certainly unfortunare, while a third
category can be taken either way. These various factors,
taken together, and in their relation ro the full union of
the churches, provide us with a picture of the real posi-
tion of the Eastern Catholic churches and determine in
large measure the present position from an ecumenical
point of view. The vocation of these churches, on the
other hand, is more extensive than their immediate im-
portance suggesrs, just as every ideal goes beyond its
practical accomplishment. \(e must hope that their present
state will not prove to be an obstacle to their vocarion.

It is hard to describe the practical situadon of theGreek
Catholic churches in a few lines. ft is too complex and
we are forced to give only a brief analysis, knowing that in
trying to simplify we may end by over-simplifying.

The history of the grouping of Eastern Catholics into
separate organized communities has sometimes left our
Orthodox brethren with painful memories. Some of the
Eastern Catholic communities, for instance the Ukrainians
and the Malabarese, were formed partly as a result of
political pressure on the Orthodox Church, jusr as the
present day return of certain Eastern Catholics to Ortho-
doxy in the countries behind the iron curtain is to be
explained by political pressure in the opposite direcrion-a
pressure that is fundamentally unjust from whichever
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direction it comes. Other Greek Catholic communities,
such as the Chaldeans ar the end of the sixteenth century,
owe their existence to disputes within the Orrhodox fold'.
But more often the changes are rhe outcome of \flestern
religious influences which have given rise among Eastern
Christians to a desire to link up once again with the
Roman Church and have at the same time made them
aware of the state of religious abandonmenr in which they
were left by the Orthodox clergy, at rhar time insufficient
in number or spiritually defecdve. This was the case
especially with the Greek Catholics or Melkites.

However, even if we leave out of account the few cases
of unjust political pressure, it remains true that in general
the historical circumstances leading to rhe union with
Rome of groups originally belonging to rhe Orthodox fold
have been somewhat unhappy. In the Orthodox view, this
separatist movemenr cannot be other than schismatic.
Moreower, when Rome decides to recognize or grant a
hierarchy to each of these united groups, the Orthodox
are bound to be hurt. But had Rome any choice in the mar-
ter? Admittedly she has somerimes established a uniat
Eastern hierarchy when the numbers concerned were
insignificant. But in most cases to have done otherwise
would have meant leaving thousands of Eastern Catholics
without legitimate pastors, organization or hierarchy.
Sometimes, too, as with the Melkites, it was the original
Orthodox hierarchy itself that spliq a porrion refusing
union. Those who today criticize Rome for recognizing it,
do not take suflicient accounr of the historical and pastoral
situation at the time of the union.

Moreover, members of the Orthodox Church do not
understand sufficiently why some of rheir number see the
need to turn their backs. Either Roman Catholicism has
nothing that Orthodoxy does not already possess and in
I 'We use the word "Orthodox" to indicate nor only the Orthodox
of the seven councils but also the Nestorians and Monophysites.'
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that case, there seems to them no reason to desert Ortho-
doxy, or else Roman Catholicism has something to offer,
and it must be asked whether it is not a heretical innovation.
In fact, in most cases, Catholic groups have been formed
in the East mainly to answer a need for a more intense and
deeper pastoral work by the clergy. The faithful who have
entered into contact with \festern missionaries have come
to appreciate the extent of their previous abandonment in
this respect. \Tithout holding the Orthodox Church in
itself responsible, they have asked themselves whether the
situation was not to be explained by their ecclesiastical
isolation from the \7est which was in a position to send
them such fine spiritual shepherds. Theologians among
them wondered whether the breach between Orthodoxy
and Roman Catholicism was in accordance with our
Lord's will and with the teachings and tradition of the
first centuries. But the ordinary members of the faithful
did not go into matters so deeply. In general, they followed
the lead of the section of the clergy that showed itself the
more devoted, and these were in fact the priests who took
the road to Rome.

In turning to Rome, the "uniat" groups have more
often than not deprived their original church of its best
elements. Only a few, while feeling strongly the need for
reunion, preferred to remain in their own churches, to
work on them spirirually from within, sharing their tem- 

.

porary diff iculties. Later the O rtho dox Church itsel f formed
its own 61ite, but by that time the break had been made
and the leading figures in the two fragments of the same
church were always tempted to concentrate on their little
differences rather than on their immense common heritage.
This tendency towards polemics has helped on the one
hand to stiflen the attitude of the Orthodox and on the
other to make the spiritual treasures of Orthodoxy less

accessible to those united to Rome. From this both sides
have suffered.
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The principal stumbling block for theOrthodoxremains,
however, proselytism by Rome and, more particular, that
of the uniats recruited into her ranks by Rome. The
Orthodox Church has a long list of bimer complaints to
make on this account. There may well have been certain
abuses, and abuses may still be occurring among certain
uniats even apaft, from the Latin missionaries. Uniats
have often, in all good faith, given themselves the mission
of gnawing their way into the Orthodox Church. Like so
many other neophytes, they have suffered from a con-
version psychosis. In order ro "save the souls" of their
Orthodox brethren they have taken advantage of cha-
ritable institutions and exploited all kinds of weaknesses.
But these methods can change and are in fact being
dranged. Some of the uniat authorities have recendy
given a number of proofs of a disinterested affection for
Orthodoxy and a scrupulous respec! for freedom of con-
science, encouraging the Orthodox Clites to revivify their
own c*rurdles rather than seek union at all costs and at
the least sign of difficulty, without being moved by any
real conviction. There is a moment of grace for which one
must know how to wait. It is not often that the Orthodox
Christians take nore of this attitude among the unia*,
The uniats, on the other hand, are aware that the
Orthodox do not feel any inhibitions abour snatching
the weaker brethren among them. \[re are not saying this
in order to counter one criricism by another, bur simply to
give the facts necessary for an objective understanding of
the situation.

Apart from this, the very fact that these,unions of
individual groups take place, even where they are made
without any political or other pressure and in complete
sincerity, will always be a matter of scandal for the
Orthodox. There is, it seems, nothing to be done about
this. \7hat are Eastern Christians to do when they come
one day to recognize that the breach with Rome is against
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the will of the Lord? Are they to remain cut ofi in order to
please their own communities? Th.y cannot do this in con-
science. Are they to become Latins? This would imply that
one cannot be Catholic without being Latin and would
amount, in fact, to a denial of catholicity. One solution
remains open, to unite once more with Rome while remain-
ittg Eastern. \fe wish our Orthodox brothers would
understand that for uniats union with Rome is a matter
of conscience and neither a defection nor an expedient.

Admiwedly, in practice, things do not work out as

simply as this. The renewal of the link with Rome does

not always return the uniats to the state of affairs
existing before the great separation of the churches. After
centuries of estrangement' they find Rome more cen-

tralized than she was and little if at all disposed to go

back over the historical development of papal rule. Their
consciences, nevertheless, do not allow them to return to an

Orthodoxy that refuses to accePt the basic minimum of a
recognition of the divinely accorded and effective primacy
enjoyed by Peter and his successors. They have no choice

but to accept their position as uniats whic} they regard
as synonymous with the word "unifiers": Easterners but
not separate, Catholics but not Latins. It is not a pleasant
position, for it amounts to preserving equal loyalty to the
East and to Catholicism. Th.y refuse to deny anything
forming a true part of Orthodox Christianity and refuse

to allow themselves to be absorbed by the \7est. Forming
a real part of the Catholic Church, they do not for a

mo*etri forget the brothers whom they have temporally
outdistanced. Orthodoxy as well as the Latin \fest ought
to understand how tragic and at the same time noble this
attitude is.

But does this in fact represent the real attitude of the
uniats? Are we paindng an idealized picture, a picture of
what they ought to be like? There are certainly some

shadows in the true picture of the uniat drurches, but there
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are shadows in every authentic picture, and in this
instance they tend to throw into relief the true and realistic
attirude of those uniats who are fully aware of their
mission.

Too often,unfortunately,uniats lose sight of theirOrtho-
doxbrethren and act asthough theywerethemselves always
to remain as they are today. Th.y fail to see that their
function is to scout on ahead and that they have no mean-
ing except in relation to the army that is following. Th.y
forget, too, that their position is essentially temporary,
not in the sense that they are destined to lose their identity
in Latinism but in the sense that, once union comes about,
they will rejoin their churches of origin, henceforth united
with them as though they had never departed.

From this point of view, which is not an eschatological
one, Eastern Chrisdans united with Rome should neYer

lose touch with the \(est or above all with Orthodoxy.
Tn-ey will keep as close as possible to those elements in
Orthodox Christianity that ar. .stetttially Catholic, while
shunning as far as possible all in the \[est that is Latin and
particularist. This again is a difficult balance to strike and
one which earns the amazement of the Latin'$[est as well
as of Orthodoxy. It is not surprising under the circum-
starlces that the uniats occasionally fall away, some-

times to the right and sometimes to the left. Some turn
avidly to the \frest, assimilating themselves to such an

extent that Orthodoxy no longer recognizes them. Others
emphasize so strongly their oriental characteristics that
the \(Iest in turn hardly recognizes them.

These Eastern uniat communities generally find them-
selves in an inferior position within the Catholic fold,
a fact which does not worry the Orthodox and even

at times pleases them. But it does worry the uniats them-
selves and hinders their mission. At one time the Latin
'West looked upon them as second-class citizens, auxiliary
troops fighting side by side with the troops from the
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metropolis. They were regarded as allies or partisans.
Nowadays, another argument is used to justify the special
restricdons still affecting them. It is to the effect that the
Eastern churches are not the same thing as the Eastern
Church. Once full union has mken place, the latter, rogerher
with its bishops, will enjoy within the Catholic fold all
the rights and privileges rhar is its due. But the uniat
drurdres, when once set up and otganized by Roman
decrees, would be treated as artificial bodies to whom no-
thing is owed but which would be rewarded in accordance
with their obedience and the importanceof theservicesthey
have rendered or can be expected to render. This outloolc
is not in conformity either with the true historical situation
or with the attitude of the popes.

It is too often forgotten that the Eastern communities
united to Rome represent test cases for the Catholic
ecumenical movement. Orthodoxy not only watches their
behaviour closely but also watches the attitude of Rome
towards them. If Catholicity does not change its presenr
primarily Latin character and admit Eastern Christians
into the fold with equal affection and without any signs of
discrimination, the East in turning towards the Catholic
Church condemns itself not so much to being Catholic as
to a widespread and dominating Latinism. Orthodoxy
will estimate what awaits it when unity comes about from
the way we are treated within the Catholic body.

In the meantime, the Orthodox are hurt by an attitude
draracteristic of some uniats whiclr we can sum up in
three points:

(1) Complacency made up very often of borrowed supe-
riority. The uniats pride themselves on the intellectual
and moral resources of the \[est but often fail to enrich
themselves from within by taking advantage of their own
spiritual heritage.

(2) Self-satisfied indifference to the church from which
they have come, accompanied sometimes by 

^ 
disposition
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to criticize the Orthodox and to catalogue their human
weaknesses.

(3) The "integrism" of those who continually feel the
need to reaffirm their Ioyalty to Rome, as though it were
ever in doubt. The inflexibility of those who want to be

more Catholic than the pope.
'Where this is the state of mind, a dialogue between

uniats and members of the Orthodox Church naturally
becomes impossible.

Unfortunately, those uniats who show the greatest

understanding and friendship for Orthodoxy still do not
manage to efiace the impression left by their brothers. It is

as though the Orthodox had become convinced that every
uniat is an enemy and that everything coming from the
uniats represents a trap. How are they to be persuaded

otherwise?
Against this complex background, the vocation of the

Eastern Catholic churches can be seen to be as difficult
as it is exalted. They are called upon to create within
themselves a kind of living synthesis of Catholicism and
Orthodox Christianity, linking uP from within the two
complem entalry marks of Christ's true Church. Come
what fray, they must succeed in renewing the contact
between East and'!7est. \fithin the Catholic fold they are

witnesses of unity in diversity and within Orthodoxy they
are witnesses of catholiciry, manifested in the resPect

shown for particular charismata. Their function is tobring
Orthodoxy as well as the Latin \7est rc aPPreciate the
universality of the Church.

Taking the words in their strictest sense, there can be no
Orthodoxy without Catholicism and no Catholicism
without Orthodoxy. If Eastern uniats are to effect a
synthesis of East and \Ufest they must first of all become

deeply conscious of their own Catholicism, recognizing
that it is not in opposition to Orthodoxy but reaches out
beyond it in a Catholic sense. Deeply united as they are
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rc the Universal church and to the centre of ecclesiastical
unity in the Bishop of Rome, they reject any separatist
tendencies. There is nothing so alien to Eastern iatholi-
cism as Gallicanism and other separatist tendencies of the
'\u7est. Eastern catholics have proved their fairhfulness to
union elren to rhe shedding of their blood.

But Eastern Catholics will succeed in this work of
rynthesis onJr if they also show themselves profoundly
Eastern. so far rhey have been distinguished from r7estern
Catholics only by their attachment to the liturgy and
ecclesiastical organization appropriate to the East. So
much is this rhe case, thar the \7est has often thought of
the catholic Easr as being merely a matt'" of different
rites, The time has now come to go more deeply into the
rich Eastern spirirual heritage in theology, philosophy,
asceticism, mysticism, monastic life and art. All too oftetr,
Eastern catholics have had nothing Eastern about them
except their rite and their exrernal appeannce. Their
Eastern rite is linked with a spirituality that is Ignatian or
stems from:some other \Testern influence. All tlhey Lno*
is scholastic philosophy, carmelite mysticism or sulpician
asceticism. This has led to dangerous divisions ir their
religious make-up and in their efforts to fulfil their mission.

It is no easy task to renew contact between East and'West. The uniats have assumed the msk and it may be
claimed that historically speaking the Latin 's(est started
to take an interest in the Orthodox East only through the
uniats. Today the interest shown in the'west for Eastern
things goes well beyond any need to understand and help
the uniats. In the beginning, however, uniats were seen
by the \fest as represenrarive of the East which was
coming out to meer .it. \[e shall never be able ro pay
sufficient tribute to the r61e of certain great Eastern cath-
olics in this opening of ther$(/est to theEasr, such as the first
pupils of the Greek College or of the Maronite College
in Rome.
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At the present time Eastern Catholics still have an in-
dispensable part to play in any serious discussion between
Catholicism and Orthodoxy. True, theOrthodox represen-

Btives are not very rcady to admit them to such a
discussion and that is natural enough as a preliminary
reacdon which has to be overcome. On their side, Eastern

Catholics must never lose touch with the Orthodox
Church, even if they have sometimes to Put up with a

cerain irritability. Th.y must understand these reactions'
avoid jibbing, and continue to show their affection while
waiting for ihe opportune moment. The Orthodox should
undersiand that 

-the 
uniats remain sincere and faithful

toEastern conceptions. There is nothing realistic inregard-
ing them as agents of Vatican imperialism or as wolves in
rh.rp" clothing. The Orthodox, in fact, know well that
this is not a true picture. Eastern Catholics are in a way
representative of Orthodoxy within Catholicism. They-

defend it and seek to ensure that when the great day of
reunion dawns it will have a place worthy of itself. At the

end of a long session of one of the Pregaratory commis-

sions of the pt.tott ecumenical council, a Latin theolo-
gian ca*e op to congratulate me. "Father", he said,
;all the time you were speaking, I was saying to myself
that if there had been Orthodox delegates in our commis-
sion, they would have spoken inthe sameway asyourself."
I have rarcly received a more touching compliment.

The double function of Eastern Catholics is to be

witnesses of diversity in unity within the Catholic fold
and of universality within particularity as far as the
Eastern Church is concerned.

Thry have to prove to their fellow Christians in the

East,who share with them their rtcerlanguage and liturgy,
that Orthodoxy is not betraying itself in renewing the links
of ecclesiastical communion with the \fest. If it is to
be authentic, Orthodoxy must not shut itself up in a

watertight compartment. Certainly if the great Fathers
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and doctors of the Eastern Church were to rerurn rc earth
they would find many changes in the Catholic Church. But
behind this incidental evolution in church instirutions
lhry would withour doubt recognize the divinely imparted
kernel which constitutes the link uniting the churches:
Peter the head, perperuated through his successors. They
would certainly nor approve of the existing srate of
division among churches. \Thatever the faults of those
who wield the power within the Church, however much
tlt.y may at times have abused their power and yielded to
human ambition, Christ wishes his Church to be one and
we all have the duty to promore rhar unity. In spite of its
faults, the uniat movement represenrs for Orthodox
Christians a living appeal to unity.

For a Catholicism that is roo completely latinized,
Eastern Catholics provide an urge towards rcal uni-
versality. Latinism and Catholicism were regarded for
many centuries as synonymous rerms. How could Catholi-
cism be accessible ro orher influences if it did not contain
Catholics who were partially non-conformist and wished
to make an opening in Catholicism wide enough for the
Orthodox Church to enrer and make itself at home? This,
then, is the vocarion of Eastern Catholics. It is one that
falls to the lot of a minority, a vocation as inrermediaries,
buffers, shock-absorbers, forerunners, unifiers and prophets.
lA.y are bound to be a little troublesome, but they suffer
even more themselves from the difficult mission Chrisr has
entrusted to them. It weighs them down because they
realize that they have pracdcally no qualifications for
carrying it out. But all this is in order that all glory shall
be God's alone.
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Diversity in UnicY

Bv AncHBrHoP PHrr.rP Ne'seA't

Tne uNrry of Christians desired by Christ for his Church,

which was rhe object of his great prayet, "thaq they too

may be oIe," has always been a vital force, and a source

of splendour and strength. 
-- 

ii rft. East, the unifu of rhe early Christian communi-

,ig io"qo"r"d ail rhe Medircrranean countries for Christ.

ir--; ;r,p""sible for rhe creation of new Chrisdan e*-
pL* i" Armenia and persia and exrcnded e\ren as far as

it di". Unity gav€ the power to withstand heresies; it was

civilization's strongest suPPort.

In the \flest, Cf,risti,an-unity brought about-the spiri-
,""i-""iry of ihe whole of Euiope. The Church's abiliry
i"-*r"i"e the breakup of the Roman Empire and the

frtl"ri* invasions aependea on its ottity in faith and

At.ipti"., incarnated in its ryqreTg head, the Pope'

Bishop of Rome and Patriarch of the'West'

1 This lecure, delivered in septernb er 196,1 at the Fourth National

Eucharistic congress at saragossa, was first published in the Bulletin

;i;i; e;;ei Cithotic Parisi' of 
-Saint-Julien-le-Pauv 

rc, P aris, t962,

pp.2-ll.
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For several centuries East and vest lived within this
fruidul and inspiring unicy. They were united in one faith
in all the earlie, ..i*.nital councils. The Easrern bish-
ops were heard ro proclaim the fairh of the Roman
church and to declare at the council of chalcedon: ..perer

Jras spoken through the mouth of Leo,,, jusr as the papal
Iegates also confirmed the fairh of Athanasius, or'cyat
and of Chrysostom.

The union between East and r7est was arso a commu-
nion in the sarne life and in chariry. Monasticism, which is
the perfection of the christian life, came fro,m the East
to the \flest, just as did the faith itself, which was brought
to Europe by the first Eastern missionaries. From thte
ylv times there has been a consrant exchange of spiritual
Iife and proof of mutual chariry. There haie been sain*
arrd martyrs who were and are venerarcd in both parts of
the church. There have been Fathers and doctori whose
teaching has provided a rule of faith for bo,th. commo,n
struggles and victories against the enemies of the church
_T- 

*rll as peace and charity rendering fruitful the whole
life of theChurch were the resulrs of uniry. Unfortu nately,
unity was broken many dmes in rhe course of history. Th;
most serious of these breaches, lasting until the present
da_1', occurred in the elevenrh century *d in rhe \x/est it is
called the Greek or Eastern schism. In the \fesr, other
breaches followed, of whicl the Protestant Reformation
had the gravqsr consequences for Chrisrian ooity.

I propose here to deal only with the Eastirn church.
I *r"tl start by showing how rhe Easrern christian, who
is fundamentally faithful and deeply anached to ail dhris-
tian traditions, looked upon thJ church in the context
both of its.unity and its universality and how this outlook
brought about breaches between Eastern and \flestern
Christians.

I next intend to consider how we oughr to set about
recreating Christian unity between East and Vest.
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How Christian Unity was Lost

The unh appy division into two groups - 500 million
Catholics ^'a 

zso million Orthodox - has a number of
complex causes arising frorn the history of the churches

themselves, the peoples and their leaders. To undersand
the great rent i; Christendo'm, we need to tealize that
Chriirian uniry is a deep mysrery, divine aswellas human,

and that it creates difiicult problems, with doctrinal,
psychological, ethnic and political aspects.- 

\flestern textbooks of Church his,tory usually reply to
the question, "F:[ow was Christian unity between \ilest
and 

-East 
broken and whar was the significance of the

breach?", by quoting t'wo famous nalnes. The Patriarch
photius in thJ middle of the ninth cenftrry, they claim,
brought our rhe main lines of the dispute and w_as respon-

sibleJor the first schism. A second patriarch of Constan-

tinople, Cerularius, again caused schisrn in 1054. Histo-
rians of the Eastern Church, on the other hand, throw the

endre responsibility for the schism on the'West.
The truth is much more complex. By the ninth century,

there had akeady been many schisms in the East

but these did not cause any deterioration in relations
between the Eastern and 'Sfestern churches and did not

leave any very deep rraces. The Photian schism lasted

only a flw years, ift", which uniry was re-established,

with sorne gaps, for two centuries. 
'When the Patriarch

cerulariur *d the Pope anarhematized each other,

con@mporaries did not regard the unfortunate matter
as specially important. Indeed, the othe-r Eastern

parriarchs did not feel obliged to side with the patriar-
ih"t" of Constantinople. It was not until the crusades

and particularly after the sack of Constantinople in 7204,

*ot. than a hundred years later, that the breach became

final. In other words, the rupture cannot be attributed
either to the intransigence of Cardinal Humbert or to the
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resistance of the Parriarch Phodus. \ire need rhen to bring
out the trurh about the underlying causes of schism. Thi;
is that there were wrongs o,n both sides. All the best
contemporary historians admit it. In pointing this out
ourselves, without laying too much strirs ott it, we aim
not only to see rhat truth is served but also to establish
the psychological climate that is essential if we are ro
prepare the way for unity.

It is in order ro smoorh out the difiiculties in the way
of this reunion of brothers rhat we want to insist on one
of the deepest causes of the schism. This is the natural
dwelopment of Christianiry in the East.

This dwelopmenr was slow and covered many different
aspecrc. The first development was culrural, when Latin
was substituted for Greek, which had been the original
language of Christian literaturq and a gratfactormaking
fqr unitf. This substirution in rhe VesJpaved the way foi
rnisunderstanding between the two parcs of the church.
East and 'West were rather like two b.rothers who, no
Io,nger speaking th-e same language, come into conflict and
evenmally separare.

The breach in the polidcal sphere was equally seri,ous.
The choice of constantinople as the tr"* i"pital of the
Empire led to a final separation which became more acute
when the Pope, freeing himself from atrachment to the
Basileis (emperors ar Consrantinople), rurned rc Charle-
magne and crnowned him in 800 as Emperor of the Holy
Roman Germanic Empire. The unity of the Empire had
sgpported and protected the unity of the Church. The
division of the Empire helped to biing abo,ut the division
of the Church.

_ Later on, rhe effect of this great mistake was aggravated
by the behaviour of the crusaders who in 1.7lO+ took
constantingelg and pillaged the church of the Holy TTis-
dom ("St. Sophia"), the most venerated Christian'shrine
in the Easr. Another factor was the eablishment of a
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Frankish empire in the East and the installation of a Latin
hierarchy over the Greek hierarchy. All these things made
for a breach between East and \flest and were a serious
reflection on the papacy, to which they were attributed.
The Greeks accused the popes of being hostile to the East,
and negarded them simply as Latin chiefs who wished to
bring them und,er \Testern domination, depriving them of
their rights and glorious traditio,ns. \7e can see from this
that a cultural and political schism had preceded the
religious schism and that the crusades had made it worse.
They had even created a climate so favourable to sepa^ra-
tion that the Christian East had become accu,stonred to
fear the Christian Vest and to do without it, even when
it was not actually hostile to it.

In the religiotrs field, the dogmatic differences between
East and \[est are in themselves serious, but they are not
many, nor are they insurmountable. Had it not been for
the psychological climate of suspicion and hostility in which
the East has too long lived, Christian uniry, broken after
the eleventh century, would have been quickly restored,
as it had been in the first ten oenturies.

It is nevertheless worth while looking at the
dogmadc reason for the separation between East
\flest. This arose from different conce'ptions of the nature
of the Church.

The'S7'estern teaching emphasizes the monarchic element,
having at its head Peter and his successors, th. bishops of
Rome.

The teaching of the Eastern Orthodox Church is more
complex and less precise. Taking their stand on a tradi-
tion lasting for several centuries during which there were
no definitions of the nature and extent of the primacy
within the Church, the Orthodox in general teach that
suprerne authority in the Church is collegial, belonging to
all the bishops united in council. Th"t, they add, is why
every time there is question of condemning a heresy or

main
and
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defirring a dogma, _the bishops .come togethg in synod
or rn an ecum,enical council under the presidency of the
pope. The Orthodox, in fact, admit the pope's primacy
or'er all bishops, witho'ut believing precisely that this
primacy confers direct and universal authoriry or rhar ir
iu by divine precept.

Thus, they do not deny that the pope possesses a cerrain
primacy and even granr to him, and to him alone, the
first place in the Church. \7hen it comes to defining the
true nature and extent of the Roman primacy, many
Orthodox writers deny that it is one of ordinary jurisdic-
tion, applying directly and universally. Others, howwer,
are more reticent on the point. Others again are in favour
of admitting all the Catholic d,emands because they see
the need for them in governing and saving the divided
Christian Church.

Much personal co,ntact with enlightened members of
the Orthodox Church enables me ro asserr that from
their point of view the Catholic doctrine of Roman
supremacy is not the biggest objection ro union with the
Catholic Church. They wo,uld even be able ro accepr ir,
were it put to them in a non-controversial and charitable
way and if they were allowed the autonomy in discipline
and rite of which they are proud and which they are
anxious to pr,eserYe.

This, then, is the cultural, political and religious back-
ground to the division be,tween Eastern and Tf/estern
Christians. Having described it objectively, we can draw
the following conclusions:

1. The division of Christendom took place slowly and
almost imperceptibly.

2. It is the result not so mudrof doctrinaldifferencesas of
the historical and psydrological background on both sides.

3. It took place without Eastern Orthodoxy having
any idea that it had broken with Christian tradition, or
denied anything in the deposit of the Catholic faith.
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4. Reunion can and must be accomplished through
deeper and more widespread spirinral contacrs, in charity
and faith. Per cari.tatem ad veri,tatern.

How to Rebuild the Lost Unity

Ever since Pope John XXIII launched his appeal for an
ecumenical council the whole world has been living in
hope of rzunion. Prayers are going up on all sides that
there should be one fold and one shepherd. And those
who are praying add with Christ "that they may all be
one so that the world may come to believe". In
addition to the prayers, are meetings, conferences and
discussions, and there is everywhere a great hankering
after uniry.

In this stimulating effort to achieve unity, we musr
heed the lessons of history and take account of the dep
aspirations of the Christian East IUfle musr remember how
close that East is to \[estern Christianiry with which it
lived for ten centuries in charity and peace in the one
faith. If this deep unity was sometimes shaken and even
broken, this was due to a failure to understand one
another rather than to bad faith. It arose nor so much
from a denial of the faith as through sincere attachmenr to
truly Christian traditions. The reasons were nor so much
the religious as the political and psychological factors that
led to separate developmenr in East and \flest. The first
result was a division in charity, followed by a division in
faith; all of which led to a great renr in the Catholica.

How are we to restore the union joining East and
Iflest in one faith and one church?

A reply to this very imporranr quesrion is not easy.
His,tory tells of many unsuccessful attemprc to restore
unity. All the argumenrs of rhe Middle Ages and modern
times have served merely to irritate and worsen relations.
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Vhile the Latin missions in the East have developed and
zustained Catholicism, they have given it too \flestern
and Latin an orientation, and, to the extent that they
have done this, they have esmanged Eastern Orthodoxy.
Methods of proselytism have offended many Eastern
Christians, finally driving them from Catholicism
altogether.

Vhen we talk once more with our Orthodox brethren,
it will not be sufficient to ask them to accept our Catholic
faith and convince them of the truth of our beliefs. \[e
must also meet them in great charity, showing that we
respect their great Christian traditions in a Catholic spirit.
\[e must show them that Christ's Church is trulyCatholic
and open to East as well as lflest. Our actions must show
that the catholicicy of the Church enables it to include
all human civilizations and national culf,ures, all Christian
traditions, limrgies and rights, without special privileges
for any country, church, rite or person. There are not
first class and second class citizens in Christ's Church, for
all areone in Christ.

It is by the adoption of such a trvly Catholic attitude
that we hope to influence our Eastern brethren and unirc
ourselves to them in the one faith and in charity. Such a
Catho,lic attitude in the apostolate of union is indispen-
sable for the success of our work. This has to be under-
stood if we are to follow the basic principles and their
practical consequences.

Christ's Church is catholic. Its divine Founder des,tined
it for all natio'ns and all men: "You therefore must go out,
making disciples of all natioms." Vithout this universal
mission the Church would not be true to the gospel and
would not be divine. Abb6 Paul Couturier, that great
apostl,e of Christian uniry, noted in his diaryz "So many
Catholics are shut up in theirChurc} and in their faith,like
others in their political party. They hanker after a tntal-
itarian state. All this has nothing to do with the gospel."
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The universal dimension of the Church lowers all human
barriers to unity in faith and reconciliadon between men
in the one Christ. But, in esabliuhirg a certain equaliry
between all those who believe in Christ, it allows all men
and all groups to retain their own personalities and
individual characteristics. Thus it is that, within the
Catholic Church, it is possible m believe in Christ, love the
brethren, live with them in one faith and charity, and yet.
at the siame time preserve all the qualities and alents that
distinguish man from man. \flestern and Eastern, Africans
and Asiatics, Greeks and Latins, Arabs and Spaniards, all
can share one Catho'lic faith, retaining their differencs
of origin, country, colour, language, rite and custom.
I(ithin the Catholic fold, all believers in Christ can retain
their legitimate liberties, sacred traditions and glorious
history. "In Catholicism", said Pius XII, "all institutions
and aspecm of the Christian life are insryarably involved
and they make up the richness of the Catholic Church."

The popes have publicly declared thes,e true principlelr
of Catholicism whenever they have invircd Eastern
Christians to come into Catho'lic unity. Th"y have
especially stated that unity of faith is not only compatible
with a diversiry of rircs but can be enriched by iu

"Each and every people o'f Eastern rite", said
Pius XII, "should enjoy legitimate freedom in all matters
pertaining to their history, their special bent and their
character, provided this freedo,m does not go against the
true and full doctrine of Jesus Christ. This fact should
also be known and carefully reflected upon, not only by
those who were born within the Catholic fo'ld but also by
those who are reaching out to it by their desires and
wishes. All may rest completely assured that they will
never be forced to change their own rites and ancient
institutions for Latin rites and institutions. Both should be
held in equal esteem and honour because they surround our
common Mother the Church with a regal diversiry. Even
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more, in keeping intact and inviolable what many regard
as ancient and precious, this diversity of rites and institu-
tions is not in any way opposed to a true and sincere unity."

It is here ass,erted in the strongest way that all tradi-
tional and legitimate irutirudons must be preserved within
the Catholic communion.

Among institutions in this category, to which the
Eastern Christians attach particular importance, must be
mentioned the rites of public worship. These rircs derive
their legitimacy fro,m many and varied historical conside-
rations. Th.y are the expression of that special Christian
genius to be found in each church and people. They have
been instituted and used by great saints and eminent
Fathers and doctors of the Church. They are understood
and deeply loved by the people and have formed and
saved the faith in difficult periods when the gospel was
no longer preached. They have even given their special
form to Christian nations in the East. For all these reasons,
we must safeguard the Eastern rites in any work for the
union of the churches.

I7riting on "Diversity of rites and Christian [Jnity",
Father Dalmais, O. P., explains this need: "A long history,
coupled with a common desdny, arrived at under special
conditions, often difficult and sometimes hero'ic, has deter-
mined the appearance of the Eastern churches. The
liturgy is the highest and most perfect expression of the
character, and through it of the soul, of these churches.
OnB cannot isolate it or wrench it from its living setting.
A liturgy is the sacred expression of a human community
at the moment when Christ permits it to take part in the
priestly action whereby he takes humanity with him to
the Father. This humanicy is not simply a gathering of
disembodied individuals but is made up of human corn-
munities, gathered by a common destiny. The Church
takes over the community concerned in order to trans-
figure it, and the community in turn is moulded by a
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spirituality, a theology and customs all having juridical
sanction. This view of what the Church's life means in
concrete terms may have been somewhat lost sight of in
'$7'estern Christendom, which allowed itself to be fashioned
over the aenturies by the Latinism of the Roman church,
modified only by " variety of local temperaments and
ethnic and national conditions. The historical background
of the Eastern churches, inheritors and living witnesses
as they are of the great cultures of the Mediterranean, has
given them a deep sense of the Church's roots in the soil
and in history. Diversity of rites, with all it implies,
is one of the points on which they can make a unique
contribution to solving the problems faced today by 

^Church that has outgrown the limits of its Mediterrart&n
cradle and must sho,w by its behaviour that it is truly
catholic. That is, it must show itself capable of taking
over all human cultures without favouring one against
another. The point has been stressed sweral dmes over
the years by Pius XII and Johtt XXIII, as well as by the
general episcopal b"dy of the Church."

Besides their liturgical rites within the great Catlolic
union, the Eastern churches must also retain a certain
internal autonomy.

In particular, the Eastern patriarchs must be allowed
to retain the headship of their own churches with rheir
rights and place in the enlarg,ed Catholic Church. The
Eastern hierarchy, Catholic as well as Orthodox, attaches
great importance to this point, not our of vainglory or
a desire to wield authority but because, from the begin-
ning, the Eastern churches have had their own patriarchs
whom the faithful have becorne accustomed to look upon
as spiritual and temporal leade'rs, guides in church and
state affairs.

This Eastern conception of authority within rhe Church
does not, moreover, conflict in any way with the dogma
of the supremacy of the Roman Pontiff. It recognizes
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that he possesses ordinary and supreme jurisdiction, direct
arrd universal. The wish is, however, that in practice the
pope should delegate the effiecdve exercise of this authority
in the many cases which do not necessarily require his
intervention.

This conception of authority within the Church, which
retains the ancient righm, powers and privileges of the
patriarchs, is reflected at least in part in the new Eastern
code of canon law published by Pope Pius XII, and has
frequently been confirmed by solemn papal declaratio,ns.
It will be sufficient if we quote here that of Leo XIII.

In the apostolic letter Praeclara gratwlationis of
20rh Jrttg 1894, marking his episcopal jubilee, the Pope
invited all Eastern churches to come into unio'n and
assured them that within their refound Catholicisrn they
would find the whole of their Eastern spiritual heritage
and" more particularly, all their disciplinary and limrgical
traditions. Here are the Pope's words with all their
promise and attraction :

"'$7e look with affection to'wards the East, cradle of
salvation for the human race. Impelled as we are by a
burning desire, we cannot but feel a joyful hope that the
time is not far distant when these Eastern churches, ren-
dered so illustrious by the faith of their forefathers and
ancient glories, will return to their starting point. More-
oyer, the dividing line between them and ourselves is not
very marked. Indeed, apart, from one or two points,
agreement is so complete that often, in order to defend
the Catholic faith, we borrow from the authorities, argu-
ments, doctrines, customs and ritual of the Eastern
churches

'S[e make this appeal to you for reconciliation . . . and
our heart opens to you, whoever you may be, of Greek
rite or of arry other Eastern rite separated from the
Catholic Church. Think well on what we ask of you, give
it mature reflection before God . . . . \[e ask yo,u to draw
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bgether with us and to come into union, and by that we
mean aperfect, union witho'ut reserve . . . . The true r:nion
between Christians is that which Jet.ts Christ desired and
instiruted and consists of uniry in faith and government.
There is nothing in the consequences of such a reunion
that should lead you to fear a reducdon in the rights and
privileges of your patriarchs or interference in the rites
and customs of yo,ur respective churches. For it was and
will always remain part of the intentions of the Apostolic
See, as it is of its most persistent maditions, to show
towards every people a great spirit of condescension and
to take great account of their origins an'd custo'ms."

Leo XIII did more than make promises to the Eastern
churches. He laid down the main rules for the work
of the Latin religious orders in the East and defined the
conditions of their cooperation with the local hierarchies.

These rules 4r€ set forth in the consticution Oirientahium

dignitas (3Oth November, 1894) which is the great
apostolic charter of the Eastern churches.

"Among Christian people who are so unhappily
divided", wrote Leo XIII, "we address ourselves here

primarily to the nations of the East, calling on therrl'
exhorting them, imploring thern with the most paternal
and apostolic affeition . . . Everything that can be

expected from the wisdom of the Apostolic See will be

harnessed to eliminate cau,ses of disagr@ment and distrust
and irroduce the best conditio'ns fo'r a reconciliation. The
mosf, important thing in our view is to turn with care

to prese*ing the spe,cial discipline of the Eas,t, and that,
moreover, we have always done."

It is by conserving the Eastern rites, and giving the
order to maintain th,em in the event of unio'n, by recogniz-
ing a certain internal autonomy to the authorities in the
Eaitern church, that theChurchwill showimelf trulyCath-
olic, open to all and calling all to unity in a rich diversity.

Pope Joho XXIII, who has shown so many signs of
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special regard for rhe Eastern churches, wished by these
paternal gesflrres to give furrher proof of the true catholi-
city of the Church and if he has used rhe expressio,n
"separated brethren" ro describe the Orthodox, it is be-
cause he knows that brothers will always end by meeting
in their father's house. \7hen he ordered the celebration
of apontificalliturgy in the Byzanrine rite in the basilica of
St. Peter, to inaugurare the prep aratory work for rhe
forthcoming ecumenical council, this was ro stress to
the whole world that rhe great Vadcan Basilica is the
central place of prayer for all Catholics, wharever their
language and rite, and rhat they can pray or chant in
Latin, Greek, Slav, Rumanian or Arabic, &s he ordered
that they should on Sunday, 13rh November, lg60.

John XXIII wenr even furrher. He himself prayed in
Greek and used the Byzantine ordination rite when he
conferred bishop's orders on Gabriel Acacius Couss4 the
assessor of the Sacred Congregadon for the Eastern
Church. By this gesrure, never before witnessed in tfie
hi,rtoty of the Church, with which the presenr writer had
the honour of being associared in the name of the Melkite
Patriarch Maximos IV, rhe Pope was seen truly to be rhe
head of the Catholica, wirhour rhe Gr,eeks being any
longer able to say that the Pope was of the Latin rite and
simply the Patriarch of the \flest.

Pope John added ro hi$ magnificent and fatherly
apostolate for union by appoinring Bishop Coussa as
pro-secretary of the Sacred Congregarion for the Easrern
Church. This is the first time a bishop of the Greek rite
has been given such a high appointment in the administra-
tion of the Church.2

Need there be a limit ro our hopes after such dep
understandi"S of the Eastern Church and after these
revealing indications of the Pope's good will?
2 Bishop coussa was subsequently advanced to the cardinalate, but
died a few months later, 29th July 1962.
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The Desire for Christian Unityt

Bv AncnBrsHoP Erns Zoousy

Tne rrre of the Church reproduces on alarge scale the life
of the individual so'ul. The Christian Church in its two
thousand years of enistence has gone through the same
religious experience as the Christian, the same crises and
the same conflict.

I want to touch upon one aspect of this interior and
intimate conflict within the Church in dealing with Chris-
tian unity.

God, himself perfecdy one in the Trinity, in creating
a world with etrements so varied and often so opposed,
intended to manifest his glory and shovr forth his power
by placing and maintaining uniry in his world. Having
made heaven and earth, the vegeable and anim"l kittg-
doms, the day star and the stars of the right, he brought
thenr together in harmony and order. This unity, realized
according to God's eternal designs, is the foundation of
all that is good and beautiful.

But the material unity of the universe, which consists
in the harmony of the elements co,mposing it and in the

1 First published in Le Lien, April 1960, Vol. XXV (1960), No. 3,
pp.87-93 (Greek Catholic review, Cairo).
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balance of their relations with each o,ther, this ,nity
of which God alone is the author, is destined in his divine
plan to prepare the way for and stimulate that other,rtrity
which man is called upon to achieve with divine help
within himself and in the great human family to which
he belongs.

The unity within ourselves is provid"d by the relation-
ship between soul and body, between mind and sens,es.

It is the coordination of all our activities, spiritual and
bodily, intellectual and sensory, all orientated towards a
single end.

Unity within ourselves is bound to help in the achieve-
ment of unity within human society. The latter consists
in a growing awareness by all people of their common
origin and destiny and, consequently, of their brother-
hood and interdependence in co,mmunio'n with the God who
made them and in the pursuit of their own happiness,
which it has pleased him to make the subject of his own
glory. But men have failed in the attempt to achieve this
double unity.

Human nature is .divided against itself. The senses,

given up to their own pleasures, enslave the spirit. The
soul, subjected to the body, is a prisoner of the instincts.
Desires of the flesh, desires of the eyes and pride in living
tend, if they are not fought, rc break up the unity of
the human being and enthrone two men in him: "\[hat f
do is not what I wish to, do", said St. Paul, "but $o,me-
thing which I harc" (Rom. 7 z l5).

Divided within himself, threatened with the ruin of his
own being, man finds it impossible to unite with his own
brothers. Nothing can be built on ruins. Order cannot be
founded on disorder. Beings divided within themselves
cannot be brought together: "\flhat leads to war, what
leads to quarrelling arnong you? I will tell you what leads
to them; the appetites which infest yo,ur mortal bodies"
(James 4:l).
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Ve find divisions within families and nations an'd

divisions among peoples. The bonds of flesh and blood
berween the sons of Adam have not sufficed to unite man

to his fellow men any more than the personal union of
soul and body has been eno'ugh to bring unity within the

individual man. The providential plan seermed thus to
have failed. A restoration of the human being wasneces-

s?{r, and even more a rebirth' a re'cteation. A new man

was needed, capable of recovering his unity. A new

society was also needed, above nation and race' which
would be able to achieve the uniry of its members, on

a transcendental plane.
God gave us a new Adam and, in him, a new man, a

,r"* ,o.i"ty, the Church, the ass,ernbly of the children of
God, of every race andof wery condition.

Henceforth, the Christian, born to a new life through
baptism, must be able to say with St. Paul, "rather, not I;
it L Christ that lives in me". \flith the Chris,tian as with
the apostle, there must no longer be two men but one,

Jesus Christ. Nor must there be two wills, one tending 9
g""d and the o'ther opposing it. There must be one will,
G"d". Living in Jesus Christ, the Christian should benefit

by the harmony esmblished in the mental and sensjory

faculties of the sons of God, all united in one mind and

one chariry.
Henceforth, too, the Church, which is the gathering

rogerhef of all the faithful sharing in the same divine life
rod .o**unicating in the one Bread, must, by identifyiog
itself with Jesus, con$titute with him a single mystical
Brdy of which he is himself the head and we are the mem-

bers. Nothing must be allowed to break the unity of this
body for nothing must separare the christian .from his

Saviour, "no't afflicdon, or distress, or Persecution, or
hunger, or nakedness' or peril, or the sword" (fomr 8 :35)'

A;d yet what point have we in fact reached? \(rhat has

become-of Christendom? 'Where is Christian interdePend-
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ence in face of impiery and atheistic marerialism? In o,ur
distress *j .ry out: "[.Inite us: in order to conjur e away
the evil that afflicts the wo,rld!" . . . yet thar would b;
useless. It is in fighdng rhe evil we find in ourselves that
we shall be able to unire to fight rhe evil that rhreatens
the world. The union of christians among themselves
depards on the union of each with christ. ih.r* can be
neither human norchristian unity unless we are co,ns,tantly
reborn in Jesus Christ, unless *. lirr" by him and in him,
and are "qrit, now, of the old self whore way of life yo,u
remember, the self thar wasmd its aim on false dreams ...
),'ou muff be clothed in the new self,, which is creared in
g"d:r i*"S:, justified and sanctified through rrurh,' (Eph.
4:22-24). He who ceases to be one with Chtist ceases ro
be one wirh himself, his brothers and the Church.

In other words, if chrisrendom is disunired we musr
Iook for the cause in our human passio,ns, in the three con-
cupiscences and in our sins.

Ind.ividual sancdficarion and christian unity go ro-
gether, becoming one in the redemptive pran. The Son of
God came m deliver us from sin and incorporate us iqr
himself. To the exrenr that this incorporatio" ir achieved
and that we "grow up, in werything into a due propo,r-
tion with Christ, who is o,ur head,' (Eph. 4:15), to ?h*t
extent will rhe myscical Body of christ, which is the
Church, achieve its fulness.

This explains why our Lord, when he was about ro
suffer his redeeming passio,r4 seemed to fo,rget all he had
worked and preached for and make the uiity of chris-
tians, as it were, the sole object of his sorrow and his
prayerr "Father that they too may be onel'.

During his public life, he reco,mmended his follow,ers ro
imitate God in all things, to be perfect as their Fatler in
heaven is perfect, ro be merciful as rheir Father in heaven
is merciful . . . . At the very mornenr when he prepared to
seal his mission in blood he found bur one rhi"g in God
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to imitate - his unity, the unity of the Father and the Son:
"that they too may be one in us, as thou Father art in
me, and I in thee".

Redemption and Christian unity come together in the
divine plan. The success of the one gives the measu,re of
the success of the other. If the strength of the desire of
Christians for unity is governed by their faithfulness to
the redeemingChrist,it is important to know how strongly
they are attracted to unity. If we are not united, are we
at least sincere and effecdve in our search for unity or are
we indifferent? The reply to this question will enable us

to judge how far we havecooperatedpersonallyandcollect-
ively with the grace of redemption and with Jesus Christ.

Fortunately, we can claim that there is no church or
Chrisdan group indifferent to the call for Christian unity.
But we havg nevefthel€ss, often failed to take effecdve
measures to achieve it, and have even sometimes sought
certain advan'tages in our isolation. 'Whenever circum-
stances have brought the churches face to face with this
problem, popes, patriarchs and bishops have, on the other
hand, always pr.oclaimed their hope for unity, because
Christ wished it. For some time now, hope has given place
to anxiecy. The wo'rk of Pope John XXIII for Christian
unity is not an improvization but the culmination of marry
decades of work and p,rayer throughout the whole Chris-
tian world.

'Ifle know the Holy Spirit neyer refuses grace to those
of good will, sincerely seeking to overcome sin, and the
division of Christend,om is a sin. The histo'ry of theChurch,
as we have said, is, on a large scale, the history of each soul.
On the moffow of great decisions the devil enters with
his arguments and his minions. If, like the individual soul,
Christendo,m does not immediately resist, if it does not
immediately eliminare all obstacles to the fulfilment of im
good insentions, it remains in a state of sin. The moment
of grace will pass and may not return for a long time.
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The Church wants uniry and the churches want it, but
in all Christian denominations there are men who do
not want it. They look on orhers as nor sufficiently holy
to be their partners. Or, wanting everything for them-
selves, they regard others as over-ambitious or as proud
in daring to consider rhem rheir brothers. There is also
another group who feel themselves sufficient for the
Church, and indeed feel themselves ro be the Church. To
them union seems superfluo,us.

These people reduce Christ's Church to their own
dimensions and find no place in it for orhers. Thuy reduce
the truth to the measure of rheir own spirit and, thinking
that it bears a face like their own, treat as false all other
faces of the same rrurh.

The spirit of evil spreads zuch men throughour Chrisren-
dom. They are to be found in all churches and at all
periods of history. Th"y are nor always &ware of the evil
they are doing but that does not make it any less real.
Over the centuries they have been responsible fo'r rhe
failure of th,e various attemprs at unio,n and are about go

compromise the co,uncil of unity by presenring it to the
*orld under a differenr guise.

Ve sho,uld like to remind rhem that in launching his
call for miry, Pope Jol* XXIII did not ser our to supply
any exclusively Catho,lic or pef,sonal need. \Vhar he has
done is to express the unanimo'us desire of the whole of
Christendom. All churches aspire afrcr reunion. Inter-
confessional meetings, frequent co,ntacts, ecumenical
studies and the common prayers of Chrisrians, particularly
during Unity Octave, have bro,ught this call more and
more to the fore and prepared rhe Christian world to take
account of it and give it a warm welcome.

No church has the right ro resis,r the call for unity
simply on the ground that the appeal conrcs from rhe Pope
in Rome. Nor would the Catho'lic Church sicorn rhe same
appeal if it came from the humblest of rhe faithful. The
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Pope did not create the problem of unity a"nd claims no
monopoly in it. It faces every soul in a state of grace who,
by crying Abba, Father, opens himself, under the guidance
of the Holy Spirit, to all those who also regard God as

their Father.
The Christian Church is not the private property of

any one group of men. \[hen the Pope calls for reunion, it
is not his own heritage he is asking Christians to share. He
seeks rc unite thern not to himself, but to jesus Christ,
their only Redeemer, for "there is only one God and only
onemediato,r .. . Jesus Christ" (1 Tim. 2:5),

Every bishop in Christendo,m and every member of the
faithful owes it rc his brother,s and to Jesus Christ to con-
tribute what he can to the realization of Christ's wish
"that they may all be one".

This unity belongs to God, to our Lord, the head of
the mystical Body of which we are the members, but it
als'o belongs to each soul because each one of us is called
to membership of this mystical Body and will benefit from
the great influx of grace with which God will reward the
rzunited Church.

It follows from what we have just said that every man
who opposes effor* to promote Christian unity - from
whichever side these efforts come - sins against the Son
of God and agarnst the whole Christian people. He also
sins against mankind, called upon in its entirety to faith
in Jesus Christ, but hindered from achieving it by, among
other obstacles, the sight of Christians divided among
themselves. Those, Catholics and non-Catholics, who'm
centuries of separation have left complacent in their isola-
don and who for reasons of expediency, national or racial,
try to hinder the progress of Christian unity, will expose
themselves on the Last Day to the severe judgement of
every baptized soul and of every soul who might have
been baptized had he not been scandalized by divisions
among Christians.
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.'ii;?.h&bi s666,,phy ths pars wirlin: the..churche$'th#:df
p*ays :in'';[he, sirl.: ThG churchs -:rrntgf, . r€psdia@t thw.' "if
dtsf"a*e m continrrc on the nvad to rmity, if. tfucy,wmi
nrcess: fsr the appeal' of Pop Joho XXIII, so faruur.

^bly 
echoed by othe'r Ctristian leaders, and are anxiorrs

that with God's grace the unanimous prayer of Christian
pple should be heard - the prayer for the realizatbn of
tfie desire so dear to our Lord: "that they too may bc
one . . . as tlrou Father art in mg and I in th@."
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Christian Uniry Involves the \flhole Churchl

Bv AncuBrsnop Er.res Zoeusy

'Wr sprer increasingly of Christian uniry but I wonder
how many people understand what it means.

Ask a Christian, even an enlightened one, and he will
almost always tell you: "If the heads of the churches
reach agreement, we shall have union."

At first sight this appears reasonable. T7e all have the
impression that union would be achieved if the leaders of
the Orthodox churches agreed with the Roman pontifi
on definitions of the Roman primacy and infallibility
and if they solved some other largely verbal differences
berween the Catholic and Orchodox-Churches.

But to reduce christian unity ro an agreement between
the heads of the churches and make them the chief and
indeed only agenrs of this unity is to reduce the church
of christ to the leve'l of ordinary human societies where
the good will and intenrions of a small group of men
often decide the fate of nadoru. In other words, it means
reducing the mystery of the redemption which Christ

1 First published in Le Lien, YoL XXV (1960), No. 8, pp. 267-70
(Greelc Catholic review, Cairo).
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himself, when about to enter into his passion, summed up
in the prayer for unity, f,o a mode of Church governmeltt
and to a hierarchical mechanism determining relations
between the leaders of Christendom. To look at unity in
this way is to substitute churchmen for the Church, which
is the mystical Body of Christ, and to substitute the
various activities of human diplomacy for the life of grace

in the redeemed soul.
'When Christ prayed for unity, he was praying for all

those who wo'uld co'rne to believe in him in order that they
might be one as he and the Father are one. The prayer
for uniry was a redemptive praye:t ?s 'we have aheady
explained in an earlier article. By the yery fact that they
are cleaving to the redeemingChrist and identifying them-
selves with him, Christians should find themselves united
m Christ in the visible Church which is his Body. In other
words, the grace that unites the Christian to Christ also

unites him to his brothers.
Christian unity is not, then, to be regarded as a com-

promise or as a plot, the success of which depends on the
skill of the minority to whom o,ur Lord has entrusted the
government of his Church. It is the work of the whole sf
Christendom, the neces,sary fulfilment of the prayers and
sacrifices, of the love, of those who believe in Christ. To
make it the exclusive task of popes, patriarchs and bishops
is to misunderstand the redeeming value of unity and to
misunderstand the personal contribudon of the bapazed,
redeemed individually by Christ and made chiefly re-
sponsible for the salvation of his own soul within the
Church. It is to zubordinate .I"s,t" Christ living in the
Christian soul to Christ looked at from a juridical, social
and administrative point of view.

'We must, nevertheless, admit that our effort is primarily
directed towards this unity fro'm above which was cer-
tainly not the chief aim of the cries and groans of our
Lord. 'We are all convinced that if the chief members of
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the Orthodox episcopate should today come to an agree-
ment with the Pope of Rome on the place and powers to
be accorded rc each of the church leaders, the union of
churches would not be long in coming. Christian unity
seems today to depend on agreement between the main
leaders of Christendom and when we invite the faithful
topray for unity what we are thinking of is bringing these

leaders, through God's grace, to an agreement between
themselves, But to look on uniry in this way is to create

between the hierarchy and the rest of the Church an ar:u'
ficial division that is contrary to Christ's will, as though
one group could take the initiative and the other had
merely to co'nform.

But the Church is not like a train in which the loco-
motive alone has power, pulling wagons which are, Ls

it were, lifeless. Divine grace, which is the link with the
whole Church, flows through the mystical Body of Christ
and vivifies all its members at the same time. So much is
this true that the Church is present and living in each so'ul

in a state of grace.

It is not, therefo re, a question of achieving two dif-
ferent kinds of union, of which one, that of the hierarchy,
necessarily involves the other, that of the faithful. Chris:
tian uniry must invo,lve the whole Church to the extent
that divine life penetrarcs souls. The r6le of the hierarchy,
which Christ has esablished to govern and rule the
Church, is to help in the increase of thi's divine life which,
in growing, will renew both the hiera,rchy and the Chris=
tian people. The value of the pastoral body is thus linked
to the internal vitality of the whole Church. This is per-
haps what is meant when we hear it said that a people
has the clergy it deserves.

This b.#; so, the union of the churches, which is fun-
damentally a work of grace, must not be made dependent
on the exclusive initiative of the church leaders. If the
l,atter &re today showing themselves more favourable
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to union, this is thanks m the Church as a whole, called
by i* greate.r. maturity to a gr@ter charity and und,er-
standing.

'S7e can thus take pleasure in the rhought rhar Christian
rtity is not subordinated rc the uniry of the hierarchy,
which itself depends on historical factors as well as the
personal dispositions of the heads of the Church. There
will always be some 2fii,oflg them who for human and un-
avowed motives would prefer to hold up the advance of
Christendom towards unity, but they will be oveftaken
by the Church which will rejec them jusr as a rorrenf, of
fresh water hurls rubbish out of its path.

The Churclr is advancing. If it is lndeed rrue, as many
people seem to think, that a simple decision by the heads
of the Churches would suffice to unire Christians, this is
because the lamer are already effectively united and, in
the s,ame way, assuming they are effecdvely united, the
ecclesiastical authorities will have no difficulty in sealing
this unity by * official "concordat", asort of recognition
of the work of the Holy Spirit, who is the source of all
sancdty and all union.

T1rere is in fact some way ro go before we arive at this
degree of maturity and sdll much opposition and much
resistance to grace and love to overcome. Victory does
not go to those who are most clever, or to the diplomats,
but to those who are the ho,liesr. The ferment ofunity is
to be fo,und in each Christian hearr and the unity of the
Church militant cannor be of an essentially differenr
character from that of the Church triumphant. Both are
the work of grace and find their fulfilment in the co,m-
munion of each and every one in Chrisr Jesus our Lord.

Each and every one! Both rhe bishops and the ordinary
faithful will achieve uniry through their union wirh
Christ. It is through the Church in heaven that we musr
look at the Church on eafth, placing the problern of
unity in the setting of ererniry. True, the juridical and
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administrative aspects have their importance in the
prnvidential plan, but they must not be allowed to oYer-

ihado* the eternal realities. The Church here below will
not be taken into heaven with its present institutions and
rulers. These arc allpassing. The members of the hierarchy
which Christ has placed with so much love and cate at
the head of the Church will, once their mission is

accomplished, take their place among the faithful whose

God-given rank in the kingdom of heaven will depend in
each case on personal merits and Christian life.

'!7e should greatly like to see the heads of the churches

enlightening the charity of the faithful by 
^ 

deep ttu{r
of t[e truths of the faith and, in return' the doctors of the

law and members of the hierarchy of the various churches

recovering from time to time their close and vital link
with the Christian community and taking irupiradon
from the simple and spontaneous reactions of Christian
peoples, who regard uniry as primanly a work of love.
tttii would enable them to rise above legal and admini-
strative compler<ities. Faith itself will pass away with
this life and only chariry will rernain. Christian unity
will begin and End in charity enlightened by faith.
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Reflections on the Union of the Churdresl

Bv AncsBrsHoP Prrun K. Mnoewen

Tnr ideas and suggestioru I am about to outline are neither
new nor particularly personal.' They may seem overbold
or utopian because one does not generully raise this
subject at the Roman See. For my parr, I accept the risk
of being considered thus, provided those rmponsible for
the direcdon of the Universal Church are made aware of
what many Eastern Christians, both Catholics and Orrho-
dox, think about the vital problem of the rzunion of the
churches.

Everybody expects the Roman Church to take the first
step. In Rome it is urged that the Holy See has more than
once made the first step, since, on a number of occasions,
popes have launched quite solemn and direct appeals for
rzunion. It is added that to each theOrthodoxhave replied
with snubs.

1 First published in Istina, 1960, No. 4, pp. 417-t9; the following
footnotes areby the editor Father J.-C. Dumont, O. P.
2 This text was, as far as we know, produced in only a limited num-
ber of copies and has not so far been published. It is already fifteen
years old. '$7e are ourselves responsibli for the annotations intended
to bring it up to date by showing where the points raised by the
author have been at least partially accepted and where, unfortunately,
he still has not met with a favourable response.
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Such gxreral and impersonal appeals to reunion never
had a chance of success and never will have, because, first;
in spite of their warm fatherly expression, the general

tone is of one who is offended but nevertheless conde-
scends to pardon the guilty, provided the laner recognizes
his error and repents. It is the tone of one who, in man-
quil assurance of his own possessio'n of the whole truth,
charitably consents to pass it on to those who have it
only in part, provided they renounce their errors and ask

pardon. Supposing this Catholic attitude to be theolog-
cally jusdfied, it is still far frorn taking account of the
psycholory of those concerned, either individually or as

grouPs.
Nor is it really adequate to the situation in its historical

contffit because it has been shown that on the Catholic
side there may well have been as much responsibility as

on the Orthodox for the sin of schism.'
Secondly, these calls for union, being general and im-

personal, are no,t regarded by my of the heads of churches
as addressed to himself. In fact, these pontifical documents,
drawn up in a language foreign to the Orthodox bishops,
printed and published urbi et orbi, have not even been sent
to thern. Th"y have become vaguely aware of thenr from
r6sum6s, not always accurate and somedmes terrdentious,

appearing in the popular press:, and even then only when
the publications concerned have reached them. This is not

3 One of the most comforting features of the first stages of the
pontificate of John XXIII is precisely the change of tone called for
here. It is appropriate to quote the words of the Supreme Pontiff
in the course of an audience given to the Roman clergy and reported
in the non-official press: "'We do not proPose to indulge in an histori-
cal :'rial.Ife shall not try to find out who was right and who was

wrong. The responsibiliiies were shared. \ilfle shall simply slY,

'I-et us join together, and finish with our disputes"' (29th January,
1959, at St. John and St. Paul). It is particularly desirable that the
exarnple thus given by the Pope should be widely understood and

followed.
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sufficient to be considered as an appealro union, directed
to the responsible heads of the Orthodox churches.n

To avoid offence, the papal chancellary should b€
willing to modify the tone and style of pontifical docu-
ments addressed to the Orchodox or referrittg to them.
'Ih"y must hear not only the voice of authoriry and law
but also, and much more so, that of simple brotherhood.

As a pendent to my previous remarks, I should add
sometJring about the name"Orthodox"which our brethren
give themselves. In the view of the Catholic Church,
this name applies in the strict sense only ro itself, but rhat
is not a sufficient reason for refusing to employ ir in re-
lation to others. Surely it is normal in human relations,
private or public, to call someone by the name he gives
himself, without asking whether his physical and moral
characteristics strictly justify it.u
a Certain official personalities have apparently been held back by
fear lest action taking accounr of the de tacto existence of the
separated churches be interpreted as, de jure recognition or that it
will result in a course leading naturally ro such recognition. In our
view, such a scruple would be thoroughly misplaced since it is ob-
vious that to achieve the reunion of a separated communion it is
necessary, sooner or later, to deal with it as it is. The whole problem
lies in persuading it to eliminate whatever in our view lacks legiti-
macy in its present state. If one must necessarily end by a dialogue
and by taking the church concerned as it is, why not start doing so
today? '!7'e can hardly conceive how deeply it hurts the feelings of
our separated brethren when the Roman Church is seen to treat them
as though they were nor a Christian community meriting attention
and consideration. This explains their bitterness when certain ponti-
fical documents are addressed to non-Catholic populations ovir the
heads of their own hierarchies and somerimes without even menrion-
ing them. \fhat is even more regrettable in this behaviour than its
psychological consequence is that it deals by preterition (a method
often interpreted as a denial) with certain essential elements in the
theology of the Church, of which the mystery, as one cannor too
often repeat, overlaps considerably the canonical framework in
which, in the strictest sense of the word, ir is "realized".
5 Pontifical documents carefully avoid using the term Orthodox in
speaking of our separated brethren, often replacing it with the word
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In the same way in international relations, the dtle each

state gives itself is respected even when it relates to an

.*rrry. In religious a,fiairs, too' we give each grouP

the name its members have thenrselves adopted. Thus,
those who do not believe in the catholicity of the Roman
Church nevertheless call it the Catholic Church and do
not put the word Catholic between inverted commas.

And when the Catholic Church speaks of various Prote-
stant bodies, it designates them by the names they have
themselves taken: Evangelical Church, Apostolic Church,
Church of God, Episcopalian Church, Salvation Army,
and so forth. \fhy then should the Roman Catholic
Church wo,und our Eastern brethren by refusing to
describe them by the name Orthodox which they have

always grven themselves and under which they are known
in history and to the whole world, eYen to those who are

not Christians? Are we afraid that there will be a con-

fusion between them and us or arewe afraid of scandaliz-
ing someone? 6 Such fears are ridiculous and they some-

"dissidents". This custom, however much to be deplored, is prefer-
able to that of placing the word Orthodox between inverted commas.

In the same spiiit, we ,rsed at ore time to speak of "the religion said

to be refor*.-d". This custom has fortunately been abandoned with-
out lessening avrareness of the fundamental distinction between Pro-
testantism ind Catholicism. To appreciate the resentment aroused

among our Orthodox brethren by the use of inverted commas' we

have iimply to ask ourselves how we should feel were the latter to
call us ..io-called Catholics" or if they never gave the title of our

church without putting "Catholic" between inverted commas. It is

not enough to say that such a way of behaving does not encourage

good relations beiween separated brethren: it acts quite simply as an

obstacle at the very start.
6 The question ol scandal, which we are always enjoined to avoid,
merits ilor. 

"tt"tttion. 
Dispensations granted by canon law normally

contain the provis o, ,emoto scandalo (all danger of scandal being
avoided). It is too frequently forgotten that the scandal which our
attitude may give to oui Orthodox brethren is no less serious in itself
and in its consequences than the scandal our Catholic brethren may

take from the opposite approach. It is also forgotten that there are
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times amuse Eastern Christians and tempt rhe Omhodox
to say: "Look how fanatical and narrow-minded the '

Latin Catholics are!"
If we want appeals for union to be heard, it is no good

sending them across the world through the press and
radio. They must, o'n the contrary, be in the form of
direct communications, very discreet, personal, pleas-
ittg in form, and addressed ro the leaders of the
Orthodox world (both church and national leaders).
And, as a start, it is good that the represenrarives of the
Roman See, delegates and apostolic nuncio,s, and the
Latins in general sho'uld ar last decide to place themselves
on teffns of courtesy and chariry with the Orrhodox
hierarchies', without fearing lest rhey should thereby
b,reak the rigid rules relating to conxrnunicatio in sacriss
(which do not in any way refer to this rype of relations)
and without adopdng the attirude of pharis aical scandal
that makes us ridiculous and irritating, nor o'nly ro orher
Christians, but also to Moslems.

"If the Pope wished iq union would take place withotrt
difficulry." This is what a prominenr member of the
Orthodox hierarchy said ro me. FIow? '$7e11, if the Pope,
as common father, were one day to venture as far as Con-

many ways of avoiding scandalizing Catholics themselves. The best
is surely to explain to them the underlying reasons for our friendly
attitude towards our Orthodox brethren. Experience shows that
scandal then gives place to edification. The merit of this attitude is
that it is edifying, nor in the pious and cusromary use of the word,
but in its etymological sense. It is in this way that true Christian
unity is built up and restored.
7 Happily, there has been real progress on this point in recent years,
but examples of a proper attitude remain too few.
8 The unhealthy scruple of some more timid people consisrs in re-
garding the least community of prayer with the Orthodox as com-
municatio in sacris. This term should be restricted to the purely sacra-
mental sphere. Moreover, both in theory and in practice the rule for-
bidding commanicatio in sacris is modified in certain respects in
favour of the Orthodox.
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sranrinople to visit the renior Patriarch of Orthodoxy, do

you not thi"L that such a gesture by the one who is greater

iowards one who is lesser would rock to its foundations
rhe whole of orrhodoxy, the whole of christianity, the

whole universe even? In the eyes of rhe whole world,
would that not be the grearcst steP towards unio'n?

Mally objections could no doubt be raised to rhis sugges-

tion. limight be asked, for instance, whether-it would not
be contrari to the dignity of the Pope. Since the patriarchs

of Constantinople *.t" the authors of the schism, would
it not be for them to make the first step. Even admitting
that the whole fault for the schism lies with the See of
Constantinople (which would not be entirely true to
hisrory), we-might reply that it sdll cannot be said from
a Christian poirit of view that the Vicar of Christ would
demean himself by making a gesrure increasing his

resemblance to his'Divin. Mart"t, even were it to end

in a fiascon.
\[hen would be the appropriate time for such an

initiative?

0 This idea of a visit by the Pope to the Ecumenical Patriarch must

be taken on its merits. In the pt"t"ttt international situation, it would

probably cause many other difficulties besides those relating to

;;;G;'and precederrce. \7e know, for instance, that on several

i"."ri]oo, the batriarch of Constantinople, Athenagoras I' ha1 {e-

"f*.a 
his willingness to visit the Pope, provided he is assured that

,i. pop" will relurn the visit. The suggestion is, in any case, useful

as an lndication of an attitude. It is quite uue that spectacular

sestures from Rome towards the Eastern Orthodox Church or to-

;;;ir its hierarchy should lead to a complete change in psychological

attitudes prevailing uP to the present. On several occasions in recent

years, or' Orthodox brethrJn have themselves provided oPPor-

irrrriti", for them which have been refused in a way intended to be

polite but which has never, in fact, been other than patronizing. I
'*ighr, for instance, recall the invitation to igin officially in the great

pitiri-"g" in honour of St. Paul in 1951. The few Catholic priests

itt"o rool parr - with full authorization' moreover - would find it
Jifi."tt to'describe their sorrow at the thought that the acclamation
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_ \o special occasion is necessary. Any one of the days
God has created is an opporruniry foi christian unity,
for this item remains o'n the agenda until uniry is achievei,
and even then it cannot be- forgotten if unity is to be
safeguarded. Two circumstan"ur, dq however; seern to
favour the present moment:

First, the world's disrress and anxiety, the lack of
internal- peace, in brief, rhe incurably roubled situadon
arising from a lack of uniry in minds and hearrs seems ro
invite a specracular effort rowards a union of christians
from those responsible for the churches. such a union
would alone seem capab,le of restoring peace ro the world.

The church has a heavy task at the present time in the
political and diplomatic field. Its leadeis, need to work to
restore the moral and material ruins left by the war and
to r.epair the consequences of the extension of atheistic
Communism. \7ould nor promoting the union of the
catholic and orthodox churches be an efiecrive means

9,f fyrthgring_ rhese orher aims? \fas not union uppermosr
in the thoughts of our Lord himself and shouli-not all
,lgt repr,esenring him in varying degres among men also
think about it?

with which the Greeks, known for their friendliness towards for-
eigners, received the ofiicial represenrarives of the various christian
denominations ar all the points on the pilgrimage was nor addressed
to their own church, which was oflicially abslnt. The culmination
of the pilgrimage was the celebration of vespers on the roclc of the
Areopagus on the evening of 28th June, in tlie pr.rerrce of the royal
family, members of the governmeni, the whole iiplomatic corps and
t h$. crowd. r7hat would have been the receptio^n given to a-ponti-
fical legate.arriving_in great srate to take the^fi.r, i1"." (whic'h was
assured to him) in the cort8ge of ecclesiastical digniiariesl Bur, there
as.elsewhere,-the place was empry and the feelirig of gratituie that
might- have been provoked by an official ,"pr!r"nt""tion was re-
placed- by -a new and deep resenrmenr. unfortin ately, this was not
the only chance missed during the last pontificate. Tit; letter of the
Athens professors to Pius xiI in Dec6mber, 1957, is another, but
the details would be too long to examine here.
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Secondly, at this mornent, the Catholic Church is

contemplating proclaiming the dogma of the Assumpti-on

of the bl.otd Virgin. The cult of the Mother of God is
corrmon ground on which Catholics and Orthodox can

easily meet, but if bishops of the Catholic Church are the

only'ones to work on the definition of this article of faith
there will certainly be a painful reaction among the
Orthodox, md there is a danger that it will induce many
to adopt a Protestant position, breaking thus with tfie
tradition of magisterium of the Orthodox Church and

widening the gulf seParating Orthodoxy from Catholi-
cism. Even among those who remain faithful to th€

traditional doctrine, we must fear violent attacks against

the Catholic Church which will be accused of ignoring
the existence of 200 million Orthodox and not bothering
to study their point of view. Could not theRomanChurch,
while safeguarding its inalienable rights, not seize 

-uPon
this occasion to enter into contact with Orthodox bishops.

\{rould not the Mother of God, in whose honour and

under whose auspices these stePs would be taken, bless the

efiort of the Vicar of her Divine Son?'0

10 These lines were written four years before the proclamation of
the dogma. I[e know now how far the forecast was accurate. The fear

that tlis proclamation would induce members of the Orthodox
Church to reject their traditional beliefs out of opposition to the

Catholic initiative has not proved justified but we have, on the

other hand, been reproached for leaving out of account the opinion

of the Orthodox Church on a question that is a matter of common

faith to us both. This would have been an excellent occasion to
consult with our separated brethren in a field in which there is no

conrfoversy. God knows what happy developments _might have fol-
lowed. Such an action might havi had, even more than some which
have preceded it, an undeniable ecclesiologic-al imp-ortance. It would,

-or"drr.r, have been thoroughly justified from the point of view
of the most strict orthodoxy. And if the advice of the Orthodox
churches consulted had been against the proclamation of the dogma,

what harm would have been done by waiting and even by giving

up the idea?
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There are other means by which the Orthodox might
be shown that the Roman Church reqpects rheir position
and takes their outlook into account. They include:

Determining precedence. This may seem a secondary
mafter and in itself it is secondary but in the general
context of the life of a church made up of human beings,
it becomes extremely imporranr. History, including the
history of ecumenical councils themselves, provides
many examples and even today we see that the codes of
canon law devote several articles to questions of prece-
dence. If this is the spirit among Carholic prelates,
presumed m be more supernatural in their outlook than
others, we must not be surprised to find the same spirit
among prelates of the Orrhodox Church.

But according to a tradition more than a thousand years
old and based on decisio,ns of ecumenical councils,
precedence is fixed thus: the Patriarch of Constandnople
comes immediat ely af ter the Pope, fo'llowed by Alexandria,
then by Antioch, and finally by Jerusalem. After rhese
bishops of apostolic sees come the other patriarchs of
more recent creation, the metropolitans, archbishops and
bishops. The Orthodox pay great attention ro rhis tadi-
tional order of precedence. Now what do we see in rhe
draft of the Eastern code? Cardinals have been placed
before patriarchs, not because of the importance of their
dioceses but because they are, or some are, rhe immediate
collaborators of the pope". If the Catholic Church
contained only Latins and were restriced to the \[est, we
should have no complaint about these arrangemerlrs but
the Church in fact embraces the whole universe and all
the peoples of the earth. At least as far as the soul of

11 The draft of Eastern canon law has now been authorized. 'We

shall return later to the difiiculties raised by the promulgation of the
section of the new code relating to the right of persons (De personis).
The proclamation was made by the mota propri.o "Cleri sanctitati"
of 2nd June,1957,
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the Church is concerned, it includes the 2OO million
Eastern Christians. The latter ask themselves, why should
cardinals be placed before patriarchs? Is it thought that
on the btressed day of union, rhe Parriarch of Consrand-
nople, for instance, will be willing ro yield place to the
cardinals of the Ro,man Church? In looking forward
akeady in its codes to the precedence of irs cardinals over
the patriarchs of the Eastern sees, rhe Roman Church must
surely indicate a firm intention to dominare us.

I beliwe that the Catholic Church should immediarcly
start showing membe,rs of the Orthodox hierarchy what
place they will occupy in the scale of pr.ecedence of a
reunited and unified Church and it is one which must be
in conformity with the tradidonal order decided upon in
ecumencial council. Pius IX hx alr,eady done this in
relation to the Anglicans. In fact, when he re-established
the Catholic hierarchy in England, he did not give rhe
dtle of Canterbury or York to the firsr archbishop of rhar
hierarchy, because he wished to spare rhe fieelings, of the
Anglican bishops of these primadal sees and sho'w them
that when they became Catholics rhe precedence would be
reserved for them. That was why he gave the head of
the Catholic hierarchy the title naerely of \flestminster.
Is there anything to prevent the successors of Pius IX
from following his example and sparing the feelings no,t
of a few million Anglicans but of zOO million Orthodox,
very much closer to us than the Anglicans?

Tt may be objected that I am making o,ur a case for
my own little parish and that my pride as an Eastern
Christian leads me to hope that my own insignificant
patriarch will be given a rank superior to that of rhe
erninentissi,mi who, under the guidance of rhe pope, look
after the intenests of the Universal Church. Alrhough I
have not the intelligence of aphoenix,I am not sufficiently
foolish to believe that my patriarch, in spite of his high-
sounding title of Andoch and All the East, Alexandria and
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Jerusalem, is a parti culary important hierarch in the Church
of God, having as he does only 200,000 souls within
his patriarchate. But I am speaking for the 200 million
Orthodox who watch us closely and, in spite of every-
tHrg, wait to see what we are going to do.
The Conclave. All I have said about precedence applies
equally to the conclave. \flithout being given the title of
cardinals, the patriarchs should be members of the con-
clave that elects the pope.
The cross on tbe Pope's slippers. This is a mafter that will
surprise Romans. The cross embroidered on the Pope's
slippers? But that-is for visitors to his Holiness who, on
kissing the feet, kiss rather the cross. That is what we have
always been told in the East to justiy this custom but the
explanation does not sadsfy everybody. It is surprising in
any case that the popes should stretch out their feet to be
kissed by the faithful, and Eastern Christians have too
great a respect for the cross to accept the practice. They
show the uunost veneration for this instrument of our
redemption, glory of churches and states and standard
of the victory of salvation. For fourteen centuries,
Christians in Islamic lands have suffered all kinds of
affronts and persecutions on account of the cross. Th.)n
love and venerate the cross as much as the Moslems
scorn and insult it and they consider that the normal
place for it is the summit of the crowns adorning the
heads of pontiffs and sovereigns. They cannot understand
that the chief symbol of Christians sho,uld be placed on
the feet. A member of the separated Armenian Church
once said to me: "Ffow can you expect me to accept a.s

spirirual chief someone who shows as great disrespect
for the cross as theMoslems, by placing it on his slippers?"

I do not suppose anybody has so far brought these

po,ints to the attention of the Holy Father or of those
responsible for arranging pondfical ceremonies. I sincerely
hope these things will be heard and undersmod in Rome
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in order that those who work for the union of churches
will ake account of rhe outlook of Eastern Christians.

Finally, some further measures seern necessary in the
interests of a rapprochement Each would be worth ex-
pounding at length bur I will confine myself here ro simple
indicadons.

'S[e should ensure that the insrructionsgivenbyLeoXlll
in the encyclical Orientaliurn dignitas (1894) are sincerely
observed by Latin missioners. Their acrions should not
be allowed to give the Orrhodox an sr(cuse for saying
'1You see Rome pro,mises but does not keep her pro.
mises" tt.

The Latin mis,sioners and other Catholics in general
should be expected to take more account of the need for
chariry and courtesy and of rhe good of souls in applying
the rules relating to coftununicati.o in sacrist'.

In drawing up canon law relating ro the Eastern
Catholics, the marriage of a Catfiolic woman, conrrac@d

12 Nothing is so disconcerting for our Eastern Catholic brothers as
this discrepancy (not to use a stronger word) between the solemn
promises of popes concerning the maintenance of all their legitimate
raditions and many of the measures adopted by the Holy See in
their regard, the effect of which is a growing latinization in Easrern
parts. It is greatly to be hoped that the Fathers of the Council will
reflect seriously on the grave consequences of this kind of behaviour,
which amounts to counrer-apologetics by deeds. It would of course
be untrue to suggesr that nobody in Rome has proved rcady to defend
the honour of the papacy on this point. \7e cannot pay sufiicient
tribute to Cardinal Tisserant and to the services he has rendered
the Eastern churches and in consequence the Church as a whole, by
his special study of it and by all he did during the long period in
which he was head of the Sacred Congregarion for the Eastern
Church.
18 fn some places at least and on the part of some people, there has
fortunately been a marked improvement on this point for a con-
siderable time. 'We must hope that the attitude will become more
general, governed of course by prudence and also by the deep and
true charity that leads to a right judgement.
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in the Orthodox Church with one of its menrrbers, should
not be regarded as invalid and the wo,man concerned
should not be dealt with by excommunication'n.

Tfhen we speak of these things in the East and I say
I should like to see thern brought to the attention of Rome,
I am told: "ft is useless,. Ro,me will do nothing. You will
only annoy the Romans."

But I am an optimist. Finding myself in Rome,I wanted
before leaving to say what I have in my mind and heart.
In this I am following my conscience, but the Holy Spirit,
who guides the Church, will inspire its heads infinitely
better than anything I can say in what rhey have to do,
and will give them the appropriate means.
Rome, 15th November, 1946.

la This problem of mixed marriages causes real bitterness. There seems
little doubt that it will be discussed in the Council, since current legis-
lation has led to complaints from so many sources and has certainly
been responsible in some countries for losing to the Church more of
the faithful than it has helped to retain. This was clearly not the
intention of the legislator. It also seems unjustifiable that in this as

in many other cases, canon law should make no distinction between
the Orthodox and Protestants. It should, however, be admitted in
fairness that in this field canon law does give wide latitude to ordi-
naries to dispense from its requirements, but fear of creating a
precedent all too often prevents them from exercising their discretion.
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The Cairo Synod of the Greek Catholic Church,

February, 19581

Bv AncnBrsHoP PBren K. Mroe'\rAR

Ir rs \roRTH recalling that the patriarchs of the East have
always been accustomed rc holding synods of theirbishops
either for episcopal elections or to deal with questions
affecting spiritual welfare or the general interests of the
Church. From the appointment of our present Melkite
patriarch n 1947, rynods have been held annually each
summer at Ain-Traz. Far a week in each case, the bishops
have combined a spiritual retreat with the study of various
problems relating to liturgy, administration, canon law and
their pastoral charge. Th.y have often been joined in this
work by the superiors general of the three Basilian orders
in the pariarchate and by the superior general of the
Paulist missi,onary society. After each of these synodal

1 This talh was originally intended for a private gathering of priests
of various rites. It was later published to meet the widespread lack
of understanding of the synod, which had convinced the authorities
of the patriarchate of the need for clarification. A duplicated
edition of 300 copies proved insufficient and it was decided to reprint
the talk in Le Lien published in Cairo, and in Le Bulletin, which
appears in Alexandria.
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gatherings a communiqud has been issued to the patri-
archarc religious press or pastoral letters have been
published in the same way in accordance with the decisions
of the synod.

Ifle he,ld an Extraordinary Synod in Cairo in February,
1958. \flhy was it summoned? Our patriarch answered
the questio,ns in his closing address in the cathedral on
9th February.

"In deciding that the present synod should be held, not
as usual at Ain-Traz, but in this capital of Egypt, w€
were moved by a number of considerations. First, wewant-
ed to show that our church is not linked with a particular
country. Ecurnenical bo,th in origin and development, it
is as much at home in Egypt as in the other Arab countries
and is, in fact, at home thro'ughout the world, fo'r more
and mor,e churches of the Byzantine rite are being built.
\Ufle were pleased to be able to give all the honour possible
to Egypt, which acts as a centre of attraction for Arab and
Eastern peoples, to sho,w our loyalty to the country and
to give expression to our confidence in the spirit of justice

animating those responsible for its d,estinies in their task
of safeguarding the welfare of all its citizens. Finally, we
wished m bring comfort to our own children in Egypt in
order to strengthen in them a spirit of peace and con-
fidence. 'We sincerely hope that this country will always
remain a land of justice and peace and that all im children,
whatever their religion, whether they are influential or
humble, Moslems or Chri'stians, will be able to dwelop
their natural aptitudes in cornplete equality. Our vener-
able brethren from Syria, Lebanon, Jordan and Palestine
arc happy to join with their Egyptian co,lleagues as well
as with ourselves in the expression of the sentiments to
which we have just given voice."
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Defeatist Campaign

As soon as it became known that a synod had been

convened in Cairo a hidden campaign was started
against it. The nrmour was first spread that the Holy
See was opposed to it but, when there were no signs

that this was the case, people began to say that the
bishops invited were reluctant to come. But fourteen
carne to Cairo. Those who ,excused themselves - the
Patriarchal Vicar of Damascus, the Bishop of Tripoli
and the retired Bishop of Paneas - did so on grounds
of serious illness. Dis,appointed once more, the authors
of this defead,st campaign turned to alleging that the
Egyptian goyernment would refuse entry visas to some

of the bishops and particularly to Archbishop George
Hakim of Galilee. However, oo being officially aP'
proached by the patriarchate, the Ministry of the Interior
replied that it had no objection to his presence

The Synodis Airn

The Patriarch continued:
"The Holy and Apostolic See of Rorne published in l9l7
a code of canon law applicab,le to the faithful of the Latin
Church. But its sollicitude extended also to Eastern
Catholics of the various rites in theArab countries, Eas,tern

Europe, and the rest of the world, where they form
nrrneror$ colo,ni'es. A codification of Eastern law was

therrefore d,ecided upon and started. Several sections of
this work have ahready been published. That concerning
the sacrament of marriage was pro,mulgated in L949 and
the section conce,rning the procedure of ecclesiastical
ribunals carne out in 1950. The canons reladngtomembers
of religious orders and those dealing with the admini-
sffation sf church property were published in 1952. The
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chaprcrs dealing with persons - that is to say, the section
referring to communiries, rires, ecclesiastical autihorities
and the exrenr of their jurisdiction in relation to their
ranh in the hierarchy - came out last summer. Some
important sections r.emain to be published, particutaxly
those dealing with the regulation of divine worship, the
sacraments and holy places, and the sections laying
down the sancdons ro be imposed for breaches of canon
law.

"fire texts published ser our standards ro which Easrern
Christians in general are expecred to conform. Some dis-
positions, however, govern cas,es in which it is appropriare
to apply the 'parricular law' in force within the different
rites. After the publication of each of the secrions of rhis
new code of canon law, we have made a study in synod
in order to see which particular laws of our church are
applicable and to help ensure that these laws are known
and applied. This was specially necessary wirh the
sections concerning marriage and ecclesiastical procedure.
Synods held at our summer residen ce at Ain-Traz have
thus decided what arricles of o,ur special law remain in
force under the new code and in l95l and 1,952 we made
these the subject of special pastoral lerrcrs.

"'When our last annual synod was held at Ain-Traz
towards the end of August, we had not received the parrs
of the code concerning persons, published on the 15th o,f
the same month. Since this legislation is due to come into
force on 25th March this year and envisages circumstances
in which our own 'particular law' applies, we set some of
our canonists to study the sections concerned and report
to us with recommendations. Ve have ourselves also
studied these canons, pardcularly those laying down the
jurisdiction of the vario'us spirirual authorities within rhe
Catholic Church. Th"y concern the exercise of authority
either in collegiate form, s h, for instance, ecumenical
or particular councils, or in a personal manner, as by the
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pope, patriarchs or bishops. Following this examination,
*. h"rr. called upon our venerable brothers the bishops

to gather round us."
fo give some idea of the work imposed on the synod

by this problem of "particular laws", I want to refer to
two docurnents. The first is a list of forty-five cases in
which the canons of the motw proprio "Cleri sancti.tati"
refer back to this legislation and the other is an analysis
of the eight important innovations introduced by the same

mota pioprio. The subjects touched on include honorific
titles, ielibacy of the clergy, the obligation of the divine
ofiice, clerical dress, voting by correspondence or proxy'
the jurisdiction of the patriarch over the faithful liv-
ing outside the patriarchate, certain of his privileges,
the election of bishops, the celebration of Mass pro
populo, return rc Catholic unity, precedence and the per-
manent synod

TheWork ot' the Synod

In a single synod lasdng only a few days it was impossible
to deal with such a long list of important questions -
questions, mor,eover, which have been eighteen years under
r*ay in Rome. Some selection was nece$sary and the

synod concentrarcd on the following points:
1. The regulations concerning the clergy due to come

into force on 25th March, 1959. - The bishops had to
deal with these questions as a matter of urgency. Priests

will be nodfied of their decisions and provided with
explanations as occasion demands.

2. \\e return of non-Catholic Christians to Catholic
unity. - Since the publication of Leo XIII's encyclic-al

Ori.intalium dignitas in 1894, canon law has made the
natural, just and reasonable stipulatio'n that in returning
to rhe Catholic Church these Christians should retain
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their own rite. on the other hand, everybody knows that
this rule has been systemad cally rttd even violently
opposed by advocates of latintzation, who think that tL
be truly catholic a person musr belo,ng to the Latin rire.
The many occasions on which this law was flourcd d.id
not prevenr it from rremaining part of the church's
legislation and we were able ro r,efer to it in defending
ours,elves against encroachments. It has now b*"
abrogared by the new code, which lays down that anon-
catholic returning to the carholic bhurch may belong
to whichever rite he wishes (or rather, whichever rite ii
chosen for him).

\7hat makes this nevr measure all the more irritating is
that it imp Ii es an in admis sible dis dnction between cath JIic
rites. It acts to rhe d,etriment of the Easrern rires and in
favour of the Larin. For instance, para. 1 of canon 11,
which confers this freedom ro chooie a rite, relates only
to "catho'lic baptized people of Eastern rire". It wouli
seem to follow that Protesranff, not being of Eastern rite,
cannot choose the rite they will adopt. on becoming
catholics, thgr musr accepr the Latin rire. vhyrhisblatani
inequality, this intolerable bias?

The provisions of para. 1 of canon 11 are a serious
blow to the development and even rh,e continued
existence of an Easrern church wirhin the carholic fold.
The probtrem is too imporranr and delicare ro be dealt
with in rhe small space et my dispos,al. suffice it here to
say that, in reply to our represent"iiot r, Rome told us that
the new law was adopred at rhe r,equ,esr of the American
bishops. \ufie wer.e also informed that it would not b,e
applied in the East where rhe rule co,nained in
orientaliwm digni,ras wo,uld rernain in force. The point
is, howwer, rhat in America as well as elsewheri the
Eastern church should be on the same footing as rhe Latin
church. There should clearly be no discriminition between
rites.
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3. The fathers of the synod also considered the place
the Eastern church should occupy in the Catholic fold
against the backgro'und of the position reserved for it in
the new code of canon law.

I shall need to deal with this question at some length
because a number of people have either failed to under-
stand it or have misrepresented it.

There are more than 460 million Catholics in the world
today, of whom less than ten million belong to the Eastern
rirc. The Orthodox of Eastern rite, the great majoriry of
whom are Byz,antines, number more than 250 million.
Among the rest are ten to twelve million Copts and
Ethiopians, three to four million Armenians, and at most
a million Syrians, Jacobites and Nestorians. At the
moment chosen by Providence all these Christians are
destined m be united in the one Church, in accordance
with the will of o,ur Lord Jesus Chris,t. Our msk in
working for this union includ'es not only the supernatural
means provided by prayer and the intellectual preparation
afforded by study, but also psychological pneparaion. Ve
must clear the road of all kinds of obsacles. These consist
particularly of prejudices, failures to undersand and
definite mis'undersmndings on both sides. The best way of
de.monstrating the good will and right intentions of the
Catholic Church is to show Christians how Rome intends
to organize the reunircd Church and what place she has

reserved in it for the East.
There is no question of making a place for the Eastern

church. It is already there, dictarcd by 
^ 

madition mor€-than 
a thousand years old, and by the deci'srions of ecu'

menical councils and bilateral agreements concluded
between different sectio,ns of Chris,rcndom. It is also
guaranteed by the solernn promises of different popes and
by written promises made to us during the codification of
Eastern canon law, started between 1929 and 1930.
Finally, we have the official declarations of the Cardinal
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President of the Pontifical commissio,n for rhe codifica-
tion of the Canon Law. These, made to our patriarch in
1939, conveyed the ass,urance that when the Orrhodox
came to see the new code of canon law they would not
hesitate to accepr it as their law and the voice of their
Fathers. This piuc. of the East in the catholic church
is ? special one because the apostolic patriarchs
in the East are conside,red to b,ear a direct responsibility
with the pope, rhough afrcr him, for the governmenr of
the Church. The pope's yery special personal authority is
not in the least quesrioned. This recognition of the first
place in the order of precedence is nor an end in itself but
is simply the consequence of the position held by the
Eastern patriarchs in the hierarchy of the Universal
Church.

But instead of indicating to the Orrhodox world the
place to which it has a right in the one rrue Church, rhe
new code of canon law pro,mulgared by the motu proprio
"Cleri sancti,tati", shows its patriarchs reduced in rank and
granrcd merely a few historical privileges, the mosr
important of which are subject either- ro previous
aathorization or subsequent confirmadon. Such a concep-
tion.of _the parriarchate makes it narural to assign io
patriarchs a place in the mble of precedence very far
from that of the pope. \(har place in-the hierarchy of the
Church does the new code of canon law res'erve for these
venerable represenrarives of authentic apostolic Christian-
ity? \[e must remember that they are rhe pastors of the
first flocks to bear the name of christian. \[ithst.Ignarius
in Antioch, it was their children who first used rhe word
catholic. These patriarchs are the successors of Fathers of
the Church and confessors of the faith, descendants of
martyrs who suffered all sorrs of persecurion and insult
for the name of Christ and for his cross. Th.y are the
heads of the morher churches which spiead the
light of Chrisrianiry throughout the world tong before
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the creation of the cardinalate. They are living symbols
of Catholic unity in faith and morals and unity in a
necessary diversity of customs, disciplines and rites. Th"y
are the representative,s of Christian resistance and of the
continuance of a Christian presence in the Islamic world.
But without taking account of all this heritage of holiness
and honour, of all that it represents in the past of the
Church and the promise it holds for the future, the new
code of canon law not only places them after the swenty-
two Roman cardinals in the order of precedence, but afte,r
the hundred apostolic legates, some of whom are simply
priests. The patriarchs are even placed in some cases after
ordinary bishops of the Latin rite. \7'hy? Simply because

they are united to Rome. Vhile the separatad churches
enjoy, in fact, all the honour,s due to them, and necessary
for their continued existence and for safeguarding the
rights of their children in this East which has become
Moslem, Catholic patriarchs suffer more and more from

^ 
capitis diminutio which continuously reduces their rdle

in the Church and the communicy. These can hardly be

deemed the proper means of prornoting Chri:sdan unity.
FIow many different ways there are of looking at this

desire for Christian unity! I sho,uld like to r€peat at this
point a remark of our own patriarch. "Every year", he

told me, "when I realtze that the period we call unity
week is approaching (19th-25th January), I am ashamed
that our misunderstanding of what it means is so great
that while we recite prayers for unity and listen to fine
sermons, we are all the time acting in such a way as to
widen the gulf between the churches."

Those who do not as it were have flowing through
their veins the tradition we have just been describin,g,
who are not linked in a thousand different ways with the
250 million Orthodox, cannot appreciate as we do how
great is the pain caused to Eastern Christians by such

legislation. Nor can they understand how much it does
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to keep them away from the Carho,lic Church. \ilfle hovr-
€ver, the Greek Catholic Melkites, cannor be oblivious
to this evil. \[e cannor fail to react and in fact our synod
showed that we did so.

Let me quote once more rhe allocurion of rhe patriarch
at the service of 9th February:

"\(/-e have given thi,s subject, great atrcntion, though not
out of any per:sonal pride, for we recognize our unimpor-
tance and thar we shall be here only for a time. \ile have
not taken account either of our own communiry, which is
small in numbers, but have acted to sejr.rre the general and
permanent inrerest of the Holy, Carholic and Aposrolic
Church. This Church of Christ should embrace in facr and
not just in theory all chrisdans wirhout any disdncrion
and 250 million of these belong to the Eastern apostolic
tradition. Our inrerest, then, is the higher one of Christian
uniry and it is free from any rcmporal or merely human
considerations. This is a subject which should arouse rhe
deep interesr and enthusiasm of every christian. It is this
need to promote the gathering together of chrisrians in,to
one fold that induces us to proclaim the eminenr place that
the patriarchs of rhe apostolic sees in th,e Easr musr occupy
in the one true Church, a place which is, in facr, theirs 

-by

right."
"\(/e have undertaken this study in the spirir of faith,

love and respecr that should inspire all examinarion of
church matters and we have futl confidence in his
Holiness, the Father of all Christians, the Supreme pontifr,
Pius XII, Pope of Rome. \[e wholeheartedly confes,s
his prim acy ind universal jurisdicdon. From one point
of view, then, we are Eastern Christians, firmly amach,ed
to our own tradidons and customs anrd to the spirir of
theEasrcrnChurch which was the firsr ro spreadchristian=
iry in the world. Fro,m another point of view, we are
Catholics, firmly unired with the see of the Roman pontiff.

Ve trust absolutely in his promises and in rhose of his
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predecessors, in all the promises that have been lavished
on us, particularly from the time of the Co,uncil of
Florence. It is inconceivable that our union with Ro'me
should itself lead to a decline inourimportance.'Webelieve
that divine Providence has entrusted our Church with the
mission of forming a natural bridge berween the Chrisdan
East and the Christian \7est. Providence, as St. Paul tells
us, manifests its own power by using weak means rc bring
about great things. Notwithstanding our own weakness,
we want to be true to this ctrear and very necessary mis-
sion. \[hen we come across anything at all that conflicts
with this vocation, we have no right to remain silent. Our
responsibilities make it imperative for us to call attention
to the need for areform."

\7e have in fact sent a synodal letter m his Holiness,
entrusting it to a special messenger, Archbishop Hakim, of
Galilee, who went to Rorne to deliver it. All we can say
today is that the Pope is truly the comnaon father, dispens-
ing justice to those who address themselvqs to him. Our
requests in the past have not only received a sympathetic
and encouragtng hearing b,ut have been examined under
h"ppy auspices and we can therefore await the outcome
with confidence.

The unanimity on this point sh,own by those taking part
in the synod is worthy of note. During all these labours
there was not only a perfect union of minds and hearts
but complete agreement on all the points *udied.

Canpaign of Calurnny

'Sfhat was happening to us during this dramatic period,
and particularly while the meetings of the synod were
taking place? I am ashamed to say that Catholic priests
whose duty it is to help one another and whose mission
among us is to work in auxilio orientaliam were going
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into the houses of Greek Catholics and telling them that
their hierarchy was in the process of becoming schismatic.

They said, too, that the Greek Melkite bishops we{e
taking over into the ecclesiasdcal sphere the anti-
\(re*Jrn spirit of independence of the Moslem Arab
states. Thty did not even scruple to ask nuns to call uPox
their pupils to pray lest the Greek Catholics should
separate from Rome. And they have lost no oPPor*qty
of rpteudittg the story that through pride - swperbi'a

Graicorum - and enco'uraged by the narrow-mindednes
of their patriarch, the Greek Catholic hierarchy, instead
of conceining itself with the difficult siruation of Catho-
lics in the Easq was worried abo'ut a miserable question
of precedence and was trying to Put its little patriatch
before the representatiyes of the Pope.

Ve have heard many biwer complaints and unjust
criticisms as a result of all this. The Greek Catholics were

told that pride and narrowness were also the explanation
of their patriarch's absence fro'm the funeral ceremonies

for the Catholic Coptic pamiarch. The same reason was

assigned for the Greek Catholic clergy's failure to take
part in the joint prayers of unity week.

Absurdity has even been carried to the lengths of
alleging that the pride and narrowness of our patriarch
led him to insist that there should be several bishops

round him at the pontifical Mas's he was invited rc cele-

brate at St. Peter's in Rome in the Pope's presence during
the Holy Year of 1950.

In saying all this I am reproducing what I myself heard
during my pastoral visitation to our PeoPle in Hdiopolis.
Archbishop Elias Zoghby heard similar things during a
pastoral ,ritit to our families in Zamalek and Garden
bity. '!7e have had a difficult and painful task explaining
matter$ to our worried and excited children in Christ'.

\(lhitre we, with our feelings deeply hurt, were working
for the glory of the Catholic Church, the authority of the
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Pop", the extension of his prestige and the cause of
Christian unity, and were striving to protect the inreresrs
of Eastern Christians, others were inciting the faithful
against us, representing us as rnen in the grip of pride
and as promoters of schism.

May God forgive them.
Nevertheless, it should be generally known that we were

working not just for our own limle Greek Melkire Carholic
community, but rather for the who'le Eastern community
and thro'ugh it for the Universal Church. Mind and fee-
ling combine to convince us that we ar,e not just members
of any liwle group. Ve havg rather, been members from
the beginning of the one Universal Church and our dory
is to work for its welfare.

Let us have confidence in our holy father the Pope,
turning m him in filial respect as we have done in the
synod. But let us not b,e rnore Catholic than the Pope. If
we love him we shall follow his example. He has received
our requests with parcrnal affiection and promised to
srudy them with sympathy. Although he is accurately in-
formed about the nature of what we are asking, he has
not hasrcned o judge and condemr usir or accused us of
showing a spirit of schism . . . . Moreover, high Ro,man
dignitaries in constant contact with his Holiness have not
only encouraged us but have asked us to continue our
researches in order to find the best soludons to our
prob,lems. Once more then: charity, justice, prudance.

),
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The Rights of the Eastern Churchl

Bv AncuBrsHoP PrrEn K. Msonven

The Eastern Patriarch and bis Powers

IN tns discipline of the Universal Church the pariarchal
institution of Eastern Chrisdanity has a special dignity.
The patriarch is a high prelate at the head of his church,
his bishops in divers eparchies (dioceses), priests, religious,
and the community of faithful thereto attached. He exer-
cises ttr,e power of real government in virtue of spiritual
and paternal authority, and of the true jurisdicdon which
ancient radition and the ecumenical and local councils
recognize in his person. This power extends to the election
of bishops, the constitution of eparchies, the exercise
of legislative, judicial and executive power in dis-
ciplinary matf,ersr and in all other matters relative to
the spiritual and temporal adminisffation of the church.
The patriarch enjoys an autonofilolls power within the
limits of canons and tradition, subject to the righrc of
other patriarchs and the necessity of union with them, and

r Part of a report presented in Arabic to the Greek-Catholic Synod
of Ain-Traz (Lebanon) in October 1958, concerning an outline of
a patriarchal ordinance on the work of the two synods held in that

fear. The ordinance was actually issued on 7th March, 1959.
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first of all to the Pope of Rome, the Patriarch of the'S7est,
who is at the same time the head of the Universal Church
as successor of the Aposde Peter among the Twelve apoint-
ed by the Lord, to whom Christ promised that he would
be with them until the consummation of dme.

The patriarch is one of the nrost eminent guardians of
the deposit of faith in the world arr-d mainly responsible
for its layal and integral diffusion in his sphere of juris-
diction'.

He watches over the discipline and the private and
public morals of his entire territory. He is the spokesman
of his church and people in all circumstances.

In the ecumenical councils, the patriarchs of the Apo-
stolic sees occupy the first rank afrcr the Bishop of
Old Rome, Patriarch of the 'S7est and successor of
St. Peter, first among the Apostles.t fhese patriarchs have
the right and possibly also rhe dury, in accordance with
the old law, with the Pope more eminmtly and
more formally than the other bishops - to carry out the
government of the Universal Church. More than once!
the Bishop of Rome necognized in them these righ$ and
obligations. St. Gregory the Greata even wrore to one of
them that St. Peter, who founded the apostolic parriarchal
sees, still occupies them himself in the person of those who

2 Each bishop is a responsible guardian of the faith and of its pro-
clamation. The patriarchs, major bishops, are more so. The pope is
supremely so.
I The first ecumenical councils defined the rule of ecclesiastical
government and the priority of the great sees. Resuming these
decisions, the eighth ecumenical council held in Constantinople in
869 prescribed, in canon 21, that the first rank belongs to the titular
of the see of Old Rome, after which come immediately according to
their order, the patriarchs of Constantinople, of Alexandria, of
Antioch, of Jerusalem. It is the same order that was reaffirmed in
the Council of Florence in 1439 (the last council in which the
Orthodox East met the 'l7esterners). This was applied to the only
patriarch then present, who died in Florence.
a Born in Rome about 540. Pope from 590 to 604.
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succeed him in these sees' as if they formed only o'ne single
see and as if their tirulars were one person. u

Under the Byzandne Empire-the later Roman Empire-
the temporal power recognized these rights and privileges
of the patriarchs of the East. The Moslem state added m
them a lqal jurisdiction in new matters of personal law
as well as other powers and privileges.

Tbe Weakening of these Powers

As long as the rwo branches of Christianity, the Eastern
and 'S7estern, were united - that is to say, the churches
which owe their historic origin to the Apostolic See

of Rome and those which owe their origin to the other
sees equally apostolic by the,ir foundationu the patriarchs
were in peaceful possession of their powers. 'Without any'
one disputing their evident, natural, inherited right, they
held first rank afrer the pope. But the misfo,rtune of the
centuries imposed harsh trials on the apostolic churches
of the East. There wgrq the Persian, Arab, Seljuk, cru-
sader,' Mongol and Turkish invasions, with civil wars,
fzudal clashes and many other disturbances. Each inva-

5 P.L., t.77,col.89o-891,' Letter to Patriarch Eulogios of Alexandria.
Previously, he had recommended him, as well as Anastasius of
Antioch, to preserve their churches in the state in which they had
received them, in order to show themselves as being real holders of
authentic patriardral power (t. cit., col.774).
6 The East is not only the place where the divine Christ became man,
where he lived and his voice was heard; it is also the land of the
apostles. It is not only Jerusalem, Antioch and Alexandria -pltriarchal sees - which claim apostolic foundation. Tyre, Sidon,
Byblos, Damascus, the Hauran territory, Thessalonica, Athens, Co-
rinth, Ephesus, Colossae, almost the whole of Palestine, Asia Minor,
continenlal Greece as well as its islands (Cyprus, Crete), a good

part of Syria and of Lebanon are lands of the apostles, while in the

Iilest only Rome has the apostolic link.
z The reader must not be surprised that we name the crusades at
the same time as the wars provoked in our countries by non-Christian
nations, which ended by weakening Christians and their patriarchates.
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sion and conflict reduced the number of Christians,
lowered and reduced their prestigg weakening at the same

time the power of their patriarchs. Although there mlght
be found here and there some eminent personalities in the
religious or social realm, their churches, in a general way-,

especially in the Arab south, continued to lose ground.
Under nrch difiicult conditions and in the midst of

decadenc.e, the Christians of the patriarchates called "Mel-
kite"', isolated from the rest of Christianity, longed to
communicate with other Christians in free countries and
to feel their union with them. Th"y were also particularly
influenced by the councils which concluded the union at
Lyons in L274 and subsequently at Florence in 1439. Thuy
had always welcomed with joy the Latin priests sent

amongst ih.-, zealous, active, bearers of help and of
protection as they were.

Partition of tbe Patriarchate ol Antioch, in 1724

Eventually,, certain number of the faithful of the patt!-
archate of Antioch, later of Jerusalem and Alexandria, in

'Whatever were the intentions of the crusaders, and exception made

for the spiritual, moral and material benefit that wou-ld have accrued

here and- there, the practical result of the crusades in the East was

on the one hand, to confirm the hatred between the Moslems and the

Christians, and on the other hand to increase the ill-feeling between

the Byzantines of the Orient and the Latins of the 'S7'est, because

of numerous injustices committed by the crusaders against the Byz_an-

tines, which contributed to weaken the Christians of the East in face

of Islam. In that, the expeditions of the crusaders resemble other

invasions.
e The "Melkites", in the historic sense of the word, are Christians
of the patriarchates of Alexandria, Antioch and Jerusalem, of
whatevei language or race, who remained faithful to the doctrine
of the council of chalcedon (451), which was also the faith of the
Emperor at Constantinople, the Malek for the Arabs. The Arab
Moilem sovereigns and writers called all the adherents of the Council
of Chalcedon, in East and rUfest, by this name, referring to the Pope
of Rome as their chief hierarch.
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spite of persecutions of all kinds, thought of rejoining.the
more powerful communion of the Apostolic See of Rome,
from whom, with all the Orthodox, they had been sepa-
rated more materially than formally, by the mishap of
divided responsibilities, by dogmadc developm€nff rhar
had not been synchronized. They thus succeeded in con-
solidating the links between a certain number of their
bishops and the Roman see. \fhen the see of Antioch be,-

came .vacant, they succeeded in getting one of their nurn-
ber elected as patriarch. But the patriarch of Constan=
tinople, the protothrone of Orthodoxy, sr(communicated
the elected patriarch who had jo,ined the Roman com-
munion, ordained ano'ther in his placg who vras sent to
Damascusr provided with firmans (edicm) of the sultan
and nrpported by the majo,rity of bishops, clergy and
people of the patriarchate. That was in 1724. Since then,
the communiry of "Roums" (Greeks) o,f Antioch has had
two patriarclx: one Catholic n, in communio'n wirh rhe
Holy See of Ro'mq but separated from the Gre,ar Church
of the East; the otherOrthodox, of theEasrern ecumenicity
that is separarcd from tlre First See of aposrolic Ro,me.

Restoration ot' [Jnian

In taking this step, our forefathers meant to preserve all
the rights, privileges, rites and customs of the Eastern
church. That is what the Ro'man Pondffs have also stated
in numerous official and no,n-official documenrs. There
can be no doubt that if our forefathers had thought differ-
ently there would be no Greek Catholic Church wday.

But divers factors have acted in a contrary direction.
The most important is due to the stase of numerical,

g IThen the faithful, at 6rst few in number, increased appreciably,
his jurisdiction was extended to the two patriarchares of Alexandria
and Jerusalem.
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material and moral weakness in which we found ourselves
at the time of the restoration of the union with the
church of Rome. This weakness became more pronounced
in the wake of internal quarrels which took place amongist

us at the beginning of our union, a condition which in-
vited the Holy See of Rome to intervene frequently in
our affurs, in response to our own requests. The Roman
See helped us to olrercome the crisis. But it could do so,

of coursg only with the assistance o'f '$7'estern clergy
entnrsted with the dory of attending to our affairs.
These priests were men and behaved like men. The
ideas, the principles, the rnentaliq, which guided them in
their relations with us were the ideas, principles and men-
tality of their time and of their own countries. Eastern
matters were then less known and their study was no't as

widespread in the \[est as it is today. The ideal of thse
men was that everyone sho'uld share their ideas an'd

their mentality; union of Christians was regarded as

authentic only if the Latin rite were adopted, or if, at
least, an attempt was made to imitate it as much as Pos-
sible. Under the influence of such ideas, a great number of
thern laboured - contrary to repeated orders from Rome -
to latintze the Easterners. \fhen they were nos able to
larinize them, they'worked to reduce the rights and privi-
l*go of their churches. The patriarchal institution was un-
known to them since the Roman Catholic Church had
been reduced to the '\U?'estern Patriarchate only and the
title of patriarch was, in their church, simply an honorary
title granted to some of their archbishoPs.to They thought
it was best if the Easte'rn patriarchs too could become
like the honorary patriarchs of the \(est, who are distin-
guished from other bishops only by the title which they
hold."
10 Such as the archbishops of Venice, Lisbon and Goa.
11 This difrerence of mentality and of points of view has always been

the first reason of tension and misunderstanding that we have had to
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It is regrettable that this attitude became widespread
among 'W'estern canonists and later among many high
officials in the administration of the Church. Furthermore,
a great number of co'ntemporery Vestern theologians,
more and more anxious to concentrate ecclesiastical
authority in the person of the pope, confused their
divers jurisdictions. They thus considered that the manner
in which the pope exercises his power as patriarch
of the Tilest must be applied equally to his other attri-
butes in his position as pope of the Universal Church.
This meant the integration of the Eastern churches in the
'Sfestern patriarchate, and their suppression almost down
to their rites. This way of dealing with the Orientals was
certainly easier than to delve into the sources of Eastern
canon law, to recall the birth of the Church, her life,
development, and the existence of the Orthodox (and even
of the Anglican) world. Accordingly these theologians and
canonists tended quite naturally to neglect these sources
and traditions, to conduct themselves towards us in the
safir€ manner as towards their own churches. Moreover,
through the education they gave to our children, they led
a certain number of these unconsciously to accept. their
outlook.

However, a majority of our b,ishops, and above all
our patriarchs, have resisted this powerful trend. Every
time a propitious occasion has presented imelf, our pastors
have defended the rights of the Eastern church, that is
to say, of one essential living aspect of the Universal
Church. Thry were told these rights were but an out€r

deplore at times between certain of our patriarchs and certain re-
presentatives and dignitaries of the Roman Apostolic See. The most
striking example is the history of Patriarch Maximos III Mazloum.
Despite his great attachment to Catholicism and to the Roman Pon-
tiffs, in defence of his Greek Catholic community (for which he
obtained civil emancipation), nothing prevented him from opposing
energically whoever wanted to latinize his subjects and his community
or to treat them without respecting their Easrern traditions.
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shell and that it was necqssary to consider only the sub-

stance. But they knew well that the bark of the tree Pro-
tects its substance and life, and that the bark and the

tree form a whole. They knew and felt deeply that the

Easrern patriarchs and bishops, united by Providence to
the Roman See, were in dury bound to make of their
church the link of a general union between the two apo-

stolic branches, the'W'estern and the Eastern. In this vtY,
one might say that the Greek catholic church would r.e-

pr.r.nitruly ihe future status of the Easterners born of the

lpostl"s in the Church, finally rzunited. But we are far
fiom iq and through actions that arc weighing on other
consciences than o"t o*tt. In spite of our small numbers,

our numerous weaknesses, Penury and abnormal de-

pendence imposed upon us by circumstances, we have the

ambirion to underitand this mission which has been

entrusted to us and to work towards its tealization. As the

Lord said, "My grace is enough for thee; my strengtlr finds

its full scope itt-thy weaknesr're, 
((God has chosen what

the world holds foolish, so as to abash the wise."'3

Lattntzahon

Those who blame us for our attachment to these tradi-
rions and rights sometimes claim that our little church

of today is no longer the great church rhar it had been

in tha first centuries of Christianity which preceded the

Moslem conqu,est and the schism. They conclude, there-

fore, that if should not enjoy its primitive rights 
- 
in

view of its present weakness and its loss of these rights
thro,ugh long separation from Rome. Th.y thus claim
that our present patriarchate is not the legitimate succes-

sor of the ancient, patri*rchates, but a new institution
ruled by Roman authority, to which acrually it pertains

t2 2ConL2 29. 18 1 Cor. I 227-29.
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to develop or diminish rhe righm that it is willing ro granr,
which therefore are only privileges.

This claim cannot be admimed for rwo reasons. First,
the rights of a church are nor related to the numbers of
her adherents. It is not permissible to apply rc the Church
the principle of human politics which gives right to the
mightiest. Let us suppose that a world war were to destroy
the Vatican, drive great numbers of Catholics into apo:
stasy and force the Pope to seek refuge in a small localiry
in the centre of Asia or Africa, with o'nly a fevr followers
of his own obedience, the separated churches, on the con-
trary, progressing considerably. Such a carasrrophe surely
could have no bearing on the missio,n of rhe Pope in the
world, o,n his position within Christianity, to,r the church
of Rome would still remain, in St. Pe'rer, the real morher
of all churches, the Roman See would not be any less the
First See, and the Bishop of Romg although a r.efugee
far from his city, wo'uld remain Pope of the Universal
Church, enjoying all the righ* and privileges, general and
particular, which are recognized as his, derived as they
are from Christ, in virtue of aposrolic raditions and
ecumenical councils. This should equally apply, rela-
tively, to our Eastern patriarchates. The rials which have
weakened them should therefore make no difference what-
ever to their essential rights. It is nor appropriate ro
practise the principle of might before right within the
Church.

Secondly, we refuse catego,rically ro credir an opinion
devoid of any historical basis, according to which our
patriarchate is a new institution crearcd through a favovr
of the Holy Ro,man See. This opinion can be conceived
only by non-Catholics. By o,ur acceptance of the primacy
of the pope we should then have be,en d,eprived of our
patriarchal righrc and privileges, recognized by rhe Holy
See as preserved by Orthodoxy. No church historian
doubts that our patriarchs are roday the authentic succes-
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sors in the catholicity of the legitimate pattiarchs who
have occupied the see of Antioch since the Apostle Peter,
its founder. It is useless to aPPeal, for example, to the

historian Mgt. Duchesne. The Roman Pondff knew it
well in any elr,ent and has recognized it implicitly and

explicitly. In fact, Patriarch Cyril T**-, in renewing

ofii.ially the union with Rome in t724, did not start a

new patriarchal line, but was received by Rome as

Cyril VI. He presented hirnself and was accepted as con-

tinuing the lineage of the apostolic patriarchs of Antioch.
The ait of 1724 was, from the Catholic point of view,
but a return to the legitimate position in which we had

been formerly, under the same conditions as previously.
In other words, our ancestors did but repeat on their part
the act of their predecessors at Lyons in 1274 and at
Florence in1439.Their reunion was,once more, abilateral
agreement and not unilateral. Every bilateral act binds

tio pardes who may noq each o,n its own initiative, violate
it. Tirerefore, the piinciple by which ir is permissible for
the one who grants a privilege to extend or restrain it,
cannot be applied to us. And in point of fact, our Patriarch
Gregory Joieph, in subscribing m the Vatican definitions
of fapal-infattilility and jurisdicrion, did so with the

Floiendne clause, "all the righrs and privileges of the

patriarchs being safeguarded". And it is with this clause

ihat his signature was given and received.

Of couise, we will no,t go p far as ro believe that eccle-

siastical institutions are not subject to the laws of histori-
cal change. The patriarchal autonomy cannot be exercised

mday, in all its phases' CI(actly as in former times'la The

la The Orthodox Churches, attached as they are to the principle of
the autonomy, a.re complainingloday. of the inconveniences of that

11ery autonomy rn the manner in which it is applied at the Present
time. all this shows the evident necessiry, recognized by all, rc make

some changes in the application of ancient rules, while safeguard-

ing their spirit and essence.
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universal po-wer of the pope himself can no longer be
broughr back to rhe ttatrow limitations within wh[h his
authority was exercised in the first centuries. Bur what we
must maintain and insisr upon is the preservarion of the
ancient insritution in irs essence and spirit. It is in this
rense that_ we speak of rhe "prorectiott of the rights of the
Eastern church".

M ota proprio " Clsri sanctitati"

These remarks were indispensable for an understand"ing of
our attitude to certain points of the new Eastern canon

l-ry p.*-ulgated !f Pope Pius XII in the moru proprio
"Clerisanctitati" of 2ndJune, i,gsT,published in the *hctu
Apostolicae sedis" on l5thAugust, 1957; ir came into force
on 25th March, 1958. For the sake of additional clarity,
we must first say a few words about the importance of the
new codification and of its bearing on the life of thechurch.

The Code ol Eastern Canon Law

The Roman Apostolic see had published in r9r7 a code
of canon law for the \flestern carholics, of the Latin rite.
But it deemed fit also to undertake to codify the law for
Easrcrn Catholics of all rites,, residing in the Arab East,
in the countries of EasternEurope and ihe numerous setde.
ments established by them throughout the world.

This code was nor published all at once. In 1949, the
secdon regarding the sacramenr of marriagewas published;
in 1950, the section relating ro procedor" itt ecilesiasticai
tribunals; n 1952, one r,egarding rhe rights of religious
and the administration of the properties of the church;
in tlrc summer of 1957, rhe porrion regardittg persons,
that is to say the discipline oflommunities utrJ tit*r, the
discipline and rhe powers of rhe clergy and the different
d,egrees of ecclesiasdcal hierarchy. orher secdons are due
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to appean such as those regarding the regulations of wor-
#pl the discipline of the sacratrnents and of holy places,

later on, laws on ecclesiastical offences and penalties.
This legisladve whole comprises the general laws which

rule Eastern Catholics. Hows\rer' here and there, it refers

to "particul ar law" sdll in force in each community.
Therefore, after the publication of each portion of the

Eastern code, o,ur patriarch and bishops examined its con-
tents in order to declare what were in each case the pre-
scriptions of particular law in force in our church and

to facilitate iri knowledge and application. That is what
was done notably for matrimonial law and procedure.

Our synod meeting in the patriarchal residence at Ain-
Traz ilarified these noffns of our particular law and rhe

patriarchpromulgated them in two patriarchal ordinances
appeurrng resPectively in l95l and in L952.
- 
Likewise, when the last part of this codification ap-

peared, our patriarch entrusted certain canonists of our
ihurch to smdy it and to submit to the synod the neces-

sary information with a view to determining the norms

of our particular law in the matter. On his Part the pa-

triarch srudied minutely what concerns specially the

rulings of different authorities of the lJniversal Church:
authorities acting as a body such as in ecumenical coun-
cils, or individual authorities like tho'se of popes, patriarchs
and bishops. It is within the scope of these PreoccuPations
that our iynod held two sessions in the course of 1958,

the first one in Cairo in February and the second at Ain-
Traz in October.

The Eastern Chwrch in tbe Unittersal Church

The declaration of our particular law on certain points
was not a difficult matter. The delicate Part was to point
out precisely the position due to the apostolic churches

of the East in relation to the patriarchate of the \(est and
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to the ,clergy of Rome in the One and Universal Church,
at the head of which is St. Peter in rhe person of the
Pope, primate of the Aposolic Co,llege. Now, for us, the
basis of such an order is precisely the patriarchal insdnr-
tion as it was established by the ancient tradidons and
the decisions of ecumenical councils. The basis also in-
cludes the equality of rights of all Christians. The Rornan
Pontiffs in fact have often proclaim,ed rhar rhe Church
of Christ is neither Latin nor Greek nor Slav, neirher
Eastern nor Vestern, b,ut Carholic, that is to s,ay, uni-
versal. Let us tlherefore examine whether in regard to us
the new code protects these condido,ns. Moreover, we are
in possession of promises of the pops, some direcrcd to
all nations and peoples, others addressed to the Easterners
and finally others to our communiry in particular. In
order to avoid lengthy quotations, w€ are content to re-
prroduce a few of the more recent rcx$.

Here is what Pope Leo XIII, said, addressing the Or-
thodox people: "The true unity amongst the Chrisrians
is the one which was instiruted and willed by our Lord
Jesus Christ, founder of rhe Church. It consisrs in the
unity of faith and government. There is no reason, then,
for you to suppose that we ourselves or our successors
could diminish or les'sen in the least (as a sequel ro your
reunio'n with the Ho'ly Roman See) yo,ur righm, the pri-
vileges of your patriarchs, dr the liturgical customs of
each church. So much sio that it has always b,een and will
always be in the mind and in the conduct of our Aposrolic
See to grant equitably, with benevolence and generosity,
to each people, ilI that is expedienr ro its genius and its
customs." tu And elsewhere, "ft is thus evidentthatnothing
at all is lacking to pa*iarchal power arnongst the Catho-
lics, of that which constitutes its prestige and dignity
arnongs,t the non-Catholics." t6 And again elsewhere, "T[e
15 Encyclical "Praeclara gratulationis" of June 20th, 1894.
10 Encyclical "Auspicia rerum" of March 21st,1896.
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do not want anything to be revoked or diminished of the
rights, privileges, positions and powers of the patriarch,"l'

Pius XII said later: "Flistor/ ettests that the Roman
Pontiffs have had much affecdon for all the Eastern
churches The mystical Body of Christ and each
of its members can but benefit Breatly from this perfect
union. On this occasion, we observe that the Eastern
Christian must not fear that, as a sequel to the restoration
in the unity of faith and government, they must give up
their rites or their legitimate customs. That is what our
predecessors have declared and widely proclaimed more
than once, in saying to them : "There is no reason, then,
for you to suppose that we ourselves or our successors
could diminish or lessen in the least your righes, the privi-
leges of your patriarchs or liturgical customs of each
church." rt

\[henPopePiusXI desired to form a commission for the
codification of Eastern canon law, the patriarchs w€ne
asked on 5th Janta"ry,1929, by the secreary of the Sacred
Congregadon for the Eastern Church, Cardinal Sincero,
to meet their bishops and agree on the b,est way to go to
work, taking into consideration the needs, desires and
opportunities of their own rite, as well as the custorls,
traditions and privileges of their comm,unities. In agre.e-

rnrent with his bishops, Patriarch Cyril IX Moghabghab
replied declaring their attachment to the rights and
privileges recognized ab antiquo (from ancient times) in
the Eastern patriarchates. The cardinal-secretary wrote
on 7th January, 1930, that the Holy Apostolic See had
already anticipated this declaration. The secretary of the
Codificadon Comrnissio,n, Cardinal Gasparri, wrore on
15th Seprcmber, 1930, that the commission would only
establi'sh the general rules and leave the synod of'each

17 Encyclical "Omnibus compertum" of July 21st, 1900.
18 Encyclical "Orientales omnes" addressed to the Ukrainians in De-
cember 1954.
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community to deal wirh the points connected with their
particular law. He added: "Akhough this might be super-
fluous, we want, nevertheless, on this occasion to note and
repeat that the Codification Commission, following the
policy of the Holy See, insisrs upo,n the distincion berwee'
the East and the 'West; consequently, such a disrincrion
must apryar manifestly in the codification, which must be
Easrcrn not only in form and in rranslations which will
be authorized later, b,ur also in substance."

Besides these written promiseg we might reproduce here
the.statement by Cardinal Massimi, president of the Codi-
ficadon Commissio,n, ro the late Patriarch Cyril IX
Moghabghab and his bishops on the occasion of a meedng
in Rome in 1939 when rhe proposed codification was diJ-
cussed. The cardinal mld them: "\flhen this, code app€€Lrs,
every Orthodox who sees it will be able to say: Yes,
truly, this is our code, this is our law, rhis is the voice
of our Fathers."

Has the recenr codification fulfilled rhese promises and
sadsfied these hopes?

Advantages of tlte new Code

\$7e must, first of all, €xpress our gratitude for this work
of codification in general. It is a work which demanded
profound studies, long research, spread over many years,
in which great scholars parricipated who er(amined the
hisorical, canonical and lirurgical sources with grear care,
exchanged amongst thernselves rhe resulr of their research
and consulted together ar lengrh. This immense effort
truly arouses admiration and gratitude. The benefits
of the new code are obvious. The need was generally
felt for a better organization of the pastoral ministry,
so that each category of the clergy would understand
its rights and its duties. The new code proposes to the
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clergy a firm pattern of conduct for its apostolic task,
and at the same dme indicates to laymen their stattn: and
action in the Church. Great benefits and possibilities of
general reform which the code implies for the church and
the faithful are bound to emerge when eparchies and
pascors have studied it serious'ly and applid themselves to
carrying out its prescriptions in the scope of their own
work.

On more than one point att€mpm have been made
to approach the spirit and traditions of the Eastern
church, as well as to restore certain of its ancient irudnr-
tio,ns, neglected or fallen into disuse. If it appears in
Latin, it is because this is the official language of the Ro-
man Holy See and because it was difficult to choose
another among the many ancient and modern languag,es of
the Christian East'0.

It pleases us especially to note that the new code has
done some justice, altho'rrgh insufficiendy, to cmtain
important claims often presented by our church. It tends
to safegrrard certain of our major imporunt spiritual
interests in the Easq such as to permit us to be somewhat

10 As official language of the Holy Roman See, Latin is also aByzan-
tine language, the language of Justinian's Code, edited by men from
Beirut and Asia, the official juridical language of that Roman
Empire whose centre for more than a thousand years was Con-
stantinople, where emperors were acclaimed "the beloved of ChrisC'.
Latin, therefore, is not an ecclesiastical foreign language to us, to
us "Roums" (Greeks), oor to our Hellenic cousins who call themselves
so often "romaiyi", "romyee". St. Gregory the Great, who spent six
years in Constantinoplg with the one who, at that time, was his
emperor and ours, did not have to learn Greek. Constantinople has
been the capital of Roman civilization for Eastern and 'Western

Europe, of Latin as well as Hellenic "romanity". And especially, it is
from two of our men that England and Germany received their basic
ecclesiastical organization. One is St.Theodore of Tarsus, ardrbishop
of Canterbury, a son of the patriarchate of Antioch, the other
the Syrian saint, Pope Gregory III, who was the protector, counsellor
and master of St. Boniface.
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less worried about those of our faithful living dispersed
in numerous emigrant settlements outside the patriarchal
territory.

Di:sadoantages of the new Code

Having thus recognized the benefits of the new legislatioq
we can indicate three important points which appeared to
us as contrary to the ancient rights and privileges which
the code, as we had been promised was to have safe-
guarded. 'S(/'e are obliged m defend these vigorously, not
through pride, as some would say, nor through the pursuit
of vain personal glory, or even in order to set the prestigs
of our little community above that of other Christian
groups, but for a more noble end, which is the general and
permanent interest of the Catholic and Apostolic Church.
This Church must, in facq embrace effectively, and not
in theory only, all Christians without distinction, includ-
ing the 250 million souls whiclr Eastern Christianity
numbers today. This supreme interest, apart from all temr-
poral human co,nsideration, ought to inspire every
Christian heart.

The Place of Patriarcbs in the Hierarchy

The first of these points relates to the rank of the Eastern
apostolic patriarchs in the ecclesiastical hierarchy. Their
rank, we said, has been and must be the first immefiately
after the titular of the Holy Roman See. But the new law
has placed the patriarchs after the 70 cardinals (now
increased to 86), major officials of the diocese of Rome,
deacons, priests, local ordinaries who help the Supreme
Pontiff in the general government of the Church by colla-
boratio,n or counsel. The new law has placedthepatriarchs
after the representatives of the pope, nuncios, internuncios
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or apostolic delegates, even rhose who are not bishops,
whose number is, at the present time, not less than 70, and
may increase co,ntinuously. Moreover, this nemr law which
recognizes in trhe patriarch the right of precedence overr
all the Eastern prelares to whatever rite they may belong
and even within their own churches, has excluded the
Latin pr'elates from the scope of rhis elem,entary rule. The
Eastern patriarch - an apostolic patriarch in rhe Universal
Church - has no precedence over them in their own juris-
diction, and this even in the East and on his own ground.
How then can we avoid fhe impression of segregation?

\flhat of the rights, privileges, traditioru that we musr
preserve and which were promised to be preserved? I(hat
of the duty of the Eastern hierarchies ro "preserve their
churches as they have received rhem"? \flhat of the pro-
mi,se that our Orthodox brerhren shouJd be able ro see
in our law an authentic imags of their own law and to
hear across its enactmenrs, the echo of the voice of their
Fathers? Are thus to be treated representatives of vener-
able churches which have given to the Universal Church
her saintly Fathers and ecumenical doctors, have laid
the basis of her theology, brought whole peoples to
Christ, filled the desert with hermits and founded
religious orders,which have undergone and areundergoing
all sorts of persecutions and outrages for the faith, crushed
for thirteen cenruries under rhe yoke of non-Christian
government, but yet continue to live when so many
'Sflestern churches, placed under much less unfavourab,le
conditions, have ceased to exist? Is this done to show the
Orthodox churches thar the Catholic Church is, the apo-
stolic, universal church, heir ro rhe endre Chrisrian
patrimony, and that they can find their own essence in
her?

'Sfle repeat here to rhose willing to hear us thar we are
insisting on the dignity of the patriarchs, nor in order to
honour their persons, but their apostolic see, the dioceses
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born directly of Peter, Paul, John, Andrew, Mark, Tho-
rrlds, and, altho,ugh autonomous, associated actively and
spontaneously with the Roman See in the establishment
of Christianity in the world. Thus wery honour that is

bestowed upon them, redounds on the Person of the Popq
who appeatt tto longer only as Bishop of Rome an'd

Patriarch of the 'West, but manifestly as Universal
Primate. Moreovef, b safeguard this patriarchal dig"ity
is to honorrr all that the East has produced, all that it
contained and contains of holiness, learning glory and

spiritual values that canno't bb forgoryenr -that eYEry

ihristian ought ro remember and cherish with pride and
gratitude.uo

This patriarchal institution is, incidentally, not- only a
principle of diversicy, of catholicity, but- also of uniry.
ltrdeed, towards this institution, or someshing akin to it,
many \Testern nations today fallen into heresy seem to
have leaned in the Past. Their better esteem of the

patnarchaL principle would doubtless have held them

Lack. In different forms, more or less openly, they s'till
tend towards this patriarchal institution. 'S[hat, for
example, is the bi-annual meeting of the cardinals and

archbishops of France, or t[-e meeting of the bishops of
Latin America, but in practioe a sort of "holy synod" of
a church which is neither a collectio,n of scattered diocess

nor the Universal Church, b'ut something else, an organic
part within the Uniey?

20 In his Epistle to the Romans !! z 11-24, St.Paul remindstheChris-
tians convelrted from paganism of the gratitude they owe to the Jews
who gave them christ and his gospel of truth and salvation. FIe re-

comrriends to them not to pride themselves because of the gifts bestow-

ed on them by God. Is it not proper today to make this same

recommendation to certain forgetful Christians of the Vest and to
remind them of this same duty of gratitude and respect towards their
brethren of the East who brought to them the light of the Gospel?
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Powers of tbe Patriarchs

our second point concerns the powers or authority of the
patriarchs. '!il'e have praised the new code because it has
thrown light upon several disposirions regarding the
powers of the patriarch, caused conrroversies io be
avoided, extended certain of these powers and regularcd
their exercise, Bur the exercise of the most imporrant
powers has been made dependent on necessary recourse to
the Roman curia which has to give its authorizations
beforeha.nd or subsequent confi rmaiions. These restricrions
constitute a grave and substanrial decrease of the tradi-
tional patriarchal power, which the new codewas'intended
openly and formally rc confirm, in order that Catholic
patriarchs should conrinue to enjoy "all that makes rhe
presti,ge and digniry of the patriarchal insrirution esreemed
amongst the non-catholics", according to the words of
Leo XIII. flhes,e resrrictions in reality consdrure a rure-
llgg irnposed upon the patriarchs, a guardianship which
denigrates them and certainly suggests mistrust of them,
their rynods, and their people.

It might be objectpd rhat the Holy Roman See treats
the Latin bishops and archbishops in the same manner,
even though they be cardinals, and their dioceses counr
more members rhan all the Catholic patriarchares put
together. This argument is irrelevanr as, far as we are
concerned. For these dioceses are offsho,o'ts of rhe parri-
archate of the '$[esr and subjecr ro its cenrralized insri-
tutions. It is Rome which has created these dioceses and
gupported them from rhe ourset by teaching, sacraments;
her knovrl,edge and civilization, accompanyittg rheir p,ro-
gress step by $ep. But rhis centrahzarior-and the inbf,i-
tutions which depend on it have not been made for us.
S[e have entered into communion with the Holy See in
the siruadon in which we were formerly, that is to say,
bringing with us the different insriturions of o',r .h,or"hi
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apostolic and Catholic as they are in the same degree as

those of the Roman patriarchate. If the evolution of the
situation requires an evolution of the law which governs
the relations of the patriarchs with the pope regarding the
exercise of his supreme power, this evolution must respect
the substance of things, rlot distort them and thus violate
pl,edges solemnly given and often reiterated. Only in
in this way could our Orthodox brethren come closier
to ns anrd then unite with us. tVhile they are on their
guard against Ro,man ecclesiastical centraLtzaaon, linked
as it is with a religious, political and social history differ-
ent from theirs and often antagonistic to it, they wiJl
be reassured and marvel if they see Ro,rne treating the
Catholic East according to its auto,no'mous traditions. The
papacy will appear to them what it is by right and
institution, and not as they see it, as a patriarchate
wanting openly and with definirc in@nt to dominate the
other apostolic churches, and to humilitate them in tha
name of Christ. For there is and there has always been
a Roman patriarchate entangled forcibly with contingent
racial, social and po,litical interests, and this must not be
confused with the pope who as such belongs to all.

Choice of Rite

Our third point concern:s the choice of rite at the dme
of acceding, as individuals or in groups, to Catho'lic unity.
In Paragraph 33 of his encyclical AIIatae sunt published
on 26rh Jrly, 7755, Pope Benedict XIV summarizedl
the policy followed by the popes against the efforts of
certain missioners to latinize the Easterners. He affirmed
that the Roman Pontiffs have never required of those who
entered Catholic unity to give up their rite in oder to
embrace the Latin rite, for such action would be equivalent
to destroying the Eastern churches and their rites. This he
declared to be absolutely contrary to the desireof thepopes.
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An instruction of the Con,gregation for the Propagation
of the Faith of July, 1885, set fofth that those amongst

the Easterners who wish to enter Catholic unity must be

admimed to their corresponding Catholic rite and not to
the Latin rite, CI(cept by special authorization of the
Apors'tolic See of Ro,me. In order to adopt the Latin rite
certain Catholic Easterners had tried to circumvent the
law by having themselves accE)ted beforehand by a non-
Catholic communiry or a foreign sect, in order thence to
pass into the Latin rite. In its ins'tructions of 7th April,
t8Sg, arrd t5th July, 1876, the congregation condemned
this procedure and forbade their admittance to the Latin
rite, obliging them to r'eturn to their original rite.

Finally, Pope Leo XIII, in his encyclica| Orientaliurn
di.gnitas of loth November, 1894, reaffirmed the custo'

^iry noffn follo,wed by the Roman See: "'lllre Eastern
non-Catholic in joining the Catholic Church mus remain
in his rite." At the same time, the Pope provided very
grave sanctions against arry Latin priest who induced
E"rt"ttt.ts to embrace the Latin rite. Easterners living in
countries where there are no priests of their own rite
should remain faithful to their rite, whatever the length
of their absencel on the other hand, Easterners who, for
whatever reason, might have followed the Latin rite,
could, at any time, return to their original rite by a

simple requ,est addressed rc the Ro'man See.

Nevertheless, many priests and Latin educational
instiuutions have perseyefed in their policy of latrnization.
Th.y have always succeeded in circumventing the law
and have always avoided the anticipated sanctions. But
at least, up to now, we were satisfied with the legislation
in force upon which we could rely to defend ourselves

against th,e latini zaaom condemned by the Roman Pontiff s.

W" aia not imagine that the new Eastern canon law
would abolish this norm of principles.

Now, canon ll, paragraph 1, of the new law has come
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p dissipate our last illusions. According to this canon,
b1Vyz9.d non-Carholics of Eastern rite who joitt rhe
Catholic Church can choose the rire th"y prif"r; rhe
paragraph contains no more than a wish thai they will
keep their former rite.

_ Cenainly, freedom is all very well, and so is equality.
Every one musr seek them but above all Christians, whom
St. Paul wanted to see free, with the freedom of the
children of God and equal arnong themselves. But, it is
neither conceivable nor pro,per ro take freedom and
equality as a pretext ro arm the srronrg against the weak,
the rich_ against the pocr. Experieni" hr" abundandy
proved that, at rhe time when the law makes Easterners
remain in their rire, rhe rnoral and especially material
3.dv-anages with which Latin ecclesiastical and religro,s
institutions are richly provided, have brought inro dre
Latin rite many weak perso,ns fro,m 

"toottg 
Eastern

catholics or non-catholics in search of moral or material
as_sistance, or simply because of snobery; and this in spite
of f.gme's repeared adrnonirions to the conrrary. \irhat
will happen now that the new law has abol;shed rhis
nonn, narural and jusr as it was, which assured at least

ryme sort of protection to our churches against rhe force
of latinization? Henceforth the promorers of latinizadon
will have free rein. For, if the gravest sancrions could
not stop them in the pasr, a platonic wish, inserted as if
parenthetically, will scarcely hold them back either. And
thus, the makers of the law will have arrived at
t{re.very opposire resulr of what 4r"y stated rhey were

ltming at in proposing the new code; wanting ro srreng-
then the Eastern catholic church, they will have causedlt
the gravest injury.

The most asmnishing and deceptive elemenr in this
matter is that the law, which permits \festerners to accept
whom they wanr amongst the Eastern non-Catholics,
forbids Eastern catholics ro accepr any'western believer.
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Should the Church thus practise the policy of rwo weights

and two measures?zl

Reaction of the Greek-Catbolics

These points, and others which we pass-over -in silence

though- nothing but harm can come rc rhe uniry of the

chuich fromthem, have made a profound impre*sion upon

the parriarch and upon the Greek-catholic bishops, botll
in their responsibitiiies towards their own little flock and

glorious hetitage and towards their non-Catholic brethren.

iV" hao" srudied rhese po,ints in the spirit of faith, charity
and respect incumbenr uPon those dealing with matters

of the ihurch. \[e have irudied rhem with the complete

confidence we have in the Supreme Pontiff, Pope of
Rome, whose general sovereignty and s,upreme jurisdiction

"*orrg 
his brJther bishopr, co-t.tponsible fo1_1he Church

of c-hrist, we recognize affecrionately. \[e, Eastern

Christians, are attactt*a ly providendal destiny through

our apostolic traditions, to the Church, which, in its

Easterir incarnation in our ancestors'was the first to spread

the lighr of christian faith in rhe world. In the sam€

wulr we are united ro rhe see of rhe Roman Pontiff in
fu, p"pal aspecr. Trusting undl the end in the rePearcd

proLir", - nor gratuitous 
- 
promises, but expressing a

iituation of catholicity - of so many popes, we cannot

.*r.uilr" the fact of our union to be the reason for the

21 'We have recently heard in high circles that this prohibition does

nor-exist, because ."rror, 11 formi part of a mota proprig made pro

irittti! Orientalibtts, as its printed title indicates on the cover of
e.e.S. of 15. g. lgsi, and ihis consequently does not concern the

iatins. lUile admit this argument, bur we should like the- Latins

also to admit it: unfortunaiely we know of Latin bishops who pro-

hibit in their dioceses the accession of Protestants ('Western non-

Catholics) to Catholic churches of Eastern rite'
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forfeirure of our rights. \7e believe, on the conrrery, that
divine providence, as rhe Aposde, p2*1 said, shows its
perfect strength by using weak means to produce grear
things. \(e believe then that it has esrablished our ch-urch
as a nafirral link bef,'ween the Chrisrian East and the
Christian Vest. And we want, howwer weak we may
be, to remain faitfiful to that mission and to wo'k sin-
cerely to fulfil it. If anything seems ro us to rhwarr it,
we should nor k"*p silent. our responsibiliries demand
that we cafl attentio,n to rrec€ssor)/ rufot-s.

\trfie accomplished this duty in a request dated 10th Feb-
ruary,1958, and addressed to Pope Pius XII. This requesr
y19 signed by rhe patriarch and bishops of our church,
following the synod held in Cairo, in Februa ry 1958.

- In M^y .1959, this salne requesr was supplernenred
by a number of "Observations" pr*r.rrmJ- to pope

John XXIII.
\fle have done this in all liberty arLd frankness, no,r

only as is proper amongst loving brothers who honour
their eldest brother as a symbol of their father, but also
as is proper among loving sons who honour their father
and 

-are subject to him-without losing their own respon-
sibility-and having atheart his honour as harbouring in
his person the honour of the l-Jniversal church, the honlour
of Christ.

\[e have done this, rrusting in the jusrice of our cause -
the cause of the church - and in the justice of rhe Holy
Roman See. Hiscory will record with gratirude what
Rome has done in the recenr past ro enhance the presrige
of Christian churches recently founded almost €v€r|:
where in the world and to secure their auronomy. Ir is nbt
conceivable that, afrcr having done so -.r.h for the
dignity of churches which have jusr been won for the
gospel, this same Roman See should do just the opposite
in appearing ro disparage the most ancient churcheg-those
which spread the lighr of the gospel over the world. ,urlitt,
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u8, it is th€ entire Chrisdan East that is atrEcd by d*
blours of the Focnt so-called Eastern codit6cation.

,Ve 
have spokcn bccarse we do not want history to say

onc day that we saw the da.trger which thratened our
church and our existence and that we closod our et''es"

through weakness, negligence, selfishness or serviliry and
that we had thus been unfaithful to our flock, to the
Universal Church, to the Pope himself' to Christ our
Lord.
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Against Latinization





A Plea for Unityl

By PernrARcH Mexluos IV Sevrcn

IN 638 oun predecessor St. Sophronius, patriarch of the
apostolic see of Jerusalem, reached an agreement wirh
the Arab conquerors by which Christians were able to
live in peace and tranquilliry. Now, Sr. Sophronius, as we
know, was "Melkite", which meanis fairhful m rhe Coun-
cil of Chalcedon. He was a Syrian by origin, having been
born in Damascus.

The political events and religious and civil upheavals
inside and outside the country have had a great influence
on the succession to the patriarchate of Jerusalem over the
last thirteen centuries. Empires have disappeared,
thrones have changed hands, kingdoms have been born
and there have been periods in which the parriarchal see

has been yacant. This is not the place to speak of them.
Let us recall simply that in 1849 the PatriarchMaximoslll
Maeloum, our predecessor of sacred memory, held a synod
in the Holy Ciry which bro,ught together the bishops of
our community and had important effects on the life of
our church.

1 This address was originally delivered in Arabic at the Synod of the
Greeh Melkite Catholic Church, held in Jerusalem, in July 1960.
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Today we are h"ppy to be ab'le to hold here a further
synod in which even more fathers' have mken part than in
the first. This assembly has bro,ught together the hierarchy
of our co,mmuniry, bishops and superiors general, gathered
to study o,ur internal afrairs and r,elations with the outside
world to l*y down directives concerning our duties to-
wards God, the Church, our co'untries and our dearly
beloved peoples. \[e are met in serious times which require
all our efforts to serye the common good.

'We are h^ppy that this gathering should take place just
when his Holiness, Pope Jol* XXIII, guided by the Holy
Spirit, has announced the calling of an ecumenical council,
which will be entrusted with the task of examining the
affairs of the Universal Church and of working for the
reunion of the dispersed children of that church in accord-
ance with the pressing word of Christ: "That they too may
be one." There can be no doubt that the Church will adopt
the ideal way to achieve this aim; that it will bring hearts
together in charity, humility and murual understanding.

It was on the co,llege of the apostles, under the presi-
dency of Peter, their leader, that our Lord fo,unded his
Church and he sent them to the whole world to preach
and evangelize. Did he not say to the,m before ascending
into heaven: "You, therefore, must go out making dis-
ciptres of all nations and baptizing them in the name o,f
the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Ghost, teach-
ing them to observe all the commandments which I have
grven you and behold I am with you all through the days
that are coming until the conrummatio'n of the world"
(Matt. 28219)?

The apostles therefore went throughout the world,
pr.eaching the gospel, founding churches, instituting
bishops, but differences of culture, origin and background
quickly made themse,lves felt among the converts. It was
thus that sorne, Pharisees by origiq preached the need to
ma"intain the pres'criptions of the ancient Judaic law.
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Others, coming from Greek famities; raughr on rhe
contrary that it was necessary to liberate oneself from
these laws. To resolve this problem the apostles held a
gathering in Jerusalem which can be considered as rhe first
council of the Church (Acts 15 z 6-12). Th. Acts of rhe
Apostles recounts what happened in these words: "'When
the apostles and presbyters assembled to decide about this
matter there was much disp,uting over it, until Peter arose
and said to them, Brethren, you know well enough how
frorn early days ir has been God's choice rhat the gentiles
sho'uld hear the message of the gospel fro,m my lips and so
learn m beli,eve. God, who can read men's hearts, has
assured them of his favour by giving the Holy Spirit to
them as to us. He would not make any diflerence berqreen
us and them; he had removed all the uncleanness from
their hearts when he gave them faith. Ffow is it, then, that
you wo,uld now call God in quesrion, by pu*ing a yoke
on the necks of the disciples, such as we and our fathers
have been too weak to bear? It is by the grace of our Lord
Jesos Christ that we hope to be saved, and they no less.
Then thewhole company kept silence." Peter's words were
the decisive ones, for the whole company kept silence to
show its assent.

This new law of Christ abrogated, or ro be more
exact completed, the ancient Mosaic law, since rhe New
Dispensation directly embraces nor just a single nation but
all people spread over the surface of the earth. This new
law is intended for all men so that as the Apostle Paul
declared in it there is neither slave nor freeman, nor man
nor woman, no'r Jew nor Greek, but all are one in Christ.
Chris,t's Church is thus the Universal Church which em-
braces all her sons with an equal love wharever rheir ori-
gin, and clasps them wirh the same warmrh whatever
the colou,r of their skin, whatever their culture or cu,storns.
She ho,lds them all to her heart in order to fuse rhem in the
fire of her love into the fulnes,s of unity. If rhe'l7estern
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patriarchate, whose head is his Holiness the Pope,, head
at the same time of the Universal Church, has rites, dis-
ciplines and customs that have been formed oyer the cen-
turies, and if its canonical institutions have reached an
admirable perfectio'n, the Greek Eastern church als,o has
its apostolic patriarchs who have enriched it with their
divine teaching. Drawing from this pure sourcei, the
Eastern church has armed imelf with a spirit of piety
penetrating to the depths of the soul. \flhile, over the cen-
turies, many cirumstances have enabled the \Testern
church to prosper, beco,ming s:tronger and mo,re stable,
more influential and more rich, so that the represe.ntatives
of the whole world come to her to gain her favour and to
be enlightened by her, the Eastern patrtarchates, whose
lustre has been dimned in the same period by many cata-
strophes, sdll have the cr,edit of being the r:egion in which
Chrisdaniry began. It was from these lands that the light
of the gospel first shone, they saw the birth of our
divine Saviour, his immaculate Mo'ther and the ho,ly
apostles. From these lands als'o came the Fathers and the
first doctors of the Church. The Eastern patriarchates have
always enjoyed such spiritual riches, their rites and the
teachings of their Fathers have so reflected the apostolic
raditions, that it will always, be necessary to'renrrn to
them to learn the first authentic Christian thought. These
Eastern churches are a precio,us mine from which new
and old treasures flow unceasingly. They are a source of
light, reviving and sustaining piety. Anyone,whether from
within the patriarchates or from outside, who seeks by
whatever means to weaken or diminish the prestige of
these patriarchates, which continue and represent in so

true a manner the ancient Church, must be deemed grulry
towards the whole Church.

\fle are h"ppy to take this opportunity of expressing
our gradtude for the effor* of the \frestern patriarchate,
rep,resented by im head, who is at the s:ame time head of
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the Catholic Church, his Holiness the Roman Pontiff, in
coming to the aid of our parriarchate in trhe difficuldes
through which it has passed and is srill passing. In rhe first
days of the Church in jerusalem, some claimed ro restrict
the Christian religion in pracrice ro a pardcular group of
Jewish converts whose narro,wness of mind led them to see
everything fro'm the angle of our-moded tregal observances.
Today once again, we find those in the Church who would
like to limit her to a single group - rheir own - which rhry
claim to be the origin and foundation of weryrhing. As
for the rest, they do nor see it as having any place in rhe
heart of the tlniversal Church, in her essence. It is some-
thing, as it were, accidental, rc be mlerated in order ro
avoid a greater evil.

These false claims are generally no,t advanced openly
but are, as it were, whispered. Sometimes, tr,wetth"less,
they come o,ut in clear terms and the least that can be said
of them is that they sho,w ignorance'and narrow.ness.They
are wretched and at the same time overweening, and
would deprive the Church of Chrisr of its catholic, uni-
versal and ecumenical aspects, to reduce it to what is a
mere group or fracdon, however numerous its members
and however great irc strength

'We soru of the Greek Melkite Catholic church srrive
with all our might to oppose these false claims in order to
preserve the catholic and universal aspecr of the Church
and, just as the first Council of Jerusalem Peter gor up
to speak, so in our days his successor in the primacy
has risen to declare before the whole world, with a
charity, faith and humiliry that have won him all
hearts, that the Church of Christ is not Easr or 'Wesr,

European or American, African, Asiatic or Australian,
She is simply the Church of Christ, one, carholic and
universal, embracing all men wirhour distincrion and
discrimination. She brings them together in perfect union
in everything relating to the faith and everything relating
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to morals that is not simply contingent on the times. She
brings them together, in short, in all things founded on
eternal truth, of which God is the so,urce. But within this
authendc uniry of faith, which makes up the Church's
personaliuy and essence and gives her a lustre exrcnding to
the ends of the earth, there is a place for difference of rirc,
discipline and customs and a liberty that is to be safe-
guarded. Our Eastern rites, dis'ciplines and customs, in-
herited from the greatest antiquity and providing a spon-
taneous response to the needs of souls, draw their spiritual-
ity from tlhe very lands and Christian populations that
are the source and historic cradle of the world's faith. This
is the authentic seal of the true Church of Christ. Atry-
thing said to the contrary is merely the expression of pri-
vate opinions which disfigure the image of Christ and of
the Church, and are the fruit of ignorance, passion and
human ambition. May the holy Fathers of the first ecu-
menical councils of the Church, whose memory is cele-
brated by our Church today, intercede for us with God
that we may walk in their foots,teps, our hearts over-
flowing with joy, open to the light, and letting the truth
shine forth to the ends of the earth.

\7e could not fail to recall on this sarne occasion the
doty, imposed not only on the rulers of the Church but
also on all Christians, of working with all their strength,
each in his o'wn sphere, to remo,ve obstacles to the realtza-
tion of our Lord's wish: "That they too may be one." The
Holy Spirit will afford his grlce in response to prayer,
charity, humiliry, sacrifice and good example, but the
spirit of co,nflict, scorn and pride poisons hearts and
prevent-s God's bles,sings fro,m coming on trs. This wicked
spirit was o'nce the main factor in schisms, bi*erness and
strife, but that, thank God, belongs th the past. lUile have
entered, and must go deeper and deeper into, a new
epoch, that of charity and peace. This is our great wish
and we are convinced it is also yours.
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Tflith God's help and with that of youf, prayers, and
with the support of our yenerable brothers and bishops
who have undertaken long journeys to be with us in this
holy city, we hope to be granted the ability to work with
all our strength to ensure to the patriarchate of Jerusalem
its rightful status. Its prestige is the prestige of all of you,
for the patriarchate works for the gen'eral good without
distinction or discrimination between the various elements
of the population of this holy land. The patriarchatc
esteems you all whoever you may be, and is defending
your rights to the best of its ability. It wishes to sp€nd
itself in the service of all. The patriarchate is of the coun-
flry and for the country.
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IN JuNe 1961, the Greek Melkite Catholic patriarchal
authorities learnt of a brochure of thirry-five pages, pub-
lished by Father Pierre Midebielle, of tlre Priests of the
Sacred Heart of Betharrarn, professor at rhe Larin patri-
archal seminary of Jerusalem.

Entitled "Concerning the Larin Patriarchate of Jeru-
salem", it was presented as an appendix to a study of
"The Catholic Church in rhe Holy Places" and although
it is marked pro rnanuscripto, it, has neverrheless had a
wide diffusion.

In tfiis booklet, published eirher on his own iniriative
or at the request of his superiors,, the author seff out to
justify the co,ntinuance in the East in the twentierh cen-
tury of the Latin parriarchate, crearcd by the Frankish
conques:t of the Holy Land in'1,099, disappearjng with it
in 1293 and r.estored by Pope Pius IX in 1847, though
with very different aims, and becoming since rh*, against
the wishes of the poFs, rhe principal instrumenr of ladni-
zation in the Easu

In spite of all it has suffered from rhis Ladn and lati-
I These extracts are taken from a brochure published by the patri-
archate in 1951 in reply to a booklet by Father Pierre MCdebielle,
professor at the Latin patriarchal seminary of Jerusalem.
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nizing restoration, our Greek Melkite Catholic patri-
archate has so far kept sitrent, confident in the final
triumph of truth and in the justice of the Church.

But this work comes as an additio,n to many other
writings in which the Eastern Catho'lic church - the local
church - is violently criticized and our patriarchate has

the painful duty of refuting the allegations and of setting
out *rc truth by dealing point by point with the argummrts
of the writer. Ve do this in absolute respect for those who
make up the Latin patriarchatn of Jerusalem and are our
brothers and might have been our partners. \flhat we
cnticize is not their persons, which are worthy of all
respect, but their work: the latinizaaonof the East.

Ldtins in tbe Holy Land

The writer uses following arguments to jusdfy the
presence in the East in the middle of the twentieth century
of a foreign Latin patriarchate:
1) There were Latins in the Holy Land from the begin-
oiog.
2) A Ladn patiarchate lasted in Jerusalem from 1099 to
1293, during the whole period of the occupation by the
crusaders.
3) This meant that the Latin rite was in fact celebrated in
Palestine four centuries earlier than the Byzantine rite
properly so-called, that rite being in fact foreign and
coming late to Syria and Palestine since it fo'llowed the
Turkish conquest of lsle.
4) Though from 1293 to 1847 there was no Latin hier-
archy in Jerusalem, from 7333 onwards the Franciscans
were there rc maintain the presence of theCatholicChurch
in the Holy Places.

Conclusion: \fle thus see how unfair it is to regard the
Latin rite as a foreign importation into the Holy Land.

Let us deal with thes,e argurnents one by one.
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Latin Guests in the Holy Land

The Latins, or Catholics adopting the Roman rite, says
the write,r, were present in the Holy Land from the early
days of Christi*nity. As proof of this, he cites St. Jerome's .

monastery and the convent of St. Paula at Berhlehem,
the houses of Rufinus and of St. Melania ar Jerusalem in
the fourth and fifth centuries and rhose of the Benedicdnes
in Jerusalem and on Mount Tabor, in rhe rime of
St. Gregory.

These details are corr€ct. 'W'esterners were certainly
Iiving in the Holy Land right from rhe fourrh cenrury
and perhaps even before, either as indirriduals or in
monastic communities. They conducted divine worship
in accordance with their original rite. The Ho,ly Land,
more than any other place, attr*cted and sdll atrracrs
devoutChristians wishing to live in the shad,ow of Chrisr's
Holy Sepulchre.

'What conclusions are we to draw from rhis? Thar the
Latin rite of these Fathers preceded rhe rite of the local
church? That the Latin rite shoud supplant the local
rite? That the Latin foreigners should be rhe religious
leaders of the country? Obviously nor.

Moreover, these Latin groups in the Ho'ly Land w'ere
not the only ones nor the most nunrcrous. There wene
others, considerably more compact, of Coprs, Ethiopians,
Armenians, Georgians and Asiadcs Are we to con-
clude from this that Jerusalem should have Copric or
Ethiopian patriarchates which would exclude rhe local
patriarchate and impose the Coptic or Ethiopian rite on
the Holy City? Admittedly, the Copts and Erhiopians
have not had a chance to establish a politico-religious
domination in the Ho[y Land by force of arms, but, with
this single exception, the analogy is complete. The Erhiop-
ian rite is no more foreign in Jerusalem than the Latin
rite.
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Occapation of the Patriarchal See by tbe Fra.nks

"ft was in 1099", says the writer, "on the arrival of the
crusad,ers, that a Laan hierarchy was established in the
Holy Land with the Latin patriarch of Jerusatrem and it
lasrcd undl 1293." He is right that the patriarchal see of
Jerusalern was occupied by the Latins as a result of
Frankish dominatio'n in the Holy Land and that the
occupation lasted as long as the conquest. The "Greek"
patriarchs of the country then lived in exile.

It is interesting to recall the beginning and end of this
Latin occupation of the see of Jerusalem. Vith the arrival
of the Franks, the legitimate patriarch of Jerusalem,
Simeon, was the sole occupant of the see and was sryled
indifierently, Greek, Orthodox, Catholic or Melkite
patriarch, each teffn amo rnting to the same thittg. Fearing
Moslem reprisals when the crus,aders besieged Antioch,
he had fled to Cyprus and from there sent Presen$ and
good wishes to the Frankish barons on a number of
6ccasions. The chroniclers of the crusades have reported
his friendly attitude towards the Franks and for a time
sonre of the leading crusaders even played with the
idea of a Gree,k patriarch co-existing with a Frankish
monarchf.

Unfortunately, this solugion, which would have seemed

normal to presen t-day Catholics, did not commend ime'lf

at a time *h.tt religion and s'tate wefie so closely linked.
Cujas regio, ejus reli'gio, as it was to be said later.
A Frankish domination meant a Frankish (i. .. Latin)
patriarch ate. That was the attitude of the period and it
*"r ttot restricted to the Franks. Jerusalem was taken on

}sth Joly, 1099. On the 17th, the crusaders' leaders

assernbled to organize their conqu,est. The Greek patriarch,
Simeo,n, had juit died in Cyprus, leaving the patriarchate

2 R.Grousset, Histoire des Croisades, Book I, p. 165' note 1.
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vacatut and giving the Franks the satisfacdon of being
able_to feel they were acdng legally when they ptoceedeJ
to elect one o,f rheir own people. They would-nor have
concerned rhemselves about rhe effects of their acrio,ns
on the church as a whole and on the interesrs of the local
christians and we are sufficiently aware of the outlook
of the dmes nor ro be'ar them any grudge on rhis account.

U:rhappily, the papal legate Adhdmar de Monteil,
F{hop of Le Pry, had died on the way. The Latin clergy,
left to themselves, pressed the barons to elect a patti^iih
before elecdng a king, in view of the strongly affirmed
primacy of the spirirual over rhe temporal. This artempt
at ecclesiastical governrnenr, iniriated by Arnoul Male-
corne and the Bishop of Marurano, in Calabna, failed and
Godfredy of Bouillon was elected king of Jerusalem with-
out assuming rhe title. The intriguing Bishop of Marurano,
nevertheless succeeded on lst August, 7}gg, two weeks
la1er in having his friend Arnoul Malecorne, chaplain
of the Duke of Norm*dy, elecred as patriarch.- The
election scandalized conremporaries. The Roman see
had been neither obeyed nor consuked and was soon
to invalidate the election. The pious Rayrnond d,AgilCI
reportss: "Ille (Arnoul Malecorne) nec canonum decreta
reveritus, tanta ambidone tentus, nec generis nec con-
scientiae infamiam, contra bonos populum concitavit at-
que s9 cum hymnis et canticis in sede patriarchali, magno
populorum plausu, elevari fecir." Thi policy o,f rurttittg
a deaf ear to Rome had thus akeady co*r to be adopteJ
in this Latin patriarchare.

\flilliam of Tyre passed even more severe judgement
on this election: "fr was against God and against all
r!Shtl'., he wrote. And this was wirhour taking acco'r.rnt of
the low moral reputation of the elecrcd- candidare:
"Son of a tradesman of so evil and filthy a way of life

3 R. Grousset, t. cit., p.171, note 2. n Op. cit,, p.172.
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that the boyt throughout the camp made him a subject
of their songs."5
' "The ns$r patriarch", says, Grousset6, "immediately set

himself to despoil the clergy of the various local Christian
communities who held posts: and privileges at the Holy
Sepulchre. Such measures . .. were not designed to make
the new Ladn patriarch popular with the Greek and
Syriac communities."

Consequence as it was of the Frankish conquest' this
I"atin patriarchate naturally dlsap,peared with that
domination. On Friday, 18th May, 1293, the last Latin
patriarch of Jerusalem, Nicolas de Flanapes, a Dominican
from Rtreims, was drowned in the waters of Acre har-
bour when trying to escape with others from Moslem
troops awacking the town.

Ve must rpezt that it is not our intention to condemn
the Frankish chiefs for acting in this way.They were of
their own generation: but why should we want to reain
the same outlook in the middle of the twentieth cennry
and why pretend that it represents' a true Catholic
menaliry? The fact that the Frankish conquest led to the
insallation of a Frankish patriarch can hardly jusdfy the
maintenance today, against the rights of the local church,
of this Latin-Frankish patriarchate when the Frankish
conquest has been over for centuries.

Cbronological Precedence of the Latin Rite

"In fact, this establishment of the Latin rite in Palesdne

in 1099", continues the writer, "preceded by four centuries

the use of the Byzanane rite properly so-called, for which
priority is often claimed. The Byzantine rite - thal of
Constandnople - is in fact foreign and came later than

u Op. cit.,p.167. u OP. cit.,p.172.
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tldr i" syria and Palestine. It is only a.ft',r rhe crusades
that it seerns to have supplanted in-the patriarchate of
Antioch the earlier local rite or rite of sa lames of Jeru-
salem. This latter rire, the syriac liturgy, *"r celebiated
in syria in the majoriry of towns and-villages of pro,v-
inces under the jurisdiction of the patriarchate of Antioch
and was celebrated in Gred< in one or rwo rowns and
townships_ fo'unded by the Greeks or hellenized by them,
pardculady along the coast. Ar Anrioch, substirution of
t\te Byzantine rite for the original rite of St. James was

thg work of a patriarch frorn Consranrinople, Theodore
Balsamon'(who died some time after 1190).

"But this subsdrudon did nor take place in Jerusalem
until much later. After the crusades, Jerusalem-remained
for more than rwo cenruries under the rule of Egyptian
Mamelukes, hostile first to the Byza.nanes, and i[.o ro
the Turks. During this perisd rhe Holy Cirf had only
nltive patriarchs, ofren in reladons wirlr-Romi. A changb
of regrme and rire followed the Turkish conquesr in tsi.e
whigh brought to Jerusalem the influence of rhe Byzantine
patriarchs, from Constantinople.

"Indeed, it was only a few years later that Germanus,
patriarch of Jerusalem fro,m 1534 to 1579, who came
frory_th-e Peloponnese, succeed,ed in the final and complete
establishment of Hellenism. T[e can certainly date rhe
imposition of the Consrantinople rirc in Jerus,alem fro,m
this period."

Incredible though it, may seem, the wrirer rries to main-
tain that the Larin rire carne ro Palestine well before the
Byzantine rite and that in consequence supporters of

7 Balsamon has been a stumbling block for some time even to the
most alert of the ladnizers. He did nor come to Antioch from
constantinople. He was Patriarch of Antioch but was resident in
c-onstantinople because the crusaders were in possession of the see
of Antiodr. see remarks of Father DarbladJ on this subject in
Proche-Orient Chrttien,Bk. X (1961), pp. 44-8.
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the Byzantine a.re not justified in complaining about
the Latin rite, implanted in Palestine some centuries
before theirs.

The argument, plausible though it s'eerns, is nothing
more than a lamentable piece of sophis,try. It is based on
a confusion, unfortunately too widerspread among tatins,
between church and rite. In the strict sense of the word,
a rite is the form given to liturgical worship. I$[e thus
speak of the Roman rite, the Ambrosian rite, theArrnenian
rite, the Byzantine rite and so forth. The particular
church or community in the Pauline sense of the word
is, on the other hand, ahierarchically organized group of
the faithful such as the church of Corinth, the church of
Greecq the Russian church, the Ukrainian church, th"
Church of England, the Melkirc church, the Latin church
and so on. These ideas are clearly similar but not identical.
A liturgical rite can be adop,ted by different churches and
one and the same church may have several rites. Thus the
same Byzantine rite is common to different churches or
comrnunities such as the Greek church, the Russian, the
Ukrainian, the Melkite, etc. One church or community
can, nsyertheless, have s,everal different liturgical rites.
This is the case today, for instanc€, with the church of
Toledo (Roman rite and Mozarabic rite) and in the dio-
ceses of Lungro and of Piana d,egli Albanesi in T:'aly
(Roman and Byzantine rites).

Once these disdnctions are pointed out, it b'ecomes
possible to understand more readily our disapproval of
the writer for his assertion that the Latin rite in Palesdne
had priority in time over theByzantine rite. In the lit"tgt-
cal s€nse, the Latin rite came after the Byzantine in
Palestine and the argument applies everr more strongly
when we consider the churches. It is here that we come
to the writer's sophistry.

Even taking the word "rite" in the liturgical sense' as

the author does, it is not tnre to say that the Latin rite
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was adopted in the church of Jerusalem before the
Byzantine rire.

First, the Latin ritg implanrcd hierarchi cally in pale.
stine in 1099, 'w'as never strictly speaking the rite of the
church of Jeiusalem. Fro m tOgg onwards it became the
rite of the Frankis,h community in the Holy Land, but
the Franks were only a part, arrd never constit.rtei th.
whole of Chrisri anity in the Holy Land. They were never
the whole church of Jerusalem. The o,rher rites did not
disappear. The mosr that can be claimed is thar from
1099 the Latin rite came into o,fficial use by the Frankish
community of occupation and continued for as long as
theoccupation lasrcrd, having hitherto been used privalely
in the Holy Land by a few foreigners or \lrestern monastic
communities. It remained, however, a foreign rite, used
by foreign rulers. The crusaders, did no,t even affiempr ro
convert the people of the country, Greeks, Syriani and
so on, to its use.

Secondly, the Byzantine rite - srill taken inthelirurgical
sense - is oot, as the author seerns to believe, a foreign
rite in Palestine imported as a novelty from Constanrinop,le
and imposed in a single srep o,n the orrhodox Chrisrians of
the Holy Land, as happened larcr with the Larin rite.
The writer is not a specialisr in rhe Easrc,rn liturgies and
he has misunderstood so,me of the Eastern historians who
?ssurnred their readers' acquainmnce with rhe history of
the vario'us rites.

In the course of a developmenr covering sweral cen-
turies within the orrhodoxy arising from the Co,uncil of
Chalcedon, theByzantine or Constantinopolitan rite came
to r€present the peak of rhe interpenerrarion of all the
Eastern rites,. Tho'se of Antioch, Asia, Caesarea and Jeru-
salem all made their conrributions, to rhe formation of the
Byzantine rite, without forgetting the part played by
Sinai and Egypt. The two Byzanrine lirurgies of St. Basil
and St. John Chrysostom were derived from the liturgy
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of Antioch and the Syro-Palesdnian lirurgy of St. James,
through the link of the Cappadocian tradition. In rurn,
o_nce_the Byzandne lirurgy was forrned, it helped in the
developmeng of the orthodox pracdce of rhe liturgy of
St. James which, in its mosr ancierrt manuscripts, alieady
reveals Byzantine influences. The slow but progressive
"Byzandnization" of the Hierosolymitan lirurgy had been
a spontan@us manifestation of interpenetration and
t:t {"rl developmenr, nor the imposition of an endrely
foreign rite, such as the Latin rite, in relation to an Eastern
community.

It is true that rhis "Byzantitization" of the lirurgy of
the orthodox churches became more marked in Antioch
as a result of rhe Byzantine conqu,est of the tenth to the
eleventh centuries, but in Jerusalem it started well before
the crusades. '$[e might point out that the process of
"Byzantinization" is not yet entirely complete, for many
llierosolymitan details persist rcday, among them the
fact that the liturgy of st. James is still celebrated an-
nually in the Byzanane church of Jerus'alem.

\7hat we have said about the Eucharistic liturgy applies
even more strongly to the Divine Office. The office iafled
"Byzandne" is much more Hierosolymiran than derived
from Constandnople. The facts are rhat rhe most im-
portant typikon in the Byzantine rite is the one named
after St. Sabbas, who was of Palestinian origin; that the
most important, plrt of the poeric compositions of the
Byzantine-office cornes from Jerusalem; and rhat rhe By-
zandne offioe gives prominence to, St. Sophro,nius of Jeru-
salem, St. Andrew of Cretg St. John Darnascene, Colmas
of Maiouma, Peter the Blind, Stephen rhe Sabaite and so
on. All these were Palestinians by birth or adopdon.
Again, the Byzantine offices for Holy 'Week, Eastertide
and the octave of the Resurrection were, as far as their
most important par$ are concerned, Hierosolymian.
In the light of all this, how can one mainrain that the
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Byzantine rite is a foreign importation coming late to
Palestine and dating back only to the sixteenth century,
or that the Latin rite preceded it by several centuries?

To make the point clearer sdll, we will take an example
from the Roman rite, which is more familar to \flestern
readers. 'We know that this rite, after having influenced
the "Gallican" rites, was in turn strongly "gallicanized"
by them during the Carolingian period, just as the
Hierosolymitan rite, after having influenced the Byzantine
rite, was itself gradually "Byzantinized", Surely it co'uld
not be claimed from this that the Rornan rite is a foreign
importation in Rome, coming late and dating back only
to the ninth aentury.

The truth in the writeCs assertion - for there is always
some truth in such circums,tances - lies in the contention
that the rite used at the time of the siege of Jerusalem has

undergone a slow change over the centuries, bringing it
closer to the other Eastern rites, parricalarly to the rite of
Constantinople with which it was finally assimilated.

This development was not entirely completed by the
time the Latin rite was admitted into the Holy Land as

the rite of a foreign community occupying the country, a
position itretained for nearlytwo centuries (1099 tol293).

Moreover, whatever the position may be on this score'
a lirurgical rite is one thing and a church another. Milan,
Lyons, Toledo, the Dominicans, the Carthusians, all these

have their own non-Roman rites,, witho,ut b"ittg thereby
any less Latin, less members of the Latin patriarchate and
of the Latin Church.

Rome herself used Greek for worship until about 250.
In ancient times and in the early Middle Ages, a number of
popes were Greel<s. Much of ltaly (Ravenna, Naples,
Calabria and Sicily) was for several centuries Byzantine.
But that hardly entitles us to maintain thatTaly is Greek
or that it should today employ the Byzantine rite and
that the Latin church is an intruder.
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If the Maronites or rhe Melkires were estab,lished in
Paris sorne time after the year 1800, and before rhe com-
pleqe rornanization of Gallican particularides by Dom
Gu6ranger and the Holy see, thaf would not endtle us ro
say that the Maronites and the Me,lkites had priority there
over the Roman rite and the Latin church.'s[e do not claim jurisdiction in "rhe Gauls" because
st. Pothinus and st. Irenaeus (Greeks) were bishops of
Lyorrs or because there was a Syrian bishop in paris in t"he
sixth century.

There were many Latins througho,ur the East from the
beginning, just as there were ^ iy Easterners througho,ut
the T(est. In particvlar, rhere were Latin church-es in
constantinople under Michael cerularius. The Benedic-
tines w€re larer established at Athos and later still they
came to Sinai. Many more examples could be given, but w!
do not claim that these Ladn presences have made Athos,
Sinai or constantinople into Latin churches or Latin dio-
ceses, or that rhe monks in rhese places, mgether with the
local populations, belonged to the Latin cf,urch.

_ Thq"gh the prioriuy of the East and o,f Byzanrium in
Palestine may be denied by certain Latins,-it is "cried
out by the stones themselvers". Is there a crus'ad.er's shrine
anywhere, below which there ist not some Byzantine
basilica?

Befo,re rhe arrival of the Franks; tihere was undoubtedly
a church in rhe Holy Land. It was no,t Latin. vhat then
was it? To which church did the patriarch simeon belo,ng
whom Malecorne proposed to replace? common serrse telli
us that it was rhe same church as rhat of his prede,cessors
andthe one to which hissucce'ssors belongtoooro*ndays-
the "Eastern", "Orthodox", "Catholic,,, ;Melkite,' church.
That the predecessors and successors of simeo,n should
have celebrated divine worship with variarions of text
and rubric more or less Hierosolymiran, or deriving from
Antioch and consranrinople, concerns only liturgical
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historians. The church of Jerusalem has not changed and
is certainly not represented by the Latin patriarchatg
which was a resuli of the conquest by the Franks and
passed away with that conquest.

Presence of the Franciscans frorn 1333 to 1847

"But the Latin rite", says the writer, "eliminated in t293
with the fall of Acre, returned to Jerusalem as early a's

1333 with the Franciscans and was neYer aga116 to leave.

It must be remembered, too, that during these iron cen-

ruries the Latins alo,ne rePresented the Catholic Church
in the Holy Places. 'Sil'e see then how little the Latin rite
can be regarded as intruder and foreigner in the Holy
Land."

From 1333 to 1847 the Franciscans did, it is true'
provide a \flestern Catho'|ic presence in the Holy _Places.

But this presence was a foreign one, having nothing to
do with the Chrisdanity of the country. The Franciscans

in rhe Holy Land no rnore represented the church of the

country than did the Latin religious housgs of St. Jerome
and Si. Paula at Bethlehem in the fourth century. The

local Chrisdan community continued to have its own
hierarchy, clergy and religious, and its native patriarchs,

often in relations with Rome, as the writer himself admits.

Thus, the custodians were no't the church of the country
but a. foreign representation of the Latin 'West within the

Holy Land. So little did the Franciscanq regald thernselves

as bel,o"gi"g rc the country that for a long tiT" they did
nor feel it in any way their doty to exercise a direct
apostolate on the population. Thry were tlrgre to guard

the shrines qf pilgrimage in the Holy Land in rhe name

of and for the use of the \(est. They acted nobly and

heroically but, unlike rhe Latin patriarchate, did not
pretend rc replace the church of the country.
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Vhen the author concludes, "Ve see th€rr how little the
Latin rite can be regarded as an intruder and foreigner in
the Holy Land", his conclusio,n goes well beyond his
premises. The Latin rite does not become the rite of the
country because there were some Ladn Chrisdans in the
Holy Land in the fourth century, because the Frankish
military conquest imposed a Frankish hierarchy on
Palestine in accordance with the mentality of the Middle
Ago, or because there were Franciscan friar:s in Palestine
who were strangers to the country and whose whole
mission'was to guard for the'West the great shrines, just
as the Armenians did for Armenia and the Ethiopian
monks for Ethiopia. It is a foreign rite and the Latin
church is a foreign church which the country' being
hospitable, is good enough to welcome on condition, be it
said that the foreigner does not claim to be master and
expel those who receive him.

Obstacles to the Retarn ol the Dissidents

"Tbere are some ill-informed or malwolent people", says

the writer, "who allege that the Latin rite would be an
obstacle rc the return to the Church of the dissidents in
the Holy Land. They claim that the restoration in L847
was a serious tacdcal error on the part of Rome."

Ve readily admit ourselves to be among those whom
the writer gratuitously describes as ill-informed or male''
volent. True, it is not the Latin rite itself that is an

obstacle to union, but the latinization of the East. The
two things are entirely distinct.

In the first place,latintzation provides an opporntniry
for identifying Catholicism and "Latinism", the Catholic
faith and the Latin rite, the Catholic Church and the
Latinchurch. The sound doctrine of the Catholic Church
demands that these ideas be kept entirely distinct. A
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member of the Catholic Church can be Roman, Byzantine,
Maronite, Armenian, etc. The Latin rite is only one of rhe
rites of the Universal Church, with xactly the same
claims as the others, though today it happens to be that
with the grreatest number of adherenrs. If in calling our
Orthodox brethren to uniry we impose moral conditions,
or constrain them in all sorrs of ways to abandon their
original rites and make themselves Latins, will this not
confirm them in their mistaken view thar Catholicism is
ultimately no more than a widespread and co,nquering
Iatinism? And will that help in the work of union?

Secondly, the popes have repearedly sra@d, in the mosr
solerrn language, that they wanr rhe reconciliation of o,ur
Orthodox bro'thers with the Church and nor rhe adoption
by them of the Latin rite. Some of them, Leo XIII in
particular, have threatened Latin missionaries with the
most severe penalties sho'uld they dare, by whatever means,
to induce Eas,tern Christians to make themselve,s Latiru.
All this is very gmd, b'ut when the Latin patriarchare of
Jerusalem is seen to be showing contempr for all dhese

declarations and adding to the latinizing process, what
are Eastern Christians expected to think? They will either
conclude that the popes have been making foo'ls of them
or that they are unable to prevent the missionaries in the
Eastfrom acting against theirwill. In facr, both conclusions
have been drawn. A Latin religious in the East told us
that whatever the offici*l declarations of the Pope might
be, Rome had in fact given secret instructions for the
latinizing of the Easterners, the papal direcrives being
merely for popular consumption. He even dared ro quof,e
words alleged to have been addressed by 

^ 
pope to one of

the custodians of the Holy Land: "Latinize,latinize. As
long as the Easterners are not Latins, the roots of schism
will remain." I7e are sure thes,e as,sertions are untrue and
protest strongly that such an accusario'n of duplicity
should be levelled against the Holy See, but we cannor
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fail to note that the contradiction between the desires of
Rome and the practice of the latinizing missio,naries paves
the way for this charge and also for the widespread belief
that Rome does not want to deal, or cannot deal, severely
with the latinizers. Leo XIII had envisaged severe
panalties against the latinizers, extending even to depri-
vation of o,ffice. Nevertheless, since his time, as beforg
latinizing has continued and not once has a latintzer besr
troubled. Father Korolevsky remarked humourously that
if the penalties outlined by Leo XIII had been applied,
"we should have witnessed a who,le flood of ecclesiastical
charges against the Latin hierarchy of the East". The
blame for this inability to apply papal instructio,ns is to
be a*ributed in the first instance to representatives of the
Holy See on the spot who on this point, we regret to say,
have failed in their missio,n. Not having themselves
sincerely accepted the outlook of the popes, they have
allowed the ladnization to proceed even if they have not
been responsible for encouraging it. llhis has been no
help to union.

Tioiott, as we see it, must amount to a reconciliation.
Responsibility for the breach in Christendom, as Pope

John XXIII has said, is a shared one.'
In essence, our Orthodox friends have nothing to

disavow and nothing to deny. Doctrinal difficulties
were not responsible for the breach. 'Sfhat we need to ask
of the Orthodox is to be ready to resume the o'ld relations
with the rest of Christendom, forgetting their complaints,
forgetting arLy wrongs for which they may themselves
have been to blame and any rhey may have suffered. The
Orthodox East, and even more the Catholic East are
not missionary lands. The task is not to convert but to
reconcile. The East, in particular, has never denied its rite,
that is to say, its liturgical cult and its own special organi-

8 Speech on 2gthJanuary, !959, tothe parish priests of Rome.
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zaaon, disciplirae and pasq its martyrs and its art, in sum,
its soul. Vhen you press it to ladnize, you do nor reconcile
but destroy; you do not unire, you absorb; you do not
serve, you dominate, and that again is no help to union.

_ Ve say, therefore, ro the latinizers that they are taking
the wrong road. 'We are not ill-informed or malevolent-.
\Ufe love only the Church and seek its unity and for a
c_entury we _have been saying that they are harming
the Church by reducing it to the sarus of a particulJ
group when it is the great gift of God to humaniry, rhe
house in which all, in their full variety, tft brothers.

Canon Eleoen

The writer sees "a clear sign of this, change of attirude in
the progressive developmenr of the Church's legisladon,
which texlds all the time to afford grea;ter liberry to the
faithful". "From now on", he adds, "the new approach
will be found enshrined in rhe latest parr ro be piomul-
gated of the Eastern code of canon law, canon 11 recog-
nizes in each Eastern Christian and canon 12 in each
infidel the fundamental freedom of choosing his rite on
entering the Church."

Some explanation is needed, as this is a spezialized
question of canon law on which many of our readers are
probably not sufficiently informed.

Canon 11 of the motu propri.o "Cleri sdnctitati" af 1957
avthorizes Eastern Catholics who enter Catholic uniry to
select their rite, includittg rhe Ladn rite. The canon never-
theless expresses the hope that they will remain within
their own rite and by this provision it inrroduces a new
element into the discipline in force up ro the rime of irs
pro'mulgatio,n. This avthodzed Eastern non-Carholics to
choose whichever Eastern rite rhey pr.eferred, but not the
Latin rite, e><cept in special cases.
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The change nacurally favours the Latin rirc at the
expense of the Eastern rites. The new canon, it is true;
does not ob,lige Eastern non-Catholics to enrer the Latin
rite but it is sufficient that this should be permitted for the
latinizers to redouble their efforts to deprive the Eastern
Catholic churches of all new converts.

There is obviously nothing to prevent the Holy See

fro,m aking account of the particular needs of some souls
and authorizing them in exceptio'nal cases to go over to
the Latin rite, either at the moment of reconciliadon with
the Catholic Church or later. But in present circumstances,
tal<ing account of the extra, mearrs at the disposal of the
latinizers, to allow the Latins, ff a m&tter of principle,
to admit into the Latin rite Eastern non-Catholics' who
want to return to unity amounts to condemning the
Eastern Catholic churches to arrested development. The
equality that the new cd"rron is claimed to esablish is false,
since it amounts in practice to delivering the weak to the
mercy of the strong.

Leo XIII, a.s we have seen, decreed se'vere punishment
for those who ffied to induce Eastern Christians to adopt
the Latin rite.

But these instructions became a dead letter, through
the fault of those who should have applied them. The
latinizing moyement continued as before. Is it to be

believed th*t what the severest sanctions have been

unable to prevent will be arrested by a simple wish in-
troduced almost as an after-thought at the end of a canon?
\[hen the popes formally forbade the latinization of the
East the Latin missionaries disobeyed them. Is the wish
expressed in the new canon that the latinization should
cease any more likely to be obeyed?

Finally, in its pres€nt form, this canon resulrc in the
introduction of a double smndard. \(hile it authorizes
Eastern non-Catholics to adopt the Latin ritq it continues
to forbid'Western non-Catholics (Protestants a^nd others)
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to go over ro rhe Eastern rite. This is termed in legal par-
lance an inequity.

Which is the most expressizte Liturgy?

Under this heading the writer sers our to eradic ate "an
equally detestable popular misconceprion", according to
which the Byzantine Mass is richer and more expressive
than the Latin. The fairhful of the Latin rite in the Holy
Land would smile at rhe asserrion that the Eastern Mass
is more expressive, adds the writer.

There is not much point in smiling or in comparing the
beauties of the Latin rite with those of rhe Byzantine rite.
The Ladn rite is beautiful and the Byzarttine rire no less
so, but that is not the quesrion. Wrar marrers is whether
there should be an affempr to impose the Latin rite on the
faithful of the Byzantine rite. Vhy, in reconciling them
with the Roman Church, should you wish ro remo\re nor
only the schism but also all they possess that is mosr
Catholic and most splendid, the whole of rheir liturgy,
spiriuuality, taditions, discipline, art and so on - all the
things that are included in the term rite? \7hy should you
wish to make new creatures of them when rheir Chris-
daniry dates back further than your o,wn? \7hy should
you seek to mutilate and impoverish them and make
them foreigners to themselves, renegades to their history
as a church? Is their rite heretical or schismatic that you
should want to take it from them?

That is the question. All the expedients subsequendy
employed to make the Latin rire a litrle l,ess forei,gn ro rhe
faithful of the Holy Land are merely camouflage. It
means nothing to us that you should read the gospel in
Arabic, or chant the Introit, Kyrie, Gloria, Credo, Sanc-
tus, Pater and Agnuns Dei in Latin "without prejudice
to popular Arab hymns". \flhatever you do, even if you
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celebrate the whole Mass in Arabic without a word
of Latin, your rite. will remain foreign, imposed on a
population who might well have preserved iw own rite
on becoming Catholic . . .

T he General P erspective

Ffowever worthy of interest the Latin patriarchate of
Jerusalem and the Greek Melkite patriarchate of An-
doch, Alexandna and Jerusalem may be, the details of
their existence taken otrt of their universal context are not
likely to stir up world Christian opinion. Yet the grea;t

aspiration of the mo,ment is the reconciliation of Ortho-
dox and Catholic Christianity. Outside this perspective
opened for us by the Holy Spirit, the various problems,
wheter it be of Latin-Melkites of Palestine, Latin-By-
zantines or Latin-Easterners, are liable to distortion. '$[ith

this perspective of a general reconciliation in mind, the
need for which must nevqr be forgotten, we would like
to stress several problems concerning-the sacred land of
Palestine
. First, there is the question of the Holy Places, which
have to be preserved for the devotion and the evangelical
and biblical instruction of Christians of the whole world
of whatever rite or nation

So,me thought should also be given to the local Chris-
tian population, its spiritual welfare, its preservation and
welfare from the ordinary human point of view. Finally,
and still with the unio,n of Catholics and Orthodox in
mind, there is the question of the Latin patriarchate of
Jenrsalem ... .

Taking these problems one by ong and concenrating
for a few moments on the firs,t, we should like to express

our own satisfaction, and also to a certain sr(tent that of
the Orthodox, that the Latin communiry is solidly e*ab-
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lished among us, present in force at the Holy Places which
are shared by the who,le of Christendom. M^y it prosper
more and more. 'We love St. Francis and his sons and all
the houses they have built. M^y God send us many mor,e
like Plre Lagrange and the Little Sisters of Charles de
Foucauld and preserve all the \Testern religious communi-
ties which so admirably lighten and purify the spiritual
atmosphere of our countries. 'We kno'w the benefirc of the
brotherly help they have so unceasingly grven us. The
Latins who are in touch and living with us, the Fathers
of St. Anne of Jerusalem in particular, but others as well,
are aware of our feelings.

The local Christian populatio'n owes its baptism to the
Eastern church It is necessary to insist not only that
the Eastern church does exist here, but also that within it
is the church of Je'rusalem founded directly by the
apostles. This church remained endrely within the ortho-
doxy of the Council of Chalcedon after the monophysite
division without 

^ny 
split in the hierarchy such as

occurred in Syria, Lebanon and Egypt. It is a church pre-
dominantly of Greek language, though there are Semitic
elements in its tradition. These came from many sources.
Its bishop St.Cyril was, for instance, a Semite and so

was St. John Damascene, the gr'ea,t Byzantine liturgist,
whose mother tongue was Arabic though he was bilingual,
and who was a monk in the monastery of St. Sabbas. The
Byzanrine East calls it "the mother of all the churches".
In particular, it is the mother of the ecumenicalByzantine
church to whose formation it contributed in company
with the church of Antioch. Later, the church of Jerusa-
lem was itself to feel the influence of its daughter church
of Constantinople, in common with all those churches
in the East, Catholic and Orthodox, that had-accepted
the decisions of the Council of Chalcedon. "The great
Church of Christ", as Byzantium was styled, had in
general been satisfied to pass to the rest of the Christian
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East (accepting like itself the universality of the Christian
message with its transcending of local boundaries) those

liturgical treasures that had been brought by the Prgv-
inces to the capital of the Roman world. All that
Constantinople had itself added was the lustre of its
imperial name. The Christian population of Palesdne

is, with rarer exceptions than are sometimes admitted,
Orthodox in origin. It is a Christian community retaining
its Orthodoxy and its original Byzantine characteristics,
which are the same as those of the Arab-speaking
Christian communities', or Melkites, of Syria and the
Lebanon. It is a Melkirc Christianity to which the present

day Arab Catholics, their Palestinian Orchodox brothers
and we ourselves, Greelc Catholics of Antioch, Alexandria
and Jerus'alem, also belong. In its Orchodox part, it should
not be disrurbed and proselytized but helped in Christ
and reconciled as opportunity occurs.

\U7hen for a legitimate r'eason part of this Chrisdan
group wishes to accept papal authority with the objegt

"f gaining a more effective clergy, by what right
is it to be deprived of all that is most authentic in
its spiritual heritage? By what right is it to be m.ade a

rtr"n"g.t to its own ancestofs and nearest relatives so that
its Eas,ternCatho,lic brothers, not to mention theOrchodox,
are deprived of its company? The popes have traditionally
opposed this, particularly in Palestine. 'When there were
o"ly very few latinized natives, Leo XIII published the
encyclica I Orientali.um digni,tas (1894), following an eucha-

ristic congress held in Jerusalem in 1893. The whole
historical context of this solemn papal intervention shows

that, however general it may have been in principle, it
was in practice primarily addressed to the Eastern Ortho-
dox Arabs and particularly to those of Palestine. \[hat
has happened since? The competition in latinization is

zuch that it is now a boast that there are ab'out 45,000

latinized Arabic-speaking Christians and 45,000 Melkite
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Catholics. It is not Moslems or Jews or pagans who have
been converted but aurhentic Melkite-Cfuistians, who
had no need to be converted but did need to be reconciled
to Rome and who have been turned from rheir true direc-
tion. Thus, to obvious injustice has been added a demon-
stration to rhe whole world of the curio,us way in which
the missioners, the successors of the crusaders, o,bey the
solemn injunctions of the Roman Ponriff. Their action
has _laid 9he pope and his curia open to a charge eirher
of duplicity or of dangerons *ealirress. It has seemed to
reveal a bias which, tho,ugh not admitted, appears clearly
enough in its effects to influence the pope's .hildr.tt in the
\[est, particularly those who are colonizers. Such suspi-
cions arc all the more easily enrertained since there has

tever been any question of entrusting leading posrs ro
these latinized Arabs, or ar least the-leading-plst thar
alone counts. The situation is such that if there were ever
question of a "Latin-Arab-Eastern-Vestern', patriarch of
Jerusalem ... many peopl,e would hasten to ri-ittd these
Eastern-Larins of Palesdne - we know well in what terms
- that they are merely Byzantines, Melkites and sons of
Melkites, received into the Latin church merely in order
to give it the numbers it needs.

\7e now come ro the question of the Latin pa*iarchate
in Jerusalem. 

's[hy is it there and what did it io*" to do?
The crusaders had taken Antioch, Jerusalem and Con-
stantinople but had been checked in Egypt. Theyhadchas-
ed John IV from Antioch and brougfit th. fine of Greek
Melkite patriarchs ro an end with Si*"oo of Je,rusalem.
\Thatwer their actual race, these patriarchr *"i" the true
successors of the apostles and, in taking their place, the
crusad,ers widened the gap between Orthodoxy and
Rome. It is difficult rc see in this anyrhing in which we
ca.n legitimarely take pride, especially in rhe presenr
climate_of opinion. These Latin patriarchs are an ourrage
to members of the Orthodox Church the world orrer whJm
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it is our task to reconcile with Rome, and an outrage to the
Mostrerns for whom they are a reminder of the Frankish
co,nquest. They offend Eastern Catholics,, too, particularly
the Melkites, since they indicate that the place reserved
for them in Catholicity-in their own home in other words

- is that of "poor relations". The Chrisdan Arabs of Pa-
lestine, whether of the Latin rite or of the rites from
which the Latins draw their adherents,, are all Chalce-
do'nian Christians, having the same origins and formation
as the Greek Catho'lic Melkites.

This is a dire warning to the whole of Orthodoxy ott th.
look-out for signs of an ecumenical spirit and also a

warning to Christians among the coloured races. If their
elders, those who were the fir,st to know Christ and bear
his name and the first to have transmitted his message,

those who are the closest to the Latins by their origins,
their history and type of civilization, are treated thus,
how will they be tre,ated in the long run when they begin
rc develop their own personality? Vill they be tempted
to imitate the Germans and the English and develop a
form of Protestantism or Anglicanism in order to escape

the \flestern pride of Latin Europe, of which St. Basil
himself akeady complained, a sense of superiority even
more to be feared than the proverbial pride of the Greeks,
who at least make no claim to universal jurisdiction?

There must, it is true, be a distinguished Latin represen-
tative in the Holy Land. \7e Melkites ourselves' fully
recognize the advantage and sven necessity of a strong
Latin presence in the Holy Places, to guard the shrines and
give added Catholic wittness to Christ in his own land;
but a nuncio, a vicar apostolic, a cardinal delegate or' as

for so long, a custodian of the Holy Land would suffice.
The patriarchal title of Jerusalem is a Greek title, pre-
served in Orthodoxy and among Eastern Catholics, who
have the promises of the popes that nothing will be done
to diminish the rights and privileges of their partiarchs.
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These promises were revealed in action many times before
the Council of Florence, and were given formal expression
at the council and afterwards, particularly by Leo XIII
(Praeclara) and by Pius XII, who repeared them in the
encyclical Ori,entales ornnes. Apart from this, as we have
seen, the local Christian population in Palesring which is
the one having a right to a bishop, is Byzanrine and
Melkirc and its pastor is tradidonally the patriarch of
Jerusalem. Indeed, there is no need ro press the point. A
Latin patriarch of Jerusalem is nor only useless and
meaningless but is a real obs,racle to rhe unity of the
Church, to the very necessary reconciliation of Catho-
licism and Orthodoxy which is the mosr important thing
for Christianicy today.

In this spirit we nrrn to the 45,000 ladnizedPalesrinians
and tell them that, as sons and daughters of the East, rhey
remain our own. Th"y remain part of ecumenical Orrho-
doxy, in its branch aJready united, happily, wirh Rome.
Thuy owe, in fact, to the Easrern Church the baptism
without which the Latins could nor have usurped that
church's place. Unable to achieve success among rhe
infdels, the Latiru turned to Christ's Easrern sheepfold
where th.y found an easy prey. As they were Christians
separated from Romg they had wanred ro rlecognize the
successors of Peter. 'Was that a reaso,n for taking thern
from the East?

Th.y might realize that until they return totheEast they
will appear as "the most uniat of all the uniats", a major
scandal to the Orthodox, confirming as it were thao
Church in its dissidence, and acting as a brake on its pro-
gress towards Rome. It is their very exisrence which checks
Orthodox impulses of the heart and of the Holy Spirit
towards Peter who has remained alive in its pastorate of
love. "Peter. . . lovest thou me? . . . Feed my lambs.. .

Feed my sheep. . . ."
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A Living Liturgy





The Byzantine Liturgy in the Vernacularl

Bv AncuBrsHop Npopuytos Epnrsy

"I AM w the body of Christ. I am in the Church of Christ:
if the Body of Christ speaks all languages, I also speak all.
Mine is the Greek language, the Syrian, rhe Hebrew. Mine
is the language of all nations because I am in the unity of
all nations" (St. Augustine).

fn a communiqu6 issued on 2nd M"y, 1960, the Greek
Melkite Catholic patriarchate published an important
decision taken by the Holy Office in its plenary session of
31st March, 1960, and approved by Pope John XXIII on
lst April, of the same year'.In substance rhis decision con-
cedes the use of vernacular, even, non-oriental,languages in
the celebration of the Byzantine Mass, excepting only the
major part of the anaphorat.

The text of the decision reads as follows:
*We grant the use of the vernacular tongue in the celebra-
tion of the Holy Mass according ro rhe Byzantine rite

1 First published in Proche-Orient chritien, L960.
2 Cf. POC., 1960, p.134. The present study takes up and develops
a note appearing in Le Lien, the Greek Catholic review published in
Cairo, May number, 1960, pp.lL9-26.
I The anaphora is the equivalent of the canon in the Roman Mass.
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with the exception of the anaphora properly so called,
which starts with the words 'Lift up your hearts' before
the consecration and ends with the words 'world without
end' after the consecration. Moreoyer, in view of a very
ancient custom, the commemorations of the Blessed Virgin
and the Sovereign Pontiff inserted as intercalations in the
Great Eucharistic Prayer may also be recited in the
vernacular".n

The patriarchate's communiqud adds that only some
months earlier the Holy Office had issued a provisional
decision forbidding even the partial use of a living
language in the celebradon of the holy liturgy. This pro-
hibition had provoked diverse reactions particularly in
Byzantine church circles. The Greek Catholic patriarch,
MaximosIV,the leadingCatholic dignitary of the Byzant-
ine rite, had immediately brought this matter to the atten-
tion of the Holy Father. Less than two months later the
Pope put an end to this new "dispute about tongues" with
a decision respecting the authentic Byzantine discipline,
which admits the use of all languages for liturgical pur-
poses.Thehistoryof this second decision of the HolyOffice,
which clearly shows the personal intervention of the Holy
Father, is worth recounting here, at least in general outline.

Therepercussions of these two successive decisions of the
Holy Office make it possible to examine more deeply both
the Byzantine discipline on this point and the attitude

a It may be useful to quote the original Italian text of this decision
as communicated by theSacredCongregationfor theEasternChurches
to his Beatitude Patriarch Maximos IV in a letter of 8th April,
1960, (Prot. N. 134153): "Si concede l'uso della lingua volgare nella
celebrazione della S. Messa di rito bizantino, eccezione fatta per
l"Anafora' propriamente detta che inizia con il Swrsurn corda, prima
della Consecrazione, e termina con il Per omni.a saecula saecalorarn
dopo la Consecrazione. Tenuto poi conto della antichissima tradi-
zione, anche le dueCommemorazioni della Beata Vergine e delSommo
Pontefice che a md di embolismi sono inscritte nella grande preghiera
eucaristica, poffanno esser recitate in lingua volgare."
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hitherto adopted by the Holy See. A reminder of the basic
principles involved will clarify the discussion. It should
also be recalled that the position of Catholics of the
Byzantine rite who pressed for the use of the vernacular in
the liturgy raised administrative and pastoral objections
from the point of view of the Catholic Church as a whole,
which is in majority Latin. \[e will try to make these
objections clear.

In conclusion, it will be helpful to submit the recent
decision of the Holy Office to a close study. It seems to
us that we should with due respect make one or two
reservations from a liturgical as well as from a pastoral
and canonical point of view. But we will also suggest a
number of disciplinary measures, indispensable in our
view if we are to avoid many abuses in the application of
this important decision, destined to have considerable
influence on the life of the Church, even in the'West.

The new "dispate abowt tongues"

As far as we are concerned, the history of this episode starts
in December 1959. The Apostolic Delegate to the United
States, quoting instructions from the Holy See, asked the
bishops of that country, or at least some of them, to
prevent the priests of the Eastern rite in their respective
dioceses from making even parti^l use of English in their
liturgical celebrations.

In a letter to the Bishop of Birmingham (Alabama)0, for
example, he wrote: "I have received instructions from the
Holy See to prevent the celebradon of the Holy Mass in
English, partially or totally, and the instruction applies
wherever this custom has been introduced. Priests of the

5 This passage is reproduced by Mgr. T. J. Toolen, Archbishop-Bishop
of Mobile-Birmingham, Alabama, in his letter to Father Joseph Raya,
dated 14th December, 1959.
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Eastern rite are certainly permitted to celebrate divine
office in the Eastern language of their respective rite, even
when in the \0rest, but they must avoid causing confusion
by introducing a vernacular tongue into the Mass, since by
so doing they provide an opportunity for those in favour
of the abandonment of Latin in the holy liturgy to quote
as an example and precedent what these Eastern priests
are doing among them."

One Greek Catholic priest was particularly affected by
these measures. FIe was Father Joseph Raya, parish priest
of St. George's, Birmingham (Alabama), who was ordered
by his bishop to stop immediately all use of English in the
Mass. Father Raya is well known as an advocate of the
use of English in the Byzantine liturgy in the United
States. He is the author together with Baron Jos6 de Vinck
of a remarkable Byzantine Missal, published by Desclde in
1958. This book met with a warm receprion in all Byzant-
ine circles as well as among those in Great Britain and
America interested in the East. In his parish, Mass was
said or sung entirely in English and this not only attracted
the younger people who no longer knew Arabic but was
also beginning to make an impression on Protestants of all
kinds, drawn towards Eastern Catholicism because of these
celebrations in the vernacular. Father Raya was the first to
write to the Apostolic Delegate in the United States to
explain the Eastern church's attitude. In his reply, the
ApostolicDelegate insisted onthe instructions hehad given
and maintained that use of the Eastern language of origin
would do far more to preserve the Byzantine rite than the
introduction of English into the liturgy. u Nevertheless, as
a special favour, Father Raya was given three months in
which to return gradually to the exclusive use of Arabic
and Greek. In the meantime, under the orders of his patri-

0 The letter from the Apostolic Delegate in lfashington to Father
Joseph Raya, 22nd January,196Q.
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arch, Father Raya had ceased intervening personally and
put the matter in the hands of the patriarchal authorities.
The patriarchate had already set about gathering the rel-
evant legal and historical information in order to submit
the matter to the supreme jurisdiction of the Holy Father.

Questioned on the subject, the Sacred Congregation for
the Eastern Church had replied' that certain restrictive
norms had been given on this question by the Sacred
Congregation of the Holy Office to the Apostolic Delegate
in the United States. But, in spite of many attempts, it was
impossible to obtain the actual text of these instructions of
the Holy Office. They are, in fact, rather mysterious, for
on the one hand the Sacred Congregation for the Eastern
Church'declared that the HolyOffice had delegated entite
competence in matters relating to the use of the vernacular
and allied questions to itself, and that it was therefore to
the Congregation for the Eastern Church that the whole of
this subject must be referred. On the other hand the Sacred
Congregation declared a little latern that the steps taken
by the Holy Office "were not exclusively addressed to
the Melkite church or to the Eastern churches . . . but
concerned even Latins, wherever they might be", and that
these measures were under examination.

Contemporary historians are unlikely to succeed in
elucidating the afrair completely, but at least we know
that the Catholic patriarch took the initiative of bringing
the matter to the notice of the Holy Father and of outlining
the basis of the Byzantine discipline. FIe also recalled the
previous attitude of the Holy See on the subject, explained
the spiritual advantages of the Eastern pracdce andreplied
to objections that might be raised to the continuance of it.

The patriarch's letter was dated 5th February, 1960.
On the following 31st March, the Holy Office came to the

7 Letter to the Melchite Patriarch, 7th Janvary, t960.
8 Letter to the Melchite Patriarch, 13th January, L960.
e Letter to the Melchite Patriarch, 28th March, 1960.
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important decision quoted above. Thanks to rhe warm
affecdon of Pope John XXIII and the undersranding
attitude of the Holy Office, and also, it should be said, to
the quick and confident intervenrion of rhe Greek Catholic
patriarch, this new "dispute about tongues" had lasted
only two months. It was ended by the solemn recognition
of the Eastern usage.

The Eastern (Jsage

It is a fact admitted by all historians that the Eastern rires,
and particularly the Byzanrine, which is a universal and
supranational rite, have in principle always and every-
where been celebrated in a language understood by the
people.

This liturgical use of different national languages in the
East is due not to heresies or schism, as some wrongly
assert, but to the entirely logical principle that since the
liturgy is a communal act of worship, no public celebra-
tion should be held in a language nor understood by the
people. A crowd is not united by addressing it or having
it speak in an unknown tongue. The Eastern church has
celebrated the liturgy in the language of the people just as
it has always been ready to translate the scriptures into the
language of the people. God revealed the Holy Books and
the Church instituted its liturgy so rhar people might
understand them and have direct and live access ro
them. This has been the universal and unchanging
view in the East. The poinr applies even more strongly to
the Byzantine lirurgy which is, in its very constiturion, a
continuous dialogue between the clergy and rhe people.
The people cannot take their part unless rhe liturgy is
celebrated in a language they undersrand. "If thou dost
pronounce a blessing in this spiritual fashion (i. e. speaking
an unknown language), how can one who takes his place
among the uninstructed say Amen to thy thanksgiving?
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FIe cannot tell what thou art saying. Thou, true enough,
art duly giving thanks, but the other's faith is not streng-
thened. . . but in the church I would rather speak five
words which my mind utters, for your instruction, than ten
thousand in a strange tongue." lo

All the arguments in favour of the opposite view yield,
it seems to us, before the apostle's common-sense reasoning.

T[e must also remember that as far as Eastern law is
concerned, and Byzantine law in particular, no provision
of the natural law, of positive divine law or church law
restricts the use of living languages in the liturgy.

In fact, the Christian East has always celebrated the
liturgy in as many languages as it has conquered peoples
for Christ. Up to the thirteenth century these included
Greek, Syriac, Coptic, Armenian, Georgian, Geez, Old
Slavonic and Arabic.

Vhen the Eastern missionaries extended the reign of
Christ beyond their own countries, they never hesitated to
adopt the language of the people they were evangelizing,
both for the liturgy and for Holy Scripture. It was in this
way thaq besides the eight languages mentioned, Persian,
Chinese, Turkish and later Rumanian were brought into
liturgical use.

Applying the same principle, the Orthodox Church
began to celebrate in Chinese, Japanese and Korean in the
last century and celebrates today in Ukrainian, Albanian,
rnodern Russian, the provincial Russian dialects, English,
French, Italian, German etc.

In the same wvy, Byzantine Catholic priests serving
emigrant congregations, who tend to forget their original
language,havegradually come rc celebrate in thelanguages
of theii countries of residence in French, English, Spanish'
Portuguese. It never occurred to them that any given lang-
uage should not be allowed to serve for the public praise of
God and the edification of the faithful.

10 1 Cor. L4 z16-19.
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This uninterruprcd tradition of Easrern Christians,
whether Catholic or Orthodox, has inspired the principle
which provides rhe foundation of the unchallenfed
Byzantine discipline. Among those who formulated this
principle was the celebrate d Byzantine canonist of the
twelfth century, Theodore Balsamon. He was asked by
the canonist Mark, Patriarch of Alexandria, whether it
was permissible for Orthodox Armenian and Syrian
priests in Egypt who did nor know Greek to celebrate in
their own national languages. Balsamon replied: "'Is God
the God of the Jews only? Is he not the God of the
Gentiles too?' (Rom. 3:29). . . . Those who areOrthodox in
everything but are completely ignorant of the Greek lang-
uage may celebrate in their own language, provided they
have faithful renderings of the cusromary prayers trans-
lated from clearly written Greek rolls." tt 'Sfe may con-
clude from this that the centuries' old usage as well as rhe
written code of the Byzantine church recognize unreserv-
edly the use of all languages in the liturgical celebrarion.

The Roman Attitude

It should first of all be noted that Latin was not always
the liturgical language within the Roman Church. It was
no doubt in order to fulfil the spiritual needs of Romans
that it finally replaced Greek during the third cenrury.

It is also relevant that in the ninth cenrury Pope
John VIII had to intervene to recognize the legitimacy
of the use of the Slav language, even, it appears, in the
Roman liturgy. This had been strongly contested by
German bishops and gave rise to the famous dispute over
languages in which St. Cyril and St. Methodius were ar rhe
same time champions and victims. In the same order of
ideas, we might mention that Rome looked favourably on

tt P.G.,t. 138, Co1.957.
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versions of certain of her liturgical books in Croat and
Albanian and that the seventeenth century Pope Urban VI I I,
showed an equally liberal attitude concerning Persian and
Slav.

These are precedents that \flestern advocates of the
use of the vernacular in the liturgy can well cite. Up to the
end of the nineteenth century, the Holy See adopted a

generally passive attitude on this point as far as the East
was concerned. It allowed each Eastern church to apply
its own discipline and, although aware of the Eastern
custom which was the opposite of that in the'S7est, did not
intervene either to permit, approve or blame.

Each time an Eastern group sought to restore unity
with the Holy See, it was granted its own discipline and
the use of its own liturgical language. It is also clear that
the restrictive decisions of the Council of Trentt' do not
apply to the East. In fact, the popes never applied them in
the strict letter.

The first Roman reaction did not come until 1896. In
that year, the Holy Office intervened to forbid the liturg-
ical use of Hungarian by Eastern Christians in the diocese

of Hajdudorog. But this temporary exception in the at-
titude of the Holy See had a number of causes, largely
political, and they are too complex to be examined here.
The decision, moreover, remained without effect, in spite
of seven successive condemnations, and since 1922 the
Holy See has not renewed it. Tn 7929, it even tacitly
abrogated it, as we shall see, and recently, with the disap-
pearance of political pressures due to the existence of the
Austro-HungarianEmpire, it has consciously and willingly
allowed celebration in Hungarian to increase. Thus the
Holy See returned to its wise and customary attitude of
permitting Eastern Catholics to celebrate in their own
living languages, whatever these might be. The interven-

12 Session XXII, ch. VIII and Can.9.
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tion of the Holy See on 2nd September, lg96, inspired by
largely politicai motives, had teen .rrriortorrute and was
the cause of considerable trouble to the Holy See itself,
right up ro irs tacit withdrawal. "

\[hen the question of the liturgical use of Estonian was
referred to the Sacred Congregation for the Eastern
Church, Pius XI, in his rescripr of 2nd February ,1929, not,
only approved the use of this language for priests of the
Byzantine rite but added a mens which provided a signif-
icant indication of his own broadminded attitude. The
sacred congregation for the Eastern church had decided
"that priests of the Byzantine rite should be entitled to the
use of the Estonian language in the celebration of the
sacred Liturgy". Pius XI personally added that "this musr
not be understood as a restriction of principle in the
facalty that the Easterners have of using in theliiurgyrhose
lalquages lhat are best adapted to the-greatr.r gooJ-of the
faithful, if the Holy See approved their ,rrJ,'. On the
precise point whether on requesr ^ priest should be
allowed the use of Estonian, Pius XI not only gave the
neccessary authorization but added thar the grant could
be used as a precedent in similar cases. tn

In harmony with the spirit thus shown by Pius XI and
with the attitude of the Congregation of the Eastern
Church, the Melkite patriarchal authority countenanced
the adoption by its priests in America and elsewhere of a
gradaally increasing use in the liturgy of English, French,
Spanish and Portuguese, according to the needs of the
community concerned. Eventually these languages were
used more or less exclusively. After close examination the
Sacred Congregation for rhe Eastern Church decided
to raise no objection, preferring to take account of current
developments rather than to intervene by decrees.

13 For details see C. Korolevsky, Lfuing Langaages in Catbolic
Worship (London 6r New York, 1957) pp. 23-45.
la C. Korolevsky op. cit., p. 54.
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Advantages of tbe Eastern Practi,ce

TheEasterncustom of celebradng the liturgy in thevernac-
ular according to need has spiritual advantages which it
might be worth-while to enumeratei

1. As wehave already said,thestructureof theByzantine
liturgy requires celebration in the language of the people.

It is-a continuous dialogue between the celebrant and the
congregation, a living drama, a gathering of the people.

If it is celebrated in an unknown language it loses its

special character. To impose upon the Byzantines a Pflctice
ro .otttr"ry to their rite would amount simply to "Iatiniza-
tion", unreasonable as well as harmful.

2. Eastern Christians owe the Preservation of their
faith in face of twelve centuries of Moslem domination
largely to the fact that the liturgy was celebrated in
alinguage understood by the people and provided a living
instruction for them.

3. "It is undeniable that on this point, as on a number of
others, the Eastern discipline is less restrictive than that of
the \flest and better adapted to the needs of the people.

Not the least of the further advantages of this less restric-
tive approach is the fact that, while the \flest has been

inundated by extra-liturgical "devotions" which have

ended by puiting the people further out of touch with the

Church's public worship and transforming the liturgy
into a kind of clerical speciality, the East has never felt
the need for these devotions: for all its services take a

liturgical form and if it be desired to adopt some modern
practice, this is bound to be done in the style and termino-
logy of the local rite. \fle are now becoming increasingly
awareof this principle, but it must be admitted that in the
past, and up to very near our own time, Catholics have
ignored it, and brought about a state of things that is in
need of reform." tu

15 C. Korolevsky, op. cit,, p.69,
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4. Celebration in a living language represenrs the only
means of survival and developmenr for our christian
emigrants. As long as they understand their original lang-
uage, we continue ro celebrate the lirurgy in it, but the
younger generations gradually drop rheir Eastern rongue
a-n{ coqe to speak hardly anything but the languagJof
their adopted country. Should we iontinue, for inst-ance,
to celebrate in Arabic among members of the faithful for
whom Arabic has become as foreign as Latin? \[e should
then have to ask ourselves why these people are expected
to remain in the Eastern rite at all. ,u7hy should they
not join the Latin rite? If they arc forbidden celebration
in a living language there is a possibility that they will go
over either to orthodoxy or ro the Latin rite. Mor.orr.r,
it is not abad thing that members of rhe Latin rite should
use our churches, provided they can pray better there; and
that Protestants should become EaJtern catholics if our
churches atftact them to catholicism. The church is not
restricted ro one language or race and could not do other-
wise than welcome this development. The apostolate open
to all remains vast, and we shall never "oriental ize" as*"try
of the\festerners as they have latinizedof our own people.

5. \flherelrer our priests have begun celebrating i" 1]te
vernacular, our communities have won the -osi favour
and exercised the greatest spirirual influence. Bur where
the language of the people has for diverse reasons been
excluded, the young have left the churches of their rite.

6. celebrations in thevernacular, like differences of rite,
p_rovide an impressive illustration of the catholicity of the
church. It should be unnecessary ro stress thar uniiormity
is not universalism and that the church is all the more
catholic when it_ is open to differenr practices, linked by
being one in fairh, worship, spirit and truth.

7.YIe ought, therefore, to respect the trueByzantine dis-
cipline on this point erren more than on others. It is
obviously unhelpful to add to the differences berween
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ourselves and our Orthodox brethren, particularly if the
further difference is to the disadyantage of the Catholic
Church and is, from our point of view, a retrograde step.

At the time of an ecumenical council, when all our
efforts are directed towards bridging the gap, it seems

particularly unprofitable to take steps likely to widen it.
\(e owe it to Christ and the Church to avoid the example
of those Catholics who are too much at ease in their
Catholicism to feel the need for unity. Once people
become more open-minded on this question, the whole of
christendom will bless us for having adopted this attitude.

8. Lastly, we know that for some time the Holy See has

allowed parts of the Latin world to use the vernacular in
some liturgical offices. This recent and beneficial practice
is establishing itself slowly but surely. To forbid Eastern
Christians in the \West all lirurgical use of the vernacular
is to deprive them of a privilege granted partially at least

to the Latins themselves.

Objections and Replies

Practical objections may be raised to these points and it is
worth while replying to them.

1. The example of other Eastern Catholics - Copts,
Armenians, Maronites, Syrians, and so on - can be cited.
\flhy do they generally not ask for celebradon in the
vernacular? This, it will be remembered, was the argument
used by the Aposrclic Delegate to the United States. The
Eastern tradition must be presumed to be uniform. The
reply is simple. The churches mentioned are, so to speak,
national. The national language seems to them an essential
part of their existence. The Byzantine church, on the
other hand, is clearly supra-national, established among

many difierent peoples and called upon to spread even

more widely. No one language is essential to it because the
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Byzantine rite is used in a large number of languages and
can embrace any new language.

It should also be added that the recent and strongly
latinized discipline of the other Eastern catholic .o"*-
munities prevents them from returning to true Eastern
custom on this point as on many others and will continue
to do so unril they have reacted against rhis tendency.

Thus, the Maronite synod of Mount Lebanortu, held in
1,736_and approved by Pope Benedict XIV i.n forma
specifica, opened by outlining the well known disposi-
tions of the council of Trenr and added" that the-cen-
turies'old custom of christian communities in the East of
chanting and reciting certain parts in the language of the
people - i. e. Arabic - should be maintained. Err* so, the
use of Arabic was only partially tolerated and was subject
to a number of conditions. The synod ended by pro-
nouncing, in the same words as the council of 

-Trent,

anathema against those who maintained that divine office
and the Mass were to be celebrated only in the vernacular.

The attitude of the Lebanese synod was adopted
almost as it stood by the Syrian catholic synod of sharfeh
held_in 1888", by the Coptic synod of Cairo in 1g9gle,
and by the plenary Armenian council in Rome in 191120.
This last gathering was the mosr latinizing of all.

-But the Byzantine church would feel it a betrayal to
adopt the attitude of these synods, often Eastern only in
name. Even these national churches, too, are now showing
a strong tendency towards the unconditional use of thi
vernacular.

16 Part II, Chap. XIII, No. 11 (Coll. Lacensis, II, Coll.216).
r7 Permittimas et concedi.mas, Note cozced,imus is again used in the
recent decision of the Holy office in spite of the fundamental mistake
involved, cf. below.
18 Chap. III, Art.2 (Roman edition of 1896, pp. 35-6).
10 Section II, Art.2, No.3 (Roman edition of. 1899, p,5Z).
20 Canons 629 to 633 (Roman edition of 1973, pp.30a-5).
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2.The example of the Greek Orthodox of America who
prefer Greek to English can be quoted on the other side.
The answer to this objection, however, is that some of
the Greek Orthodox hierarchs of America hold to Greek
not out of loyalty to the Byzantine discipline but for
national reasons. The liturgical languageis, in theirview, an
important link with the mother country, helping ro preserve
the ethnic group. This consideration does nor apply to us.

Moreover, theOrthodox communities, such as the Arab-
speaking group, the Russians, the Ukrainians, rhe Ruma-
nians and the Bulgarians, do not hesitate ro use new
vernacular languages whenever their members no longer
understand the national language. Greek priests themselves,
running counter to the instructions of rheir hierarchical
superiors, are more and more ready to follow the example
of the others, urged by rhe spiritual needs of the faithful,
which cannot indefinitely be subordinated to national con-
siderations.

3. It is claimed that the use by Eastern Catholics of a
living \flestern language creates "confusion" among Latins
in the same country who are lacking what is regarded as
this "privilege".'We cannot see why there should in practice
be any confusion since the positions are clearly defined.
V(hateverconfusion therem aybe,it exists only in the minds
of those who have failed, or do nor wanr, ro understand
why the Catholic Church contains other rites besides the
Latin. As long as they continue to misundersrand they will
no doubt go on claiming the existence of confusion. They
would like the term Catholic Church to be synonymous
with a Latin church. Unfornrnately, we cannot oblige
them without abandoning the very conceprion of ca-
tholicity. The Latin church is, after all, a branch of the
Catholic Church and there are other branches equally
Catholic. The Eastern custom is nor in any sense a priv-
ilege. It is a right belonging to the East and is neirher an
exception nor a concession. \ilhen we use a vernacular
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language in the lirurgy, we are availing ourselves of a right
recogttiled as ours bf the \flestern church. Our Orthodox
bretLrerr, of whom-there are many in America, f.reely

employ English. Our habits and liturgical customs are the

r"*. as theirs and our catholicity should neither be nor
appear to be less than theirs. During the reign of Pius X,
*h." the Ruthenians in the United States were forbidden
to follow their custom of confirmation given by the priest

at the time of baptism, this produced a schism which has

lasted to our own day and it was found necessary to
restore the right after spiritual damage had been done.

4. Some people assert that the use of a living language

by Eastern Christians scandalizes the Latins. \fle ate
certain, on the contrary, that when the Latins take part
in our liturgical celebrations in a living language un-
derstood by themselves, far from being scandalized, they
thank God and arc greatly edified. There is so little scandal

involved that they are anxious for only one thing - to be

able to do likewise.
5. It is also said that the Eastern custom of using a living

language creates jealousy among Latins that the Eastern
lituigiei atffact more people, that parish priests of the
Latin rite are annoyed and that some Latin bishops look
unfavourably on the spiritual prosperity of the Eastern
Catholic minorities.

To that there is no reply. The objectors are right, but we
can do nothing about it, and it is not a reason for depriving
us of our own advantages. They should remember, in the
meantime, that they have many "privileges" that are con-
siderably more annoying for us. In particular, they have

their own hierarchies everywhere, which Protect them
even when they are in a tiny minority, whereas Eastern

Catholics are often deprived of their own bishops.Thisnew
disturbance over languages would not have taken place if
the Catholic Byzantines had had their own hierarchy in
each place, like the faithful of the Latin rite.
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The New Decisi.on

Notwithstanding all these objections and'the fact that it
had taken the opposite view a few months before, the
Holy Office has now officially recognized the use of all
lang-uages in the celebration of the Byzantine liturgy.

This is an evenr of the grearesr importance and-is the
first official act, whereby the Holy See has explicitly
recognized the legitimacy of the Byzantine corto-. The
decision is in harmony with the general attitude of the
Holy see, but the decision of the Holy office officially
confirms it and ends all doubts on the matter, preventing
opposition from any other Roman body or from the Latin
hierarchy in the countries in which there is an Eastern
christian emigration. These hierarchies will, in facr, accepr
a decision from the Holy ofiice more readily than argu-
ments advanced by Eastern canonists.

.By vernacular musr be understood all spoken languages
without exception and without prejudice ro more or lert
dead languages still used. This amounts therefore to saying
that in the Byzantine rite all languages are liturgicai. Ii
is necessary to exclude only certain dialects insufficiently
formed or widespread for their liturgical use ro b;
appropriate.

The decision of the Holy office concerns only the
Byzantine rite. In principle, therefore, all other Eastern
rites are still governed by their present legislation and
customs. \fle believe, nevertheless, that nothing in their true
discipline would hinder the applicarion of the measures
decided uqon by.the Holyofiice. This sragewould quickly
be reached were it not for the perhaps excessively national
character of their communities, the smallness of their
emigrant groups and, particularly, the disinclination of
the older clergy to celebrate in modern languages.

\Tithin the Byzantine rite, the decision of the Holy
office applies direcrly only to the Mass but it is clearly
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applicable to the liturgy in general, including therefore

ttr. pirni"eOffice,the ad*inistration of the sacraments and

other blessings. The greater must be understood to include

the lesser, foi the principle is strictly the same. There is

no reason for e*..pting ihe other parrs of divine worship
from the general rule. In our view, theHolyOffice decision

should th"erefore be interpreted as recognizing purely and

simply the use of all languages in Byzantine liturgical

Prayer.- A number of further obscurities in the text seem to

make emphasis on this point all the more necessary and

with all iespect we *onld like to indicate where there is

ambiguity:
1. 

-Instead of the words "si concede l'uso della lingua
volgare. . ." (the use of the vernacular is conceded), we

shoild have titea to see the more strictly accarate form
of words. "Si riconosce l'uso. . ." (. . . is recognized) or
"Si approva I'uso". . . (it approved of). For, as we have

said, ii i, nor a quesrion of a concession or a privilege,

rrror! or less tolerated, but of the recognition of a perfectly

legitimate discipline in force for many centuries.-2.In 
theByiantine rite the anaphora properly so called

does not ,t"it, as the Holy Office text indicates' with
"Lift up your hearts" but with the invitation by 

'hg
deacon which follows: " Let us stand aright, let us stand

in awe. Let us be attentive to make the holy offering in
peace."

3. Nor does the anaphora finish with the per(omnia) sae-

cula saeculorum (ther! is no need for the omnia) as in the

Latin canon but with the blessing by the celebrant which

follows: " And may the mercies of our great God and

Saviour Jesus Christ be with you all."
+. The decision describes the commemorations of the Bles*

sed Virgin and the Supreme Pontifi as interpolations. In
facq hJwever, it would be more precise ro say that the

interpolations consist, not in these two commemorations in
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general, but in the hymn to our Lady and in the fact that
the celebrant is required to commemorate the Supreme
Pontiff (and the Patriarch).

5. In irarrtirrg that these two interpolations should be

said in the vernacvlar, the decision claims to base itself
on "very ancient tradition". The tradition on this point is,

however, the same as for all parts of the liturgy. \[hat the
"very ancient tradition" did was to bring these turo inter-
polations into liturgical use. These may be mere errors of
detail, but they would have been easily avoided had this
matter been left to the SacredCongregation for theEastern
Church, which is canonically competent and better in-
formed on the subject. \7hat seems to us more serious is
that the decision of the Holy Office has introduced into
theByzantine .rite a regrettable liturgical hybridism.

This consists in the exception made for the anaphora
whose celebration in the vernacular is forbidden. If the
Byzantine discipline admits celebration in every language,
we fail to see why this part of the holy liturgy should be
made an exception. OurOrthodoxbrothers will be shocked
and will allege westernization. They will be right. This
exception supposes that the foundation of theByzantinerite
is the anaphora in a Greek that must not be changed, like
the Latin of the Roman canon. But this is not at all the
case. \[e use Arabic in the anaphora as in the rest of the
liturgy. Can the languages of Bossuet, Dante, St. John of
the Cross, Newman and Peter Canisius be considered less

sacred than the language of the Koran?
Rome has so far made the same reservation in regard to

the Roman rite in governing the use of the vernacular in
the administration of the sacraments. In doing so, she has

in mind the essential pa::. of the rite, and particularly what
scholastic theology terms the form of the sacrament.

\7e can accept that the \flest should be particularly
anxious about the strict accuracy of this form and agree
that accuracy is most fully guaranteed by the use of the
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traditional lirurgical language. All we are rcally entitled
to conclude from this, however, is the need f,or a trans-
lation carefully checked by competent authority.

From a theological and pastoral point of view, on the
other hand, there is a definite and serious illogicality in
requiring that the form in which the meaning of the sacra-
ment is exipressed should be recited in a language of which
the faithful receiving the sacrament are ignorant. There
seems to us an underlying contradiction here,if notwiththe
nature of the sacrament as the Protestant reformers main-
tained, at least with the logical implications of the liturgy.

It will not be surprising if this exception tends to dis-
appear even though the patri erchal communiqud refrains
from pressing the point (Cf. POC., 1960, p. B\. Many
priests will find it aesthetically objectionable that, after
starting the dialogue of the anaphora in a living language,
they should take it up, again without mansition, in a dead
languagein order to recommend the people to "lift up their
hearts", and should then continue with the cornmemora-
tions of the Blessed Virgin and the hierarchy in a living
language, ending in a dead language. This fourfold change
of language in the space of five minutes is rather shocking.

These considerations all suggest that the reservation
maintained in the Roman decisions will be merely transi-
tional, giving way to a full recognition of the liturgical
use of all languages, under the control of the ecclesiastical
authority. Logic and suiabilirydemand it. \7e understand,
nevertheless, that in the present situation it is difficult to
obtain more thanwe have done and itwould be ungracious
on our part to insist further.

Sorne Suggestions

The latest decision of the Holy Ofiice requires the addi-
tion of a number of practical measures, if abuses are to be
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avoided in this particularly delicate field and maximum
spiritual advantages derived from the official recognition
of the Eastern tradition. \fle respectfully suggest the
following:

1. Clearly, the ecclesiastical authority alone is competent
to decide in a given area whether the particular living
language is to be introduced into the liturgy or not. If the
decision were left to the discretion of each celebrant,
scandal would certainly arise. In the same church and for
the same congregation, one celebrant might wish to con-
tinue with the ancient language while another might adopt
a modern language. This does not mean that it would be

necessary to decree the outright introduction of a modern
language. The process could and should take place
progressively, according to the needs of each group. It is a
question of gradation which must be left to the local
ecclesiastical authority. Similarly, it would be shocking,
for instance, to see some priests celebrating, for example,
in French or English, in countries where Arabic is spoken,
simply out of a whim or to satisfy the snobbery of some
of the faithful. The decision relating to the place where
the vernacular is to be introduced must therefore also
depend on ecclesiastical authority

2.Theuse of new languages irix\e liturgy presupposes an
authentic translation. \fhile anyonrc--rn4y freely make his
own translation of a liturgical text he--has no right to
impose it or use it officially for liturgical purposes. The
ecclesiastical authoriry is alone competent to decide on
the accuracy of a translation and approve its liturgical
use.

3. In principle, there is nothing against eachByzantine
church having its own translation, in conformity with its
customs. But there would obviously be great practical
advantages in a single version for the use of allByzantine
churches, without, however, eliminating variants or par-
ticular customs in each of the churches.
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4. These versions should be as full as posible. In the past,
we have too often been satisfied with translations restricted
to the common parts of the Mass. This has tended to
encourage an already too wide tendency among Eastern
Catholics to neglect the proper (the parts which vary
according to the liturgical season).

5. To which ecclesiastical authority can control of the
vernacular in the Byzantine liturgy best be entrusted? A
distinction is necessary. It is obviously the local authority
that must authorize the use of a living language in apartic-
ular place, because it is better informed and has ultimate
responsibility. In a patriarchate, the authority concerned
should be that of the patriarch and the bishops. Outside
the territory of the patriarchate itself, it is still the
patriarch who seems to be the best placed to exercise this
right, in so far as it concerns rhe faithful of his Church.
The local Latin authorities generally either lack the cepa-
city, are careless about the matter, or are hostile. It is the
patriarch also who is normally informed of the need of a
givan community to change to a new liturgical language.
He alone is able to graduate the introduction of it so that
it does not cause disturbance. Canon law does nor enrrust
him in vain with the protection of his rite. In those Byzan-
tine churches which have no supra-episcopal organization,
the right would fall on each bishop in his eparchy.

To make the necessary translations, we would propose
the formation of an interByzantine commission working
for preference on the spot - for instance, in America for
English, in France for French, and so on. This commission
would naturally take advantage of existing versions and
would improve on them. The approval of the new versions
would be reserved to the patriarch, whether assisted or not
by his synod, and in churches without a supra-episcopal
authority, the synod of bishops would be responsible. \ffe
think that for practical reasons the Sacred Congregation
for the Eastern Church should take the initiative in setting
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up the necessary commissions and acting as a liaison
between the differ ent Byzantine Catholic churches.

6. From the ecumenical point of view, it would be
helpful for new texts in modern languages to be the same

for the Orthodox and for Catholics. If there cannot be

active cooperation begween the two groups within the
framework of a single commission, Catholics could at least
attempt to bring their own texts as close as possible to
those in use among the Orthodox, even if they were not
prepared to adopt Orthodox texts as they stood.

Ex Oriente Lux

It is easy to foresee repercussions in the East as well as the
'West from the Holy See's recent decision. In the East, the
Greek Catholic Patriarch's action to obtain the with-
drawal of the decision of the Holy Office has had the
unexpected effect of rallying round him all the other
Byzanane Catholic churches. Though he has no jurisdic-
tion over them, it seems that in critical hours he alone can
speak in the name of all and efiectively defend the purity
of the Byzantine tradition. Apart from the outstanding
personal qualities of the present holder of this office, it is

the institution of the patriarchate itself that has resumed
its rank and traditional rdle in relation to the other
Byzantine communities and to the Catholic Church
itself." One of the great mistakes in the recent codification
of Eastern canon law was the failure to establish contact

wth the Eastern Catholic churches, particularly those

21 St. Gregory the Great made to Anastasius of Antioch and to
Eulogius of Alexandria the following admirable suggestion amounting
to a complete programme in itself: "Oportet ergo ut constanter' ac

sine praejudicio, servetis, sicut accepistis, Ecclesias. .. State fortes,
state securi... ut universa vos Ecclesia patriarchas' non solum in bonis
operibus, sed etiam in veritatis auctoritate, cognoscat" (P.G., t.77,
Col.77$.
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having a common rite such as the Byzantine churches.
The need to defend their common spiritual interests has
led to the adumbradon of what the codifiers neglected or
avoided doing. The need is beginning to be felt for a kind
of Byzantine association, entrusted with promoting com-
mon interests, particularly liturgical, but extending eventu-
ally into the fields of charitable assistance and pastoral
interchange among the clergy of the different churches
of the Byzanane rite. In any case, if our suggestions are
accepted, the churches will be able to celebrate in the
diaspora according to a single pattern and lirurgical unity
will necessarily promote greater cooperation in all other
spheres.

It is reasonable to predict that in the East itself the
other churches of Eastern rite will not be long in obtain-
ing a revision of their present disciplines, permitting them
to celebrate in as many living languages as the needs of
their dispersed congregations require.

As for the \7est, the recent declarations of Pope

John XXIII and all the tendencies of the liturgical
movement in recent years suggest that the Eastern
discipline on this point may gradually come to be adopted.

Our example will have been a happy precedent and
once more light will have come from the East.
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Bv Pernio*"" Mexruos IV Slvncn

C ornmanicatio in S acris

fTt"*u should, in my view, be some mitigation of the

discipline hitherto in force on the important and delicate

*"tt-.t of. cornrnunicatia in sacris in so far as it relates to
our Orthodox brethren.

'\fle should undoubtedly give them a special canonical

srarus. I should equally like the rule governing our

attitude to our brethren in the various churches arising

from the Protestant Reform to be less strictly applied, but
it is right that there should be an even greater-relaxation in

favoui of the Orthodox. Th.y share our faith, have our

sacraments and a divinely instituted hierarchy.Thesources

of their faith are rhe same as our own, namely, Holy
Scripture and the tradition of the Church. In their case'

the iuestion is one of reconciliation rather than conversion

I These notes on a number of religious topics, written in a wide

""ii.if 
of circumstances, have been- s=elected lrom the archives of the

M;ikil" 
-patriarchate. 

Their confidential character necessimtes the

omission Lf dates and names of correspondents'
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properly so called. The best way to seek reconciliation
with a brother in a family quarrel in which the blame is
shared is surely to make as many conracrs as possibleJ

Secondly, while being careful ro preserve the theoretical
distinction between formal and material dissidence, we
should not assume, as has so often been done up to now,
that every non-Catholic is a formal heretic or schismatic
until there is proof to the conrrary. An objective and
psychological understanding of rhespiritual outlook of our
separated brethren would on the conrrary lead us to
assume their absolure good faith, and recognize that bad
faith is a very rare exception. There should thus be a
change of perspective and the Church's rules should be
based not on the presumption that they are formal
dissidents until the contrary is proved, but on the opposite
one that they are material dissidents - that is to say, in
good faith.

Thirdly, it should be observed that when a heresy or
schism is born in the Church the responsible authorities
take severe emergency action to nip it in the bud and
protect those weak in faith. However, little by little a
concrete situation develops. Christians are born within
the division without it being in any way their fault. The
Church does not treat the two cases in the same way. It
is severe when the heresy or schism starts, but less severe
once the division is established, lest excessive severity
should, as the Fathers of the Church have told us, drive
away the sheep that have been lost.

This explains why the attitude of the Church to
commanicatio in sacris in relation to non-Catholics of
good faith has not remained constant.

Changes in the Church's discipline on this point also
illusrate that the prohibition of religious intercommunion
with non-Catholics of good faith is a matter not of divine
law but of church law and is therefore susceptible of
change in accordance with the prudent opinion of the
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pastors of the Church and with changing circumstances of
dme and place.
r llhe present situation seems to require a redoubling of
charity, particularly towards our Eastern Orthodox
brothers. It is harmful to the work of union to treat them
in the same way as other Christians who do not share our
faith to the same degree.

Such an attitude would be neither a weakness nor a
compromise on the part of the Catholic Church. Nor
would it lead to any reduction in our prestige. It seems to
me, on the contrary, that in these efforts to reach a better
understanding, the Church that has received from God the
greatest sharJof enlightenment and charity and feels itself
fit*.rt in the faith should be the one to make the first steP.

The dangers of religious indifference, of introducing
error, and of scandal should not be exaggerated, though
they certainly exist. It is the function of the Church's
pastors to decide in practice how far restrictions can be

relaxed, who can safely be allowed to enter into contact
with our separated brethren and who must be forbidden
to do so. It should also not be forgotten that the scandal

feared in this case works more often than not in reverse. fn
other words, Catholics are as frequently scandalized as

the Orthodox, not by intercommunion, but by its prohibi-
tion, and I say this after long experience.

\flith the convening of the council, Catholic and Orth-
odox Chrisdans have come to hope that reunion will result
or that at least measures will be taken to bring about better
understanding and more practical charity between the
different Christian communions. Let us hope that we
shall not disappoint those who expect a new aPProach

from us in relations between Christians.
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Agreement on the Date of Easter

It is of the utmost importance for Eastern Christians that
agreement should be reached between East and '\Uilest on
the date of Easter.

Eastern churches outside the Roman communion did
not adopt the calendar reform ordered by Pope
Gregory XIII in 1582 in so fx as it affected the dare of
Easter and the result is that \flestern Christians only nrely
celebrate with them the "great feast", the memorial of
Christ's resurrection, the foundation of our faith and
symbol of our unity. According to the ecclesiastical
calendar from 1960 to 1975, for instance, we shall have
thejoyof celebratingEaster rogether only three times (1960,
t9 63 and 197 4). Otr four occasions, there will be a difference
of thirry-five days (1964, 1967, 1970 and 1975). In the
eight rernainingyears, the difference will be of seven days.

In the \fest (Europe and America) and in countries in
which Christians are primarily Catholics and Protestants
- Africa, Asia and the South Seas - the importance of this
point is overlooked, but throughout rhe East, and partic-
ularly where there are Orthodox minorities, Christians
suffer greatly on religious and social grounds.

In these countries, the different religious commuirities
are not divided into watertight compartments. Many
families are mixed, having Catholic and Orthodox
branches, and all families have social contacts, friendly
and neighbourly relations and business connections to take
into account. In the East, Easter has a special importance,
not only for Christians but also for their Moslem fellow
citizens, who come to congratulate them. There should be
some thought for the special pain Christians feel at a time
that should really be one of outward and inward joy. They
also have to meet the sarcasm of those who remark that
while some are celebradng the resurrection, others are
celebrating the burial. All are not scholars or sufficiently
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educated to rcalize that this difference of calendar is
simply a matter of astronomical calculation. The Moslems
see in it one of the incurable weaknesses of a divided
Christian religion; ordinary Christians - and they are in
the majority - regard it as a sign of the stubbornness of the
ecclesiastical authorities. Each year the same complaints
are made in many different voices.

In the Arab East, Christians are more than ever feeling
the call to unite, at least in externals, while awaiting a
more complete and deeper unity. The need for agreement
on the date of Easter is so great that when Pope

John XXIII announced his intention of calling an

ecumenical council, most good Christian people of all
communions in the Near East thought the chief task of the
Council would be to fix a common date for the great feast
of all Christians.

The old League of Nadons in Geneva studied many
proposals for a reform of the calendar, including some
relating to this subject. Among these was one according to
which Easter should be fixed on the second Sunday in
April.The proposal was accepted in principle byCatholics,
Protestants and the Orthodox churches, but after the last
war and the consequent political upsets had brought an
end to the League of Nations, nothing more was heard
of the idea.

Now, when the deep concern for unity felt by all
Chrisdans is revealed in the universal joy aroused by the
announcement of an ecumenical council, we feel it all
the more necessary to seize the opportunity thus offered
and to insist as strongly as we can on the imporance of
this question. Rome and all who belong to the Latin rite
must be brought to share the feelings of Eastern Christians
of all communions and rites on the deep need for agree-
ment on the date of Easter.

\fle therefore suggest the creation in Rome of a small
commission of specialists to study the technical aspects of
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the question and then make the necessary conracts with
the Eastern orthodox churches. such conracts are essential
a''d must be pursued with perseverance and charity until
they succeed.

Adaptation of the Litwrgy
'We entirely agree in principle
liturgy to changing conditions
far as the East is concerned
emphasis.

on the need ro adapt the
of time and place, bur as
two points need special

The first is that, for a number of reasons, including the
need to avoid any fresh differences with our sepaiated
brothers, the Easrern Catholic church must 

".t 
oid 

"nyidea of adapting its rites without prior agreement wirir
the corresponding branches of the Oithodox Church.

Secondly, we musr not allow the adaptation of rhe
liturgy to become an obsession. The liturgy, like the
inspired writings, has a permanent value apart from the
circumstances giving rise to it. Before altering a rite we
should make sure that a change is strictly r...rtury. The
liturgy has an imperson al character and also has universal-
ity in space and time. It is, as it were, timeless and thus
enables us to see the divine aspecr of eternity. These
thoughts will enable us to understand what at first may
seem shocking in some of the prayers of the liturgy -
feasts that seem nolonger appropriare, antiquated g.rt rt.r,
calls to vengeance which reflect a pre-Christian mentality,
anguished cries in the darkness of the night, and so on. It is
good to feel oneself thus linked with all the ages of
mankind. \fle pray not only with our conremporaries but
with men who have lived in all centuries.

\7e hope that this reminder of the principle of conserva-
tion in the liturgy coming from an Eastern patriarch will
temper somewhat the ardour of reformers in both East
and \7est.
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A Wrnacular Liturgy

Some people would like to restrict the liturgical use of the
vernacular to bible reading; the common prayer after the
homily (our ektenes) and certain paralirurgical hymns.
They are willing to go somewhat further in offices other
than the Mass

'We are personally very much in favour of a wider use
of the vernacular, erren in the celebration of the Mass.

W'hatever the advantages of Latin as a liturgical lan-
guage, and they are many, they do not seem to us sufficient
to compensate for the irreparable difficulty that Latin is
not understood by the great majority of those participating
in the sacred act. This being so, we feel that the example of
the Eastern church, which resolutely favours the use of a
languageunderstoodby the people, should serve as a model.
Those who enthusiastically defend the almost exclusive
use of Latin are, we fear, not always moved by purely
pastoral or ecclesiastical considerations. '\flhat then are we
to say of those who claim Latin to be the language of the
Church, forgetting that the Latin church is not the Church
but a church in the Church, and that "Latinism" and
Catholicism are not the same thing?

Obli.gatory Attend.ance at Mass

Those with pastoral responsibilities should impress on
their flocks that they must take part in the entire eucharis-
tic sacrifice and not simply in the parts called essential. \fle
should avoid on this point the discouragingly casuistical
outlook of those moralists who have divided the Mass into
parts of different kinds and of different obligation. It is to
be hoped, too, that while the obligation to attend Holy
Mass is insisted upon, there will be an avoidance of the
terms mortal and venial sin.
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\flestern moralists, from the Middle Ages onwards, have
tended to two opposite extremes. Th.y have adopted an

excessively juridical oudook, wishing to lay down rigo-
rously the limits of serious sin, and have also shown an
excessively casuistical outlook, liable to pervert the moral
sense. The Christian ought to be drawn to God otherwise
than by the constant threat of serious sin and the censures

of the Church, just as he ought to serve God in a more
generous spirit than is suggested by these casuistical
subtleties.

In Defence of Decentralizati'on

I n def endin g the present- d ay cenft aliz ation of ecclesiastical

administration, some have sought to base their case

on a theological principle, that the pope by right of
primacy can freely enlarge or restrict the Power of bishops.

E*presred thus, without the necessary qualification, the
proposition is inaccurate. For the common good, synods,
patiiarchs and popes can limit to a certain exrcnt the
exercise of episcopal power in order to achieve a better
coordination of pastoral activity. The PoPe can also

reserve to himself so many "major causes" that the effect
is to make the powers of the bishoPs unconditionally
dependent on his will. This makes the bishops simply

"g.tt* 
of the pope, having only those functions that the

pope wishes to confer upon them.- 
Hirtotically, a progressive extension of these "major

causes" has been one of the main reasons for the excessive

centralization about which practically the whole of the

Catholic Church is now complaining. Before reserving a
major cause to the pope's exclusive jurisdiction, it is

,r"..rr"ry to be tot" ihat the reservation is essential for
the higher good of the Church and does not arise out of
a human desire to centralize for the sake of it. Every
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authority - and this applies in the ecclesiastical as well as

in other spheres - has a natlJral tendency to attract to
itself as many functions as possible, particularly if any
resistance by others is deemed out of order. Nowadays, for
the greater good both of the Church and of the Roman
institutions themselves, a decentralizing tendency should
replace the centralizing tendency which, for certain
contingent historical reasons, has prevailed in Rome for
centuries.

But, to decentralize it is not sufficient simply to give
nuncios and apostolic delegates more ample "faculties".
This tends to place the representatives of the Holy See

even more in the position of super-bishops and destroy the
whole idea of the episcopate. The representatives of the
Holy See must not transform themselves into something
likeviceroys supervising the activities of governor-bishops,
guided from afar by the central organizations. Vith
decentralizarion we should hope to see a greater inter-
nationalization of the Roman curia. The central govern-
ment of the Church and the representation of the Holy
See are in fact at least eighty per cent ltalian. The Italians
are a charming people, but they are temPted to consider

the Holy See and even the Catholic Church as family
preserves. fnternationaliz*ion of the Roman curia would
inlarge the horizons of the central government of the
Church and allow a wider choice of appointments'
bringing about a salutary renewal of administrative out-
look and allowing the Church to be seen as truly and
effectively universal.

I nfallible and non-I nfallible M agisterium

Catholic theologians rightly distinguish in the teachings

of the Roman Pontiff between the infallible magisterium -
ex cd.thedra Pronouncements - and the ordinaty or non-
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infallible magisterium. Grear respec is due to the latter:
but the truths it proclaims do nor, unless guaranteed
by some other factor, acquire the status of dogma. \(rhen
the Holy Father speaks we musr keep respectful silence.
However, cases may arise, such as that of Galileo, in
which; after a time, and particularly after further study
of the matter, papal teaching can be reconsidered.

Theologians of one particular school consider that the
non-infallible teaching of the Roman Pontiff has the same
pract:cal value as the infallible ex catbedra teaching. They
believe that this non-infallible teaching demands not only
respectful silence but interior assent and that, * doctrine
thus dealt with is no longer open to discussion. \fle do
not agree.

The so-called non-infallible magisteriurn is, by defini-
tion, fallible, i. e. capable of error. The fact that a doctrine
is put forward by the highest authority in theChurch gives
it exceptional importance but still does not make of it
a dogma conferring absolute certainty. If these theologians
were right, the whole teaching of the popes would be
transformed into dogmas and absolute certainties, yet the
scope of this teaching has tended, particularly in recent
years, to cover almost the wholefield of humanknowledge.

The extent to which the exceptional authority attaching
to papal teaching extends to those who compose the pope's
immediate entourage is in need of definition. Someone
once remarked humorously that in the Catholic Church
today everybody considered himself partially infallible.

It needs also to be pointed out that infallibility does not
extend to disciplinary measures taken by central organs of
administration, which can easily be based on insufficient
information or on human motives.

Finally, while jealously safeguarding the deposit of the
faith, we should avoid restricting still further the truths
which in our Eastern tradition we know as tbeologurnena,,
that is, theological statements that are not parl of the
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defined body of faith, the rational discussion of which is

the proper function of theology. \(Ie must not be afraid to
leave the largest field possible oPen to reasonable theo-

logical speculation, ready to intervene should dogma at
any ti-e be threatened. Some people behave as though

theyfound everything clear andcertain and reactviolgnt]Y
whln others do nor share their outlook. Many of the

Church's troubles might have been avoided had there been

firmness qn dogma a,nd truths that are certain and.respect
for the freedom of theological thought on the rest.

The Source of EPiscoPaI Power

one school of theological thoughr in the \(Iest has been

trying for some time to Pass ofi as a dogma expressed

throogh the constarlt teaching of the Church a thegry

which- we consider to be not only teqdentious but also

erroneous. It is that the Roman Pontifi is the final source

of all power in the Church.
According rc this theory, no bishop can be legitimately

constituted as a successor of the apostles except by the

Roman Pondff acting direcrly or indirectly. This, it is

asserted, forms p"tt of the divinely instituted law of the

Church.
Nobody denies that the Roman Pontiff can establish

bishops in the Church, accePt their resignation, remoYe

them from ofiice and replace them. Nor is it denied that
by ^ development in the \[est arising from historical
.ir.o*rt"rr."i, the nominarion of all bishops is strictly
reserved tohim and has been reserved forseveral centuries;

but that does not imply that no bishop has ever been

appointed, or can be appointed, according to the pro-
oiriot t of divine law itsJf, excepr by the Roman Pontiff,
acting directly or indirectly through organs (synods and

patriarchates) towhich hehashimself delegated this Power.
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In reply to such a tendentious theory we would urge the
following:

1. Holy Scripture affirms a primacy in favour of Peter
over the rest of the apostles and over the whole Church
but does not anywhere assert that no bishop can be con-
stituted except by rhe direct or indirecr inrervention of
Peter and his successors, the bishops of Rome. I[e even
find it explicitly said that the other apostles appointed
bishops without referring the matter ro Peter. Their dis-
ciples, such as Titus and Timothy, acted in the same way,
Aisuming that we are to urrdersiand the rexr as referring
to bishops in the strict sense, does not Holy Scripture tell
us that it was the Holy Spirit who made bishops to rule
the Church of God (.f. Acts 20 228)? \Tithout doing
violence to the texts, it is difficult to find in Scripture any
foundation for the idea that, a bishop cannot be given
jurisdiction over his church except by the direct or in-
direct intervention of the bishop of Rome, successor of
Peter.

2.In tradition, we can, it is true, find some texts favouring
this opinion, for example from Pope St. Leo, but we
cannot claim that this is the teaching of the majority of
the Fathers. There a;re other ancient and impartial texts
affirming the contrary, some Fathers of the Church being
opposed to this tendency to excessive development of
papal power. 'We may even assert that, particularly in the
East, they constitute a majority. \(lhile recognizing the
primacy of the Roman Pontiff, they do not admit that he
is the source of power and jurisdiction in the Church to
such an extent that no bishop can be appointed except
by him. Tradition, then, is not on the whole in favour of
this extreme view. \7e are moved here to an observation,
which applies to many other extreme tendencies in modern
theology. \$7hi1e the \(Iest does not advance false texts, it
produces only those texts that are favourable to its own
views, and, consciously or unconsciously, keeps quiet about
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those on the other side, even when they arenumerous. An
objective study of tradition should take account of all
currents and all texts. Against a few texts favourable to
the view that the Roman Pontiff is the only and last source

of all authority are many others, which either take no

account of this theory or assert the contrary. \flhere then

are we to find the true tradition?
3. On this subject the practice of the Church is still our

best guide. Even in the 'lVest, bishops were not always

nominated and invested directly or indirectly by theRoman
Pontiffs. During the first nine centuries of the Church's

existence, for *ott of which East and \flest were united,
the popes certainly claimed the right to intervene,_ Partic-
ulariy when serious dangers threatened the Church. They
o.."riotr"lly nominated or deposed bishops, but the East

has never supposed that the poPes alone had the power'
directly or indirectly, to appoint bishops. 'When Pope

Nicholas I complained to thePatriarchPhotius concer"ilg
his election witlout reference to Rome, Photius was able

to replythat that had never been the custom of theChurch.
PopJ Nicholas seems to have based his claim in good faith
ott th. false decretals, which were beginning to circulate in
the \[est. \ile can at least say' then, that for centuries the

Church was unaw are that the nomination or mandating of
bishops in their respective dioceses was the exclusive
prerogative of the Roman Pontiff. In our own Melkite
.hrrt.L, until a dozen years ago, bishoPs were nominated
in synod, and could be appointed without papal con-
firmation.

4. Knowing that tradition does not suPPort them, the
advocates of this extremist view think theyhave succeeded

in overcoming all objections when they insert the Paren-
thedcal "direct or indirect". Thus, if it is proved histo-
rically that out of a hun{red thousand episcopal elections

in the East from the time of the aPostles until the middle
of the twentieth century' the popes have intervened in
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only a hundred cases, some theologians will continue to
maintain that the elections were on papal authority,
exercised in this case indirectly, by the synods, the pa-
triarch, or in some other way. The popes have not
themselves thought of this any more than they thought
of giving Eastern priests the power to confirm. Such
deductions do not follow from the facts, but twist the facts
to suit preconceived theories. One might assert by this
method that ordinary priests obain their canonical mis-
sion from the pope, although indirectly through the inter-
mediary of the bishops. Extending the process, one might
ask what there is in the Church drat does not come from the
pope. The excessiveness of these deductions reveals the error
of themethodandshows the reasoning itself to be defective.

5. Those who share the opinion that we oppose have
recourse to another line of argument. They claim that their
opinion is a logical deduction from the dogma of the
Roman primacy. Since, according to the definition of the
first Vatican Council, the pope has ordinary, episcopal
and immediate power over pastors and the faithful, the
bishops owe their own power over their dioceses to papal
mandate. Our reply is that the definition of the first
Vatican Council does not in the least say that the pope
is the ultimate and sole source of all power within the
Church. It is possible to have power over another without
being the source of all authority over that person. The two
things are distinct, and to jump from one to the other
is tantamount to a wish to impose on the Church by
underhand means a new dogma which the first Vatican
Council in fact refrained from pressing.

The Collegiate Natare ot' the Episcopate

The Eastern Catholic church wishes to encourage assem-

blies of the hierarchy in each country and wants them to
be recognized as having a real legislative authority. This
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would lead to restoring in practice within Catholicism the
collegiate character of the episcopate.

The Church is not made up of individualslinkeddirectly
to the head, nor of bishops under the immediate and ex-
clusive direction of the pope. It is an organized body,
composed not of separate cells and a head, but of organs

variously constituted and of difierent grouPs each with its
respective functions. The bishops are not merely resPon-

sibie for their own dioceses. In union with their head, the
Roman Pondff, they are responsible also in a collegiate
way for the church of their country and even for the
IJniversal Church.

In the East, we must look forward to episcopal con-
ferences and synods on a double plan. First there should
be synods of a given church or rite and then synods of
the whole of the Catholic episcopate, independent of rite.
The bishops belonging to a single rite, who would make
up the first group, normally come from more than one

contrtty. Members of the second grouP could with ad-
vantage be restricted to a single country. It would also be

useful'to anvisage patriarchal synods between members of
different rites.

These gatherings of the whole of the hierarchy of a

country should be able to take mandatory decisions' Pro-
vided they do not run counter to the common law of the
Church.

Tbe Power of Bishops

In our view, there should be no question in the Catholic
Church of "faculties" granted'to bishops, Permanently or
for a given period. The bishop in his church has, by
positive divine law, all the powers necessary to govern

his flock, without any limitation. Nevertheless, for suffi-
cient reasons some powers can be reserved to the metrQ-
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politan, the patriarch, the synod, or the Roman Pondff.
It would be better to draw up a list not of "faculties" but
of "reservations". Even then, these reservations should be
limited to serious cases where the general interest of the
Church demands that the bishop should not use the
authority he possesses. To reserve to the Holy See or to
a special religious order the blessing of ways of the cross,
or decisions on the status of monks who have left their
enclosures, even though the same faculty can be granted to
ordinaries who ask for it, does not show a proper con-
ception of the constitution of the Church. It derives rather
from the false idea that the Holy See has all the powers
and is alone in having them, though it may at times
delegate the use of them as it thinks fit to bishops. Never
openly declared yet applied in practice, this concept is
inadmissable.

Ernigrants of the Eastern Rites

The Holy Roman See not only rccognizes the equality of
all rites within the Catholic Church but recommends that,
where the good of souls requires, special dioceses should be
created for faithful of the Eastern rite or that at least they
should have their own parish.

There are many difficulties in the way of carrying our
this wish of the Holy See, one of which is the opposition
of some Latin bishops who refuse to allow the creation of
separate dioceses in their territory. The same people
nevertheless consider it normal that Latin emigrants in the
East, even when very few, should immediately have their
own territorial dioceses, as soon as they arrive. Pope
Pius IX did not hesitate to restore the patriarchate of
Jerusalem for 4,000 faithful of the Latin rite in Palestine,
whereas hundreds of thousands of Eastern Christians have
no dioceses of their own, particularly in America.
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Our Orthodox bretihren in that country, being under
the jurisdiction of a local hierarchy, have a freedom of
action that has enabled them to organize and develop,
often to our detriment.

In the meantime, our own emigrant Eastern Christians,
deprived of pastors of their own rite, decline in numbers,

lsave their faith and become prey to atheistic, dissident or
communist propa ganda. So far the Holy See has held
their loyalty by the consideration it has shown them, but
we hope that a solution to the problem will not be in-
definitely delayed, for it affects the salvation of souls.

Q
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